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Introduction

"No matter how your heart is grieving, if you keep on believing, the dream
that you wish will come true." This song has been heard on tape recorders of
American youth for generations. Sung by the ever-popular Disney cartoon
character, Cinderella, it has become the signature song of films produced by
Walt Disney. Americans swim in a sea of Disney images and merchandise.
Disney re-releases its animated features to theaters on a seven-year rotation as
a marketing strategy to attract a following in each new generation, consequently
producing a following of viewers almost unimaginably large in size. The company
has produced more than 34 full-length, "G" rated features, most of which are
available in home video (Hoerrner 214). Seventeen of Disney's titles account for
over 220 million video unit sales since their release, but this is a conservative
figure which does not include films such as Mary Poppins that are not removed
from the shelves in sales cycle (214). Distribution of this magnitude alone justifies
the study of Tannen's gender communications theory in these films.
Deborah Tannen's ideas regarding gender communications surround the
fact that males and females communicate in different ways. She states that
though there are two distinct styles of discourse, they are equally valid. Tannen
generalizes male and female communication styles in five general types of
communication behavior. She states that women participate in a more private
form of discourse, while males frequently communicate in a more public form of
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speaking. The motives of story-telling are also different for males and females.
Males tell stories so as to show status, therefore often use humor or place
themselves as the hero in their stories. Contrastingly, females do not place
themselves as the hero of their stories and tell them with the motive of
establishing a connection with the person with whom they are communicating.
Listening styles also differ between males and females. Males tend to switch
topics often instead of listening intently. They also interrupt a great deal in order
to increase their status and remain in control even while listening. Females tend
to listen more intently and agree a great deal when listening so as to establish a
connection. Regarding question-asking, females ask many questions so as_to
further efforts towards establishing a connection. Contrastingly, males do not ask
as many questions when communicating, most likely for fear of having their
status threatened. Regarding dealing with conflict when communicating, women
avoid conflict in most situations. Males, on the other hand, are very comfortable
with conflict.
The purpose of this content analysis study is to determine the degree to
which cartoon characters in five of Disney's most popular animated films from the
past fifty years communicate according to Deborah Tannen's gender
communications theory, specifically in the five behavior areas of private or public
speaking, motive of story telling, listening style, asking or not asking questions,
and dealing with conflict.
The method employed will be that of a content analysis. Five of Disney's
most popular animated films from the past fifty years will be viewed. Those films

are Cinderella (1950), Sleeping Beauty (1959), The Little Mermaid (1989),
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Beauty and the Beast (1991), and Pocahontas (1995). While viewing the film,
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behaviors in five general categories will be observed and documented. These·
behavior trends will be calculated from each of the five movies. The results from
each movie will be compared to the norms for male and female communication
as stated in Tannen's theory, as well as to one another. This comparison will
show the degree to which Disney's animated films portray male and female
communication styles according to Deborah Tannen's theory. The analysis of
these five films will also illustrate the portrayal of male and female
communication styles in regard to effects on society, as well as how/if these
styles have changed over time.
The value of this research is that it will determine what Disney is teaching
its audience, primarily the youth of society, about how respective genders
communicate. The power of Disney's animated films is immense. Not only are
these films seen in movie theaters but also in the form of home videos. Youth
can be exposed to these videos on a very frequent and repetitive basis, thus
reinforcing these communication behaviors tenfold. Essentially, it is providing
youth with a stereotype as to what is the appropriate communication style for
males and females. This is very important for society to examine, especially
considering this power and vast audience base that Disney possesses. In
addition, the research will explain many youth behaviors, and since Disney has
been making animated films for so many years, perhaps also shed light as to
why many adults communicate the way that they do.
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Tannen's theory is a very accurate representation of how many males and
females in present-day society actually do communicate. However, it does not
account for, nor does it pro.mote, the "female voice" or the power that females
I

can have through communication. In some of its behavior depictions, males
communicate in a way that oppresses females involved in discourse with them.
Simply because Tannen's theory is an accurate depiction in no way means that it
empowers women nor is the best way for females, as well as males, to
communicate. If Disney does in fact present gender communication in this light,
the value of this research is that it can then be used to promote and encourage
future research in hopes of changing the ways male and female communication
are depicted to youth in future Disney films. Its value is found in the fact that it
can also encourage examination of all animated films, not just those produced by
Disney. This can be extended to television cartoons as well. The effects of the
social learning theory and the cultivation theory can also be applied to this
research and in turn prove to be of great value to future research as well.
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Review of Literature

An article in the journal Women's Studies in Communications, entitled
"The Happiest Films on Earth: A textual and contextual analysis of Walt Disney's
Cinderella and The Little Mermaid', by Pamela Colby O'Brien, argues that when
analyses of Disney films are performed, insights into the films as social and
cultural forces emerge. The article describes the study as an examination of
female character representations in Disney's Cinderella and The Little Mermaid.
The paper argues that the gender ideology in Disney films has changed very little
over the company's history: new films merely have updated presentations to
make traditional values seem more relevant to new generations (O'Brien 156).
The article goes into an analysis of how Disney was in the 1940s and how this
shaped the film of Cinderella. It also writes about the movie's production,
marketing, and advertisements. The second movie that is discussed in the article
is The Little Mermaid. Its advertising and marketing are also debated. O'Brien
writes, "Cinderella and The Little Mermaid represent a continuation of the
· practice in animated feature films of creating characters that enact female
oppression ... until recently however, few have questioned Disney's depiction of
women in traditional gender roles because Disney is hailed as a purveyor of
society's dominant 'family' values" (179).
Keisher L. Hoerrner wrote an article entitled, "Gender Roles in Disney
Films: Analyzing Behaviors from Snow White to Simba" in the journal, Women's
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Studies in Communication. The article is about a study that analyzed Disney full
length animated films to identify the gendered "world-view" that they provide for
young viewers. It states that prosocial and antisocial communication behaviors
were examined in order to determine the prevalence of gender stereotypes within
the films. The article mentions the effects Disney's films have regarding social
learning and cultivation theory. It also began by stating various statistics
regarding the audience base of Disney and its popularity over generations. The
results of the study were divided into categories describing in detail the 134
characters examined, the 864 behaviors examined, demographic results, sex
roles, victims of antisocial behaviors, and heroes and villains. The discussion
section of this research article states,
The Disney name consistently has been equated with "good, clean, family
fare" as a result of a highly proficient marketing machine that envelops
children-and parents-in a fantasy world filled with Disney toys, clothing,
school supplies, bedspreads, books, computer software, and even theme
parks. For many children, Disney characters are as pervasively present in
their lives as television. Indeed, thanks to VCRs, Disney characters can
come to life on a child's television screen numerous times a day. Yet,
when that occurs, children are introduced to a particular Disneyesque
world view. (Hoerrner 224).
Hoerrner writes that the project found that while Disney scripts do perpetuate
gender stereotypes in their range of behaviors written for female characters,
Disney female characters do not consist soley of passive, timid females like
those previous research has found are consistently seen on television. The
article lists examples of Disney movies that portray female characters in a much
more feminist and powerful light. Ariel from The Little Mermaid, Belle from Beauty
and the Beast, and The Lion King's Nala are examples of Disney's contemporary
independent female characters who exhibit a variety of strong communications

skills and are seen as on more equal footing with their male peers. The article
also states that this study of eleven Disney films suggests that there are
legitim�te concerns par:.ents might have about their children's viewing of Disney
animated cartoons. The value of this research is also discussed in the article. It
gave ideas for future research of Disney's films. Hoerrner writes, "Field studies
and interviews of young viewers could provide insights into how children relate to
Disney characters, what effects Disney's efforts to market these characters have
on children's attitudes, and how the 'world view' presented by these characters'
actions helps shape children's perceptions of reality, including sex-based and
gender role perceptions" (226).
A journal article from Women's Studies in Communications, entitled,
"Feminine Empowerment in Disney's Beauty and the Beasf' by Sharon D.
Downey, writes about a study analyzing Beauty and the Beast. It describes the
film as having two contrasting narratives-female and male-through a blending of
discursive and nondiscursive elements. It states the importance and popularity of
the fairy tale in children's literature. The article states that it activates children's
curiosity and creativity, while providing them with moral lessons that prepare
them for the complexities of life. However, these "truths" validated through
folktales often reinforce disparaging images of females. This includes the ways in
which they communicate. The article includes a section in which it describes
typical female communication, which is very close in description to Tannen's
ideas of gender communication. It states, "women's discourse typically is marked
by a subjective, emotional, and private reality which stems from dailiness and
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concrete experience in which meaning not only. is interdependent, contextual,
and cooperative, but entails the functional end of meeting needs of self and
others" (Downey 189). The article specifically describes the communication
behavior of dealing with conflict when communicating as seen by the characters
in Beauty and the Beast. It states, "the film also implicates the dominant order
males, the masculine-as the culprit or agent responsible for conflict" (Downey
208). The article concludes by discussing the fact that the key rhetorical move in
Beauty and the Beast is its development of a paradox through which a gendered
dialectic emerges.
The article entitled, "Construction of the Female Self: Feminist Readings
of the Disney Heroine" in Women's Studies in Communications examines the
way in which the female self is constructed in five Disney films: Cinderella,
Sleeping Beauty, The Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, and Pocahontas.
The article argues that although females have expressed voice and selfhood in
some of the later films, Disney's interpretation of children's literature and history
remain those of a white, middle-class, patriarchal society. Research by Carol
Gilligan is mentioned in the article. Gilligan's research chronicles the
psychological development of women's conceptualizations of the self. She
argues that, "women learn to value connections with others and at least in part
define themselves through their relationships with others" (Smith 230). The
conclusions of her study give insight into mainly the female characters in each of
these films. The article listed characteristics that many of these female
characters have in common. Its also gives examples as to when the female

characters seem to show growing empowerment through shifts in their
relationships. The article writes that "of all of Disney's characters, Pocahontas
seems to break new ground" because of not only her position and value in her
community, but also because of how she communicates herself to others and
with others. The article chronicles the communication patterns and relationships
that the female lead characters have with both males and females and gives
examples of how these relationships and communication patterns seem to differ.
The article states, "As our analysis of these five films illustrates, the portrayal of
female heroines in Disney's animated features has changed with time" (Scott
245). The article attributes part of this change to the fact that the female
characters have acquired the ability to better articulate their dreams and are thus
able to enact changes in their lives as they pursue those dreams. The article
concludes with the statement, "This leads us to conclude that Disney films
provide at best ambiguous and at worst troubling postfeminist message for young
viewers'' (Scott 246).
Teresa L. Thompson and Eugenia Zerbinos wrote an article in Sex Roles:
A Journal of Research, entitled, "Gender roles in animated cartoons: has the
picture changed in 20 years?" This article writes about a study which was an
update of research done primarily in the 1970s on gender representation in
children's cartoons. The article writes that the value of the study is found in that,
"Gender representation in children's programming deserves attention because
children begin watching television at a very early age and spend considerable
time doing so. Cartoons are of particular interest because they are the preferred
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program format for children starting at the age of 18 months to 2 years" (Zerbinos
651 ). The article stated characteristics of females and males and how they were
portrayed in cartoons more than twenty years ago, so as to framework the
changes that this study was about to show. The article touches on Tannen's
·1

ideas by stating that females emphasized the personal relationship when
communicating, while males emphasized achievement. An interesting finding in
the study regarding communication rates showed that male characters talked
twice as much as female characters, thus illustrating the tendency for males to
dominate dialogs more than women, who tend to agree much more during dialog.
The study showed that during communication, males threatened others-more
frequently and bragged more frequently, while females worked to employ
relationships through communication. The article shows a chart with 12
communication behaviors that were observed in the cartoons. These were: asks
questions, expresses opinions, answers questions, emphasizes tasks, interrupts,
laughs at others, bragging, ordering/bossing, insults others, threatens others,
expresses disappointment, and shows anger (Zerbinos 675). The results of the
study showed significant changes in male and female communication behaviors.
"Female characters since 1980 showed more verbal aggression, ingenuity, and
leadership... Males have asked more questions, emphasized tasks more,
expressed more excitement, and bragged less" (Zerbinos 676).
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Description of Critical Method

The method used to conduct this research is that of a content analysis.
The content analysis will be on five, full-length, G-rated, Disney animated feature
films. These movies are Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, The Little Mermaid, Beauty

and the Beast, and Pocahontas. Cinderella was produced in 1950, Sleeping
Beauty in 1959, The Little Mermaid in 1989, Beauty and the Beast in 1991, and
Pocahontas in 1995. This allows for representation of Disney films across the
past fifty years. The movies lengths are as follows: Sleeping Beauty-75 minutes,
The Little Mermaid-83 minutes, Beauty and the Beast-84 minutes, and
Pocahontas-81 minutes. Communication behaviors are being counted in this
content analysis. The communication behaviors are: private or public speaking,
motives of story-telling, listening style, asking or not asking questions, and
dealing with conflict. These communication behaviors will be counted for male
and female characters respectively in each category. Two pieces of paper will be
used for each film. One sheet is for male behaviors and one sheet is for female
behaviors. The behaviors will be listed along the vertical edge of the paper and
tally marks will be made beside the behavior when seen in the film, going
horizontally across the page. The number of times each behavior occurred during
the film will be tallied in each category for males and females. The numbers will
be compared to what is stated as gender specific communication traits in
Tannen's theory of gender communications. This process will be done for each
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Results
In Cinderella, there were six female characters and two male characters.
Females engaged in more private communication 20 times and public
communication two times. Males engaged in public communication five times
and in private communication zero times. Females used story telling to make
connections 12 times and for status gaining zero times. Males used story telling
to gain status ten times and to make connections zero times. Females agreed
during times of listening 16 times and interrupted or switched topics zero times.
Males showed agreement when listening three times and switched topics 13
times. Females asked questions 15 times and males asked questions seven
times. Females visibly avoided conflict six times and dealt with conflict two times.
Males avoided conflict one time and dealt with conflict four times.
In the film Sleeping Beauty, there were three male characters. There were
six female characters in the movie. From the communication that took place
between different combinations of these characters, results were found. Results
for females showed that there were 10 instances of private speech and one
instance of public speech. There were 5 instances of public speech and zero
instances of private speech with males. Regarding the motives of story-telling,
females did so to establish a connection .12 times, and to show their status three
times. Males told stories with the motive of establishing a connection two times
and with the motive of showing their status, often through humor and stories of
heroism, 13 times. When listening during communication, females agreed to form
a connection and show understanding or agreement 18 times. There was only
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one instance where they changed the topic while listening. Contrastingly with
males, they showed agreement and understanding when listening three times
and interrupted to change the topic nine times. Females asked questions 18
times during the film and males asked questions only four times. In choosing
whether or not to deal with conflict when communicating, females clearly avoided
conflict ten times, while men openly dealt with conflict twelve times.
There were five female characters counted in The Little Mermaid. There
were eight male characters counted in the film. Females communicated privately
ten times in the film and publicly five times. Males communicated privately two
times and publicly eight times. When telling stories, females did so to establish a
connection three times, and for status three times. Males told stories to show
their status eleven times and to show a connection during communication zero
times. While listening, females changed the topic zero times and openly showed
agreement eight times. Males showed agreement while listening five times and
disagreement three times. Females asked questions 17 times and males asked
questions 10 times. Females dealt with conflict four times and chose to avoid it
eight times. Males dealt with conflict six times and did not deal with it two times.
Disney's Beauty and the Beast featured two female characters and seven
male characters. Female characters engaged in private discourse seven times
and public discourse six times. Male characters engaged in private discourse
seven times and public discourse three times. Female characters used story
telling as a means of establishing a connection 17 times and as a means of
gaining status zero times. Male characters used story-telling to improve their

status ten times, while as a connection only two times. Females agreed while
listen1ng 13 times and switched topics two times. Males agreed while listening
five times and switched topics 12 times. Females asked questions during
discourse 18 times and males asked questions while communicating six times.
Females avoided conflict eight times and dealt with it openly three times. Males
dealt with conflict nine times and avoided it two times.
The Disney film, Pocahontas featured mainly seven male characters
whose communication behaviors could be measured. It featured three main
female characters. Females engaged in private discourse seventeen times and
public discourse three times. Males engaged in private discourse five times and
public discourse five times. When story-telling, females did so to establish a
connection five times and zero times to increase their status. Males told stories to
increase their status twelve times and to connect with someone ten times. When
listening, females showed agreement ten times and did not change topics one
time. Males showed agreement eight times and switched topics two times.
Females asked questions seven times and males asked questions three times
when communicating. Women dealt with conflict thirteen times and avoided it
one time, whereas men dealt with conflict nineteen times and did not avoid it at
all.

Conclusions
Valid conclusions can be derived from the data collected through the
content analysis of the five Disney animated films. Overall, both males and
females communicate very much in accordance to Tannen's theory as to how the
different genders engage in discourse. Cinderella and Sleeping Beauty proved to
be the most closely correlated films to Tannen's theory in every communication
behavior observed. However, the more recently the film was produced, the
weaker the correlation became to Tannen's theory in every behavior category,
with the exception of Beauty and the Beast. It portrayed genders as
communicating like Tannen hypothesized just as much as Cinderella and
Sleeping Beauty. The film that least closely matched Tannen's ideas regarding
communication was Pocahontas, followed by The Little Mermaid. Because
Tannen's ideas are rather conservative and do not give females a great deal of
voice or power when communicating and portray males as extremely
domineering, it seems that as feminism has grown in society, gender
communication styles have grown farther away from Tannen's theory.
Specifically in the areas of dealing with conflict, females in The Little
Mermaid did not avoid conflict as much as in previous movies. They dealt with
issues at hand and stood up to authority. Ariel specifically went against her
father's wishes by going to the "surface" to live with humans. When telling
stories, results were equal regarding females using stories to make connections
and gain status. Ursula repeatedly told stories so as to gain status, power, and
the confidence of others. However, there were just as many instances of Ariel

using stories, and in some cases, song, to establish agreement and connections.
She sang a song about the world above the surface being so much greater than
the ocean which included the repetition of phrases such as, uwouldn't you think
and isn't it great". Males in The Little Mermaid also avoided conflict a bit more
frequently than in earlier films. The fish, Flounder, as well as the lobster,
Sebastian, avoided conflict with King Triton at all cost. They often showed
agreement simply to avoid conflict as well. This deviation towards more feminine
power, decision-making, and independence shows that while some of Tannen's
ideas were still present, Disney's films do attempt to follow the trends of society
to an extent.

Pocahontas is definitely a film in which genders communicate the most
differently from Tannen's theory. Males tended to engage in private discourse
more frequently than in other films. When females asked questions, they often
did so to question authority and one's own dreams and aspirations. They also
used questions to expand their knowledge base. They did not use questions so
much to simply establish connections. Males also used story-telling
communication to establish connections more frequently, especially in the case
of John Smith trying to establish a connection with Pocahontas, in order to gain
her trust and love. Pocahontas is a film in which females dealt with a great deal
more conflict. Pocahontas herself was prepared to question the authority of her
father, as well as the tribe as to the motives of the white men and the relationship
that should not exist between Indians and the white men. She argued with her
father about these issues. She communicated with whom she wished and with
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who made her happy, without regard to the conformities and constraints of her
tribe.
This study shows that at least two of Disney's animated films do follow
some of the trends of our society as it has grown to accept feminist power and
retract some of the dominance from males. However, the majority of the
communications behaviors in all of the movies are very close to that of Deborah
Tannen. The fact that the most recent film, Pocahontas, correlates the least with
Tannen's theory, shows that just because society's views are changing, does not
mean that all aspects of society agree to support or encourage this surge of
feminism. This leaves great questions into not only gender stereotyping, but also
makes one wonder about the effects of social learning as well as the cultivation
theory, specifically regarding the youth of society that most often view these
types of films. The cultivation theory states that one is very possible for one to
absorb a culture that they are exposed to repeatedly. One will begin to believe
that how things are portrayed by the media is actually how they are in reality. If
one is exposed to Disney's animated films, they are simulateously being
repeatedly exposed to a certain image of gender communication. This may very
well become a reality to them. The social learning theory states that people learn
from society, which includes the media, and then emulate the actions they have
learned. Exposure to Disney's animated films provides a certain image of gender
communication to its viewers, one that can easily be emulated through social
learning. This is a call for examination regarding the fact that even though
society's views towards female communication have improved by leaps and
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bounds, if there is not support by such powerful industries, such as film,
especially by an industry such as Disney, then little change will be made in the
attitudes of current as well as future generations.
This study leaves great room for research to be expanded through viewing
more of Walt Disney's animated films in order to see if Tannen's ideas of gender
communication styles are as visibly present. It also opens the door to future
studies of all other animated films, as well as animated television cartoons.
Psychologists should take this research and apply it to gender specific
communication disorders as well.
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Senior Thesis
Bridgette Horsley
Spring 2002
INTRODUCTION
There has been much research in the areas of body image and media portrayal,
and how it affects people physically and mentally. The idea that women are generally
dissatisfied with their bodies is not a new one. Research has shown that in the last 30
years, American women have become increasingly dissatisfied with their bodies and/or
physical appearance. Not surprisingly, images in film and print depicted thinner and
thinner women· during this 30-year time period. The hypothesis that will be focused upon
in this thesis is that there are both physical and mental effects that the media's portrayal
of body image has on college students both male and female.
How much are we flooded with these unrealistic images in print and on
television? A recent publication reports that out of 4,000 television advertisements, 1 out
of every 3.8 ads had a message that was "attractive-based." When studied further, it was
calculated that the average human is exposed to over 5,000 of these advertisements
yearly. These ads often times contain supermodels, diet remedies, cosmetics, and
clothing. What the popular majority does not know, however, is that the average model
weighs up to 25% less than a human that is classified as being within their correct weight
range. This means that these models are about 15-20% below what is clinically
considered healthy for their age and height. In addition, the general public is often
unaware of that fact that many of these models have undergone plastic surgery, and are
som�times "taped up" to present more photogenic representations of themselves.
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Sometimes, the advertisements containing these images are even airbrushed before being
published to account for a more "perfect" body image representation. (Williams, 1-2).
LITERATURE REVIEW
Today's model is the one area where "perfection seems attainable and is one of
the many venues for perfection," according to Peggy Claude, the author of "The Secret
Language of Eating Disorders." She further states that, "The media and advertising
images glorify perfection and beauty and that is what contributes to many women's sense
of unhappiness about their physically imperfect bodies. I would applaud a movement to
curtail the 'Supermodel Syndrome."' (Claude, 68).
These body image misconceptions can all too often lead to serious disorders in
college students such as anorexia nervosa, bulimia, and body image dysphoria. These
disorders are often found progressing in three steps. In stage one, the affected person
absorbs the "ideal" images that they see in print and on television. Stage two leads
women to fantasize themselves as thin, more beautiful versions of their present selves. In
stage three, the affected person becomes depressed when they realize what their present
body looks like when compared to the unrealistic images in the media. This is the stage
when one often resorts to an eating disorder or illogical perception of his or her own
body.
According to an article titled, "The Dangers of Eating Disorders," anorexia
nervosa is marked by obsessive fasting and is enforced through four characteristics:
•

Refusal to maintain body weight at or above a minimally normal weight
for age and height. (Weight loss leading to maintenance of body weight
less than 85% of that expected)
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•

Intense fear of gaining weight or becoming fat, even though underweight

•

Disturbance in the way in which one's body weight or shape experienced,
and undue influence by body weight or shape with extreme denial

•

In postmenarchial females, the absence of at least three consecutive
menstrual cycles.

Bulimia is another eating disorder that is often brought on or encouraged through
unrealistic advertisements in print and on television. It is marked by "eating binges
followed by self-induced vomiting or the use of la'<atives and/or diuretics."
A final disorder that is linked to media advertisements and how its consumers perceive
them is Body Image Disphoria. "Body Image Disphoria is " an unpleasant mood or
affect concerning one's personal body image perception including anger, irritability,
sadness, jealousy, anxiety, fear, restlessness, or malaise."
To better understand how media portrayal of body image affects college students,
it is perhaps beneficial to look at the general definition of body image, and the attitudes
that college students have on body image, before exploring how this phenomenon
combined with the popular media's depiction affects students as wel_l.
Body image has been defined in many various ways, however the formal
definition is "the evaluations and affective experiences regarding someone's physical
attributions." (Cash) Body image is influenced by feelings, and usually then affects one's

I
l
l
J

· behavior, psychopathology, and self-esteem. It has been noted that our body image and
the perceptions one has of it partly determines who we meet, who we marry, day-to-day
interactions, and overall comfort level. This is trne indeed in that our body is our: own
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personal "billboard," providing those who come in contact with us a first and often times
only impression.
As seen in study after study, the issue of body image and dissatisfaction thereof
has often been termed "normative discontent." This means that being dissatisfied with
ones body now seems normal for women in the United States; so much as to where
dieting is becoming "normal" also.
The reasons that women are increasingly more and more dissatisfied with their
body image are many. First, men rate physically attractive women as being the ones they
would pursue a short or long term relationship with. Further, in a 1991 study, Eagly and
Ashmo found that physical attractiveness has a profound impact on perceived social
competence and intelligence. This study also concluded that obesity seems to be one of
the most negative aspects when choosing a dating partner of life mate.

Body Image and Mass Media
How does the media inject its ever-so-powerful "Hypodermic Needle" into our
minds? A study in 1997 found that three sociocultural areas that influence appearance;
media exposure, awareness of societal expectations, and societal measures. These factors
were examined in 175 college age females. (75% White, 7% Black, 10%Hispanic, and
7%Asian). Participating on a volunteer basis, the subjects were given extra class credit
points at a major university. In order to gain a sample size that was not biased,
participants were not rejected because of age, ethnicity, or body build.
The measure that was used was based on "The Eating Disorder Inventory"-Body .
Dissatisfaction scale that contains 9 questions measuring satisfaction with various body
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parts such as buttocks, thighs, waist, and others. In addition, the "Multidimensional Body
Self-Relations Questionnaire-Physical Appearance Evaluation was used. This scale
consists of 7 questions that ask the participant to analyze several aspects of his/her
physical appearance. A final measure that was used in assessing body image portrayal
and college students did incorporate magazine images and how they are perceived. The
rating scale used to measure this is the "Participant Magazine Assessment Tool."
(PMAT). This scale is used to measure college students and their identification and
quantification of magazine exposure. The PMAT is comprised of magazine titles selected
after examination of subscription statistics. This was initially done to conclude the
magazines that were most popular among college students. A blank was added beside
each magazine, so that subjects could indicate the amount of time. if any, per month
reading the magazines. An additional space was provided to list any magazines that were
popular but not listed.
Each of the three surveys was administered in a classroom setting and in the same
sitting. The three questionnaires were given to each participant, along with a general
consent form in one packet. After completing the form and questionnaires, students were
debriefed about the purpose of the experiment.
After the questionnaires were completed, another procedure was done to assess
body shape assessments of persons appearing in magazines. The body shapes of the
people who appeared in the magazines that were most popular in college females were
examined. The only magazines that were assessed were ones that were popular among at
least 5% or more of participants during the rating process. With most magazines, the
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May and June 1995 issues were used because these were the issues that contained models
with the least amount of clothing.
There were nine female figure drawings used for participants to compare to the
magazine images. Each body shape is rated on a scale of 1-9, with 1 representing the
thinnest figure and 9 being the fullest. Half step increments were allowed to be given to
the pictures (4.5, 8.5, etc.), to avoid any bias. Also, facial features and hairstyles were
removed for this same reason.
In addition, five drawings of different breast/chest sizes were used to compare the
breast/chest sizes of the females in the magazines, where 1 was assigned to a smaller
breast size and 5 to a larger one. Facial features and hairstyles were also removed from
this measure as well.
Next, two trained assistants were instructed to recognize and rate the images that
were taken from the magazines on a realistic scale. This was done by selecting "practice
pictures" and having the assistants rate the same picture individually until they eventually
had a .82 correlation amongst each other. The experiment was then conducted.
Two elements were used as variables: the mean body shape rating and the
number of female images contained in each magazine. These were calculated across the
two issues (or nine issues for weekly magazines) that were selected. The results were as
follows:
Magazine Title

Teen
Rolling Stone
Allure

YM

Mademoiselle
Newsweek
Health
Self

Mean Body Shape Rating Number of Images

1.86

6

2.29
2.41
2.49
2.5
2.5
2.52

13
11

2

2

1
3
7
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Vogue
Ebony
Entertainment Weekly
Details
Elle
New Woman
Fitness
Good Housekeeping
Cosmopolitan
Redbook
Shape
Prevention
Glamour
McCall's
Seventeen
Family Circle
Sports Illustrated
Woman's Day
Ladies Home Journal
People
Essence
Life
Readers Digest
Time
US News and World Report

2.54
2.55
2.64
2.65
2.7
2.72
2.84
2.85
2.92
2.92
2.99
3
3.02
3.17
3.19
3.32
3.38
3.41
3.62
3.79
4
0
0
0
0

26
7
26
5
4
6
23
8
16
7
8
1
16
8
7
14
2
18
13
7
4
0
0
0
0

The results are fairly conclusive that the media unrealistically portrays body
images in almost every popular magazine read by college students. Further, there is only
one magazine in the popular list (excluding the magazines with no· female/male images in
them) that reached four when rated on how thin to full students perceived the pictures to
be. Because every other magazine got mean ratings of three and below, there seems to be
no "average" body sizes in popular magazines. This is a definite cause for concern when
one considers how the media affects students and the way they perceive their own body
image.
Body Image Perception: How Education and Intervention Can Help
l
l

--------

·---
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In another study, the effect of not only magazine images in general was studied,
rather the effect of the fashion advertisements in these magazines were analyzed. In this
study, it was hypothesized that "fashion advertisements have been found to have a
negative effect body image attitudes and behaviors among men and women in college.
This study was conducted in a medium-sized university in the Midwest. The participants
were randomly selected students in various wellness and health classes to participate in
this research. There were a total of 105 students participating from the school of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation, and ranged in age from 18 to 23 years old.
The survey instrument used was an 11-item questionnaire that measured the
participant's behavior and responses about fashion advertising and the images it uses to
represent these ads. The responses were given on a number scale with 1 being "strongly
agree" and 7 being "strongly disagree." What participants were not told, however, is that
this was a pretest, and another test n would be conducted after a few "intervention
sessions," or educational classroom type informational lectures and activities. This was
done to see how the mean scores would change after proper information and facts were
given to the participants.
The results of this study were conclusive that after education sessions, the general
ideas and conceptions about fashion advertising changed significantly. The survey
statements were as follows: The first statement was "Adult models in advertisements
have an ideal body size and shape." Before the intervention the mean answer was 4.53,
and dropped to 3.5, meaning that this statement was less agreed upon than before the
information was given. The second statement showed the same pattern. It stated "Women
would be more attractive if their body size and shape looked like most of the female
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models in advertisements." The mean response for this answer went from 4.15 to 3.5

after the intervention sessions. This too shows that proper education and activities
changed conceptions about advertisements and how they are linked to one's own body
image. The following statement was "Men would be more attractive

iftheir body size and

shape looked like most of the male models in advertisements." Like the previous

statements, the response went from 4.41 to 4.0. The next statement said "It would be
good for my health

ifmy body size and shape were similar to the body size and shape of

the male and female fashion models. " The pretest response was 3.52, and the posttest

response dropped to 3 .3. Statement 5 was "I would feel more satisfied with myself ifmy
body looked more like female or male fashion models. " As usual, the pretest response

was 4.70, and the posttest went down to 3.9. Statement 6 was "The main impact of
advertisements is that they influence people to buy the product." The initial response

was 5.03, and the posttest response dropped to 4.5. The next statement, statement 7 said,
"When I shop for or buy clothing at a store, I am conscious of the influence that fashion
advertisements have had on my selection." Here too, the pre-session response was 3.49,

and the posttest yielded a 3 .3. "One reason I watch what I eat is be_cause I feel pressured
to have a body size or shape that is similar to the body size and shape of many females or
males in the fashion industry." The first response was agreed upon by being marked at a

3 .85, and dropped after the informational sessions to 3. 7. This was a slighter drop than
the other statements, however it still followed the same trend. The next statement was,
"One reason I exercise or work out is because !feel pressured to have a body size or
shape that is similar to the shapes and sizes of many females or males in the fashion

J
j

industry. This was agreed upon with a mean response of 4.01, and then dropped to 3.5 in

i
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the posttest. Statement 10 was, "If I don't make attempts to look like similar female and
malefashion models, I will be perceived as less attractive than other people. " The mean
score for this statement went from 3.46 to" 3.2. The final statement was, "I make
decisions about dieting or exercising based more upon ho.11 I look than on my health
status." The mean response for this statement went from a 4.43 to a 3.86.
Clearly, all responses changed after the intervention sessions were administered.
These sessions were divided into four consecutive class periods that lasted for 1 hour and
35 minutes during the first month of the semester. This totaled about 6.5 hours of
intervention programs. To conduct these programs, the regular health/fitness teacher was
used to assist with the idea that students will feel more comfortable than having a
stranger conduct the sessions. This was also believed to help reduce any bias when
taking the posttest by the elimination of the uneasiness from working with an unknown
person.
Some of these intervention programs required participants to watch and provide
feedback on "Slim Hopes," a videotape that ran for 30 minutes. The tape addressed the
fashion industry and the norms it sets for people who are not in that industry. The video
focused more on female perceptions than male; however, the discussions were inclusive
of both sexes.
Another intervention session was conducted when students were shown a series of
slides that contained various advertisements taken for popular magazines such as
Cosmopolitan, Glamour, Fitness, Ebony, and Vogue. The researcher tried to choose a
variety of magazines so that it would include different sexes, races, and body sizes. In
addition, a few slides were also taken from the JC Penney Catalog with intentions of
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showing a more reasonable body size than most magazines. To analyze these slides,
students were asked questions such as, "Why did the producers of this advertisement
choose these particular poses, designs, and text?" Another question asked was, " What
norms do the advertisement perpetuate about young men and women?" The final
question they were asked was, "What does the advertisement advocate about what it
means to be healthy and attractive?" After responding to these questions, the participants
were asked to create counter advertisements that would better represent what would be
"typ ical" for whatever the page was advertising.
Another session challenged students to use photographs from magazines, images,
and text to create two of their own advertisements. One ad was as inclusive as possible,
showing people of different ethnic backgrounds, body sizes and shapes, and physical

f

abilities. The other ad was on the fashion industry and its emphasis on slimness and

r
r
r

the inclusiveness of most fashion advertisements or lack thereof. The general purpose of

rI

youthfulness. By re framing these advertisements, students were more educated a bout

this session was to help students view the fashion industry's norms as non-inclusive and
non-realistic when applied to different races, genders, and backgrounds.
A final session conducted required students to construct collages of their
composed advertisements and other work. This was then shown to the larger group of
participants. The group then discussed the ratio and comparisons of their choices.
The results of this study were quite accurate in what was predicted. The general
idea that the images in fashion advertisements does affect college students in different
aspects held true. The most strongly agreed upon item in the pretest was "The main
impact of advertisements is that they influence people to buy the product." and "I make
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decisions about dieting and exercising more upon how I look than on my health status. "
This also held true in the posttest although the mean response dropped slightly. The most
strongly disagreed upon or lowest mean score could be seen in the statement, "It would
be good for my health if my body size and shape were similar to the body size and shape
of most female or male fashion models. "
When this data was analyzed by gender, it was concluded that women showed a
more significant difference than men when comparing the pretest/posttest changes.
Perhaps it can be concluded that intervention and education programs have a more
influential effect on women than men. In addition, this study also proves that fashion
advertisements do have a slight to moderate effect on the choices college students make
about shopping for clothing, exercise, and what they choose to eat.
Besides studies making evidence on fashion advertising conclusive, there have
also been studies that prove to be true in television advertising. Leslie Heinberg and
Kevin Thompson conducted a study on how television advertisements affects people ages
18-23. In this 1995 study, a ten-minute tape was shown consisting on either appearance
related or non-appearance related commercials. 139 women viewed this series of
commercials. Prior to the viewing and directly after, the participants were asked to
measure their personal body dissatisfaction by using a formal scale called the "Bulimia
Cognitive Distortions Scale" and "The Physical Distortions Subscale." In addition, they
were asked to rate society's attitudes towards attractiveness and thinness. This was
assessed through using "Societal Attitudes Towards Appearance Scale" constructed by
Heinberg and Thompson. Their findings showed that participants who scored high on
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body image disturbance were significantly less satisfied after viewing the television
images that were appearance related.
The researchers of this study concluded that, "for certain susceptible individuals,
media images of thinness are particularly salient; and that those in this group may use
television models as social comparison.

Body Image Perception and ivfass lvfedia: How Males Are Affected

There are more studies, however, that show this problem affecting males (though
not as prevalently), as well as females. Despite popular belief, the theory that images in
print and on television affects college students and their perceptions of their own body
I

image affects males more so than usually believed.
Peggy Claude, mentioned earlier, stated that:

I

I
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"I do agree that women are bombarded with images of unattainable female
beauty. Women's magazines are filled with articles and ads that promote
diets, weight loss, and exercise machines. Though the images of "perfect"
women still vastly outnumber those extolling male perfection, I do, in fact,
see a rise in the number of images of men although they are perhaps more
obscured. Men's Health and GQ as opposed to Vogue and Glamour-the
magazine titles may not always be as direct." (Claude 70).
In a 2001 study taken form the "Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport," 38
randomly selected male college students were selected to participate. The participants
were between the ages of 18 and 28. Each male's body height, weight, and body mass

.I
I

index were calculated. A test was then given to measure the male's perceived body
image. This test was called "The Branching Silhouette Protocol. The BSP consists of
nine silhouettes depicting images of the male body that range from very thin ( 1), to very
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fat (9). In addition, the Body Perfect Checklist (BPC) was used to measure body
satisfaction by asking the students to select certain body parts that they wished to change
to make their body look more like their "ideal" body. While this was being conducted,
the group was shown two posters and was asked to study them for five minutes each.
Then were then asked to respond to questions about their feelings about the posters. This
was done in order to sensitize the group to pictures they deemed as the "ideal body."
The results were conclusive that men do have body image misconceptions, as do
women. There was a significant correlation (.01) between actual body size and the
perceived body image. There was also supportive evidence of this phenomenon when the
results of the Body Perfect Checklist were studied. This checklist showed that men were
more dissatisfied with their buttocks (76%), abdominal area (100%), chest (100%), arms
(97%), and legs (95%). This proved that not only were the males in hopes of either
gaining or losing weight, but they were dissatisfied with the appearance of specific body
parts as well.

Supportive Theories on Body Image Perception and the Mass Media
In addition to studies that have been conducted to support the notion of the media
having a profound effect on college student's body image perception, there are numerous
theories of mass communication that also support this phenomenon. More popular
examples include Social Comparison Theory and Self Schema Theory. Leon Festinger
first adopted the Social Comparison Theory in 1954. According to this theory, we
typically desire objective and accurate evaluations of our attitudes and abilities. When
we are unable to do this, we then tum to comparing ourselves with other individuals.
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Comparisons we find unfavorable (where the other person is perceived to rate higher than
the comparer on the specific attribute) are called upward comparisons, and favorable
comparisons (where the other person is perceived to rate lower than the comparer on the
specific attribute) are called downward comparisons. Festinger believed that these
comparisons were sometimes unconscious, and outside of one's own control.
Festinger believed that this theory tied in with body image perceptions. The
Social Comparison Theory would naturally predict that individuals would use images
depicted in the media for comparison to themselves. Upward comparisons would be
made with models in print" and television, and would all too often lead to unfavorable
evaluations from the one who is comparing.
The Self Schema Theory, although quite different from Social Comparison
Theory also supports how the popular media can have an effect on body image
satisfaction. The Self Schema Theory focuses on how individuals process the content of
the media and the messages it sends. First advocated by Markus in 1977, this theory was
later adopted by Phillip Myers and Frank Biocca. The two theorists believed that it
explained the effects of the social pressure and body image.
A self schema is "a person's mental representation of those elements that make
him/ her distinctive from others; those aspects that constitute a sense of 'me."'
According to Markus, people develop this sense of self through reflecting on their own
behaviors, from observing reactions of others to the self, and through processing social
information about which aspects of the self the individual deems most important. Myers

•

and Biocca look at a person's body image as one component of the entire mental
perception of the self. They felt that this evaluation is open to change as one takes in new
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information. They believe that the body image is "elastic" in that it can change at any
time and is sensitive to the cues set forth by the popular media.
Myers and Biocca have developed a model of self-reference points that they
believe young women will use to develop a mental model of what she thinks her body
image is. The different reference points are: the socially represented ideal body (ideals
represented in the media through print and television ads; these are also drawn from peers
and family), the internalized ideal body (a mix between the objective body shape and the
socially represented body shape), and the objective body (the real body image of the
individual.) The idea that one's body image is elastic is argued because its reference
points frequently change, and because it depends on mood, the context of the evaluation
at the time, and many other social cues. They suggest that the gap between the socialized
body and the internalized body is sometimes so great that self-criticism and lowered self
esteem will result. They argue that, "the mass media operate to shift the balance between
the two, making the 'socially represented ideal body' so slim that the 'internalized ideal
body' becomes unrealistically thin."

Looking Beyond: How Mass Media Affects Body Image Perceptions of Older
Cohorts

Although previously discussed studies have only looked at how media affects
college students, it is interesting to see how this trend is similar or dissimilar among those
who are not college students, and perhaps are older. In 1996, a study was carried out for
the specific purpose of exploring how this phenomenon differs between college students
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and older age groups. The study began when 200 American college students (and their
older friends) ages 18-48 were asked to "nominate their body image role models." This
sample size was made up of equal males and females to prevent any bias. Each of the
participants was grouped into age brackets: 16-19, 20-29, 30-39, and 40-49.
In the men's group, 23% of 16-19- year- olds chose role models who were actors
(Arnold Schwarzenegger, Jean-Claude Van Damme), and only 3% chose sportsmen
(Michael Jordan.). The rest of the group reported having no role model for body shape.
In the 20-29-year-old bracket, 13% chose actors, 2% sports figures, and 2% family
members. In the 30-39-year-old range, 31 % cited actors, and the remaining men chose
no role model at all. The older men (40-49) also had no role models for their ideal body
image. The results were interesting in that men in their 20's were the only group to report
family members as having an ideal body.
In the women's group, the 16-19-year-old-group, 10% gave responses to their
ideal body image as being fashion models (Claudia Schiffer, Christie Turlington), and 5%
cited actresses (Halle Berry, Demi Moore), while only 3% cited sportswomen, and the
remaining 3% said family members held the ideal body image. The _women in their
twenties reported 9% had fashion model responses, 9% had actresses, 2% cited
sportswomen, and the remaining 2% cited friends as having a body they would most want
to have themselves.

For women in the 30-39 bracket, actresses made up 13% of the

responses, 7% made up sportswomen, and 7% made up family members. Finally, the
women in their forties accounted for 17% of the responses to be a family member, and
interestingly, the remaining 83% reported that there was no one in particular that they
wished their body was like.
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. The general results of this study were that media figures in general provide body
image role models for a significant amount of people in all age groups. Big, muscular
men such as Van Damme were chosen most frequently in men 40 and under, however
more men in the 30-39 bracket cited these muscular public figures as having the body
that they most desired than any other age group. As for women, in general, younger
women 16-29, chose fashion models to exemplify what they would most want to look
like. As they got older, (thirties), women more frequently chose actresses than fashion
models. Interestingly, as their age increased, women selected family members (mostly
mothers and sisters), as having the ideal body.
It is safe to conclude from this study that women and men that are younger are
more concerned with the "ideal" body image and how it compares to their own much
more so than those 30 and up.
METHODOLOGY
To extend our understanding of this phenomenon, a focus group was conducted at
Longwood College. A foct_1s group can be defined as, "a group of two or more
individuals in a self-led, simultaneous discussion about a subject of interest." A group of
male and female Longwood College students, from ages 18-23, was used for this study.
The mean age was 21.4. There were 67% female participants and 33 % males. This is
perhaps attributed to the fact that Longwood College has a 4-to-l ratio of women to men
students. After choosing a location, the conductor of the focus group then informed the
participants of the time and place the focus group would take place. A focus group was
decided on (over other methods such as interviews or surveys), for many reasons. First,
the time-consuming method that entails individual interviews did not make it tangible for
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the time allotted for this project. This can also be a very costly method if done on a large
scale. The lack of anominity is perhaps the most significant reason that interviews are
not the key choice for conducting research. A questionnaire is, on the other hand, very
time efficient, however, the rate of participation is rather low. Ultimately, the focus group
was decidedly the most efficient method in that it yielded a number of responses that
could be recorded at once, and hopefully alleviate the pressures and time consumption of
one-on-one interviews.
To begin this study, each participant was thanked for participating, and assured of
confidentiality throughout and thereafter the interview. The group of students were
seated in a circle (as to make eye contact), and then told the purpose of the experiment.
Next, the group of Longwood students was asked the question (as in the previous study)
during the focus group, "Who has the body that you would most want yours to look
like?" They were given no limits Uust as in the previous study), and told that their
responses could be someone famous or someone they personally knew. This was done to
see if there was a significant correlation between the previous published study and this
one. Some of the responses were as follows:
Male age 19:
"Well, I would probably have to say The Rock. I mean, he is huge. What
guy doesn't want a body like his? That is my definite pick."
Female age 22:
" I have always thought that Rebecca Romaine Stamos had the perfect
body. All these other fake people like Pamela Lee-It's so obvious to tell that she's not
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real at all; but Rebecca is so petite and natural. If I could pick anyone's body that mine
would be like the most, it would be hers."

\

Female age 20
" I think Britney Spears has a great body. Yeah, I know everyone has bad
stuff to say about her, but come on, she works for that body. Ale she does is work out
and dance all day."
Further, when asked if the group felt that today's images portrayed in popular
magazines and television were realistic, some of the responses were as follows:
•

Are you kidding? Look at Cosmo magazine. Those fashion models look like they are
going to starve. (female 20)

•

I don't really know, but if they are real, those people must never eat. (female 20)

•

I think so, it is just that those models exercise all day and have personal trainers to
make them have perfect bodies. (female 19)

•

I don't really pay attention to models in popular magazines. (male, 21)

•

I heard that some of these pictures were computer altered, so no I guess they are not
real. (female, 19)

RESULTS
Consistently, the same pattern was found in the focus group responses (and in the
other participant's responses in general) as in the previous study. The Longwood
participants that were in the focus group were in the youngest cohort of the published
study, and showed consistent with the previous study where participants "nominated their
body image role models." The males typically responded with a muscular famous figure,
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and the females typically responded with a super model. In reviewing all of the verbatim
during this focus group, consistency could also be found- in that not one of the Longwood
College students identified a relative or friend as someone that has the body they would
most like to have. Although there were few exceptions, this, along with the previous
study, not only shows the trends of younger age cohorts, but also reinforces the idea that
the models and television actors/actresses represent a great deal of body image
comparison, especially with college students.
CONCLUSION
What is it within us that strives so badly to be like another? Why do we feel that
our body image is never good enough? While it is difficult to conclude that the single
and direct cause of eating disorders is due to dissatisfaction with one's body when
comparing it to media images, it is conclusive that these popular media images are
catalysts for body dissatisfaction that could lead to more severe cognitive problems and
eating disorders.
We are flooded every day with countless images in the popular media of thin,
attractive, and youthful people that so many of us strive to be like yet never can. This
surely causes severe cognitive and social conflict. By trying to achieve the "unattainable
image," we often feel belittled or suffer from a lower self-estee·m. How many times does
one find an overweight or even average ideal body image endorsing anything? Never.
And by constantly seeing the popular media's perception of "ideal," we often feel as if
we don't "add up."
There is, however, recent research on reducing the effects of media imagery.
Such counter measures include trying to change the ways people interpret incoming
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"social information." Another approach is to advocate questioning the relevance and
reliability of what we are fed by the media from day to day. Perhaps by questioning the
\

validity of media interpretation, it will be much more difficult for one to make so many
unfavorable comparisons with themselves.
Intervention programs and more truthful education about the popular media's
portrayal of the ideal body image also proves to be hopeful at lowering the expectation of
students and non-students alike. This can be seen in the previous study (Intervention
Program Study) mentioned in this thesis.
It is important, however not to be overly hopeful of such changes. In 1997, the
model Sophie Dahl made news headlines because she did a fashion advertisement and is
a size 14. The mere fact that his is considered "newsworthy" proves that we have a long
way to go. A "realistic revolution" of the popular media's television and print
advertisement will likely be but a pleasant thought for many years down the road.
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Introduction

Sig ns

:

The contemporary individual is subjected to an unending
barrage of signs through which other persons seek to advance
their goals.

"The relation�hip between the individual and

his culture is a complex one, for he both shapes his culture
and is shaped by it.

The important point, however, is that

the individual is frequently unaware of the extent to which
his culture possesses him" (Berger, 167).

Semiotics can

serve as a counter force against this exploitation of
individual life.

When an individual meets the signs with

which he is confronted with a knowledge of how signs work,
he is better able to protect himself against exploitation by
others.
The purpose, therefore, of this work is to show how
signs work for and against all people and things.

Signs are

in everything, and there is meaning in all signs.
Understanding of this concept will allow for the reader to
understand himself better while decreasing his risks for
exploitation in the future, as well as maintaining his
individuality.

By 0 applying semiotics to the field of

advertising, such as the Absolut Vodka campaign, and
celebrities, such as Madonna, one can identify the control
these types of media, such as advertisements and celebrity
personalities, have over the public.
The methods of coercion used by advertisements are
found evident in the behaviors of many people, especially
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celebrities such as Madonna.

As there are many similarities

between the advertising world and that of human nature, the
main element of similarity is that of visual coercion.

Both

connect elements of modern society to the message they are
trying to convey.

The connections between everyday life and

cultural analysis are significant to the ways in which we
understand, interpret, communicate, and use the resources of
popular culture, as well as the ways in which popular
culture can enable or constrain us" (Schwichtenberg, 2)
The attempts of control and manipulation made by both
Absolut Vodka and Madonna provide ideal models for
understanding this form of communication through a semiotic
study.
Review of Literature
In his essay The Photographic Message, Roland Barthes
describes the newspaper as a complex of messages with the
photograph as the center, surrounded by the text.

He

separates the totality of this representation into two
structures, the visual and the textual, which he calls
"contiguous, but not homogenized"

(Barthes, 1).

He focuses

on elaborating "a structural analysis of the photographic
message."

He describes how a photograph contains a

"denoted" message as well as a "connoted message, which is
the manner in which the society td a certain extent
communicates what it thinks of it" (Barthes, 1).

In The

l
l

Photographic Message, Barthes describes six connotation
procedures, or processes by which a photograph takes on a
connoted meaning.

Barthes also describes the interrelation

between text and image.
of interaction.

He lays out two paradigmatic forms

In the first, the image illustrates the

text, and in the second, the "text loads the image,
burdening it with a culture, a moral, an imagination."

He

states, since words cannot duplicate the image, there is a
new space of signification created "in the movement from one
structure to the other where secondary signifiedies are
inevitably developed" (Barthes, 2).
In the book, Commercialization of American Culture:
New Advertising, Control, and Democracy, Matthew P.
McAllister concentrates on how advertising seeks symbolic
control over the perceived differentiation of a product by
linking the product in the advertisement with some object
"outside" the product.

Then, through association, the

audience will link the qualities of the object with the
product.

So, rather than tell us these connections, the

advertiser hopes that we, the audience, will make these
connections for ourselves.

Therefore, through the

juxtaposition of elements in the ad, an implied linkage is
made that will persuade the consumer to purchase the
product.

l
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Another idea McAllister touched upon is the concept of
matching the symbols in the ad to the tone and expectation
of where advertising occurs.

As example the author used was

commercials seen in movie theatres before the feature
presentation.

They are longer and more 'cinematic' than

television commercials, so the look of the commercial
matches the look of the place's media content (McAllister,
55).

Therefore, manipulation of symbols for a product

occurs on two levels.

The first is in the commercial

itself, where the creators of the ad manipulate the symbols
of the product directly.

The second level is the internal

control for which advertisers strive.

The second level is

where advertisers match up the symbols of the ads with the
media content that surrounds the advertising, which is know
as external control (McAllister, 56).
In his essay On Types of Semiotics, Alfred Lang
outlines four ways semiotics can be applied to signs.
Studying signs can focus on signs as a special kind of
object, on the meaning of signs, on the use of signs, and on
the effects of signs.

Semiotics as the science of meaning

is both a development of and a reaction to the centrality of
the sign-object pairing.

The central tenet of this approach

is a general notion of "text,u referring to any phenomenon,
including its elements and their reactions, as if it were
"composed.u

Lang finds the structures of distinctions

l

within texts, and beyond in contexts, constituting meanings
and signs, not vice versa.

In studying the use of signs,

Lang finds that signs are considered vehicles or carriers of
meaning.

Naturally, they must have a material basis, but

their essence is the mediation of information between two
systems.

Lang's discussion of sign effects enlists the

research of C.S. Peirce, the founder of pragmatic thinking
and the most influential modern semiotician as well.

In

this conception, Lang discusses the fact that "signs,
whatever else they are, are 'born from' anything that has
the potential to, in suitable circumstances, create other
signs" (Lang, 2).

Therefore, the focus of this approach is

on the role of signs the becoming of signs.

Semiotics,

then, is the study of that type of causation, which is
carried on by signs.
In the book, Hey Whipple Squeeze This:

A Guide to

Creating Great Ads, Luke Sullivan discusses the concept of
simplicity in advertising thoroughly.

The author

acknowledges that simple is almost always better, especially
when trying to get your audiences attention.

He states that

he always thought that a stop sign would be the perfect
metaphor for an effective advertisement.
and has one word that makes it simple,

It is relevant,

'STOP.'

It doesn't

say, "Please bring your vehicle to a speed not exceeding
zero miles per hour at this coordinate in space and time as

-
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there is other vehicular traffic moving in a direction
perpendicular to your own and may intersect with your
vehicle's current trajectory u (Sullivan, 60).

This would be

an advertisement that the audience could not ignore, and no
asterisks or introduction would be needed to understand it.
The author concludes by stating that a simple advertisement
is more believable and easier to remember.

In a simple ad,

there is less for the viewer to pick at or object to, so
they concentrate on the one main idea being shown.

He says,

"it's like a magician on a bare stage doing amazing tricks
right before your eyes with no props and no curtains to hide
behind u (Sullivan, 63).
In the book Words in Ads, Greg Myers outlines the
studies of C.S. Peirce.

Peirce, among others, points out

that signs carry meaning in three different ways.

In an ad

depicting a Coke can, one can recognize the picture of a can
and understand that it is supposed to represent a can.

That

is what semioticians call an iconic relationship of
signifier and signified, a relationship of resemblance.

If

the ad has droplets on the can, one can see that the can is
cold.

The relationship between the signifier 'droplets' and

the signified 'cold' is not one of resemblance; the droplets
are caused by the cold.
indexical.

This relationship is said to be

The distinction between the iconic and the

indexical is important because indexical signs are often

The Madonna Connection, edited by Cathy Schwichtenberg,
is a collection of essays presenting representational
/

politics, sub-cultural identities, and cultural theory
concerning Madonna.

For two decades, Madonna has insinuated

public consciousness through media spectacles that have
raised public admiration and condemnation to new levels of
intensity.

The extent of Madonna's cultural power is large

enough to link total strangers in conversation.
Schwichtenberg notes, "This is what The Madonna Connection
is, in part, all about:

the connections between everyday

life and cultural analysis as significant to the ways in
which we understand, interpret, communicate, and use the
resources of popular culture, as well as the ways in which
popular culture can enable or constrict us" (Schwichtenberg,
2) .

The four parts of The Madonna Connection each highlight

different theoretical and cultural dimensions of Madonna's
repertoire and its effects according to the following
issues:

race and audiences, reception and interpretation

within the gay communities, foundationalist or anti
foundationalist conceptions of feminist theory and praxis,
and the ideological force of commodity culture.
Methodology
"The masses can only think in images and can only be
influenced by means of pictures.

Only pictures can frighten

or persuade them and become the causes of their actions ... To
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them, the unreal is almost as important as the real."

This

quotation, expressed by Gustave LeBon in Psychology of the
Masses, exemplifies the sentiment that people are affected
by what they see.

To further understand this concept, the

critical method semiotics, the study of signs, was employed
in order to analyze advertisements and people.

Studying the

basic visual elements of advertisements and people allow us
to see how these things affect us.
Results
In our contemporary ad-mediated society, business and
aesthetics have joined forces, tapping into unconscious
desires and urges embedded in the human psyche.

The manner

in which the analysis of the Absolut Company's successful
advertising campaign was conducted, allowed for a further
exploration of the field of semiotics.

Semiotic analysis

allowed for the advertisements to be �iewed from a more
analytical level.
Findings were in concordance with the literature:

the

Absolut company's· use of the symbol of the Absolut bottle
and its connection to modern culture has not only been a
successful advertising campaign, but has also made the
Absolut bottle become a staple of modern culture.

The

attachment is done in order to create a strong relationship
with the viewer of the advertisement.

In order for the

advertisement to affect the viewer, a bond must be created.

The Absolut Vodka company's use of the symbol of the Absolut
bottle and its connection to modern culture is what makes
their advertising campaign successful.
Although the ultimate goal of an advertisement is to
get the consumer to buy your product, there are secondary
goals that may end up being of more importance than the
primary.

The Absolut campaign is an example of successful

advertising due to its simplicity and creativity.

These

elements have allowed for the company to gain a large
consumer and non-consumer fan base, thus making the
advertisements take on a whole new meaning.

The primary

concern of the Absolut Vodka campaign is for their name to
be known as a popular brand among all people, those who
consume alcoholic beverages and those who do not.

This is

more important than selling themselves strictly to drinkers,
because it give them a more common, worldwide appeal.
Because the advertisements appeal to anyone and everyone,
the successful advertisements have now become part of
today's culture.

Widespread acceptance of the success of

the connection made by the Absolut company, among drinkers
and non-drinkers alike, has morphed the advertisements from
a simple marketing attempt into a cultural phenomenon, thus
making it a staple of modern culture itself.
The advertising techniques presented in the literature
reviewed and exemplified in the Absolut Vodka advertisements
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themselves, allow us to analyze media images and the way
they can be co-opted to serve alternate means.

This

knowledge may also lead one to make a connection between the
marketing of a product to the consumer world and the
marketing on one's self to others.
principle of advertisers.

Humans act on the same

For example, hair, clothing, and

attitude change based on the given circumstances with which
a person is in. Celebrities are the personification of this
form of marketing:

managers, personal assistants and agents

all play the role of advertiser in order to promote their
product, the celebrity.
As exemplified in the ever-changing Madonna, humans
become signs and, in Madonna's case, become symbols, in
order to manipulate the recipient to accept their message.
People are much like advertisements in the sense that we
frame ourselves and behaviors when interacting with others
in order to achieve our desired means, usually control.
McAllister's claim in Commercialization of American Culture:
New Advertising, Control, and Democracy, as mentioned
previously, that advertising occurs on two levels is e·,ident
in the actions of humans.

The first level, expressing

internal control, is in the commercial or advertisement
itself, where the creators manipulate the symbols of the
product directly.

The second level is where advertisers

match up the symbols of the ads with the media content that

surrounds the advertising, which is known as external
control (McAllister, 56).

While these levels were presented

for analysis of the world of advertising, it is evident that
humans work on these levels as well.

We act on the first
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level by changing what we look like for the situation we are
in.

We live on the second level by behaving in accordance

to the situations with which we are in.

As the Absolut

company manipulates the advertisement itself in order to
gain an appeal, they also place their advertisements in
certain magazines that are of the same content as the
advertisement.
Much like the Absolut company, Madonna has formed a
bond with the public by adopting culturally accepted symbols
and attaching them to her image.

Crucifixes, burning

crosses, pointed bras, cowboy hats and boots, gold teeth,
whips and leather, and Marilyn Monroe are all symbols that
we, culturally, accept as having a certain meaning.
Madonna's adoption of these 'looks' has caused these
meanings to change.

While a crucifix has a very strong

religious meaning to many, Madonna's adornment of crucifixes
as jewelry has turned such individuals into hypocrites.
While these people claimed that they were offended seeing
her wearing their sacred religious symbol as jewelry, the
continued to cheapen the symbol by making her fashion an
issue.

Madonna can be read as a barometer of culture that

I

directs our attention to cultural shifts, struggles, and
changes.

Madonna's constant reinventions bring to the

foreground the complexities of representational politics as
authentic or inauthentic, constructed or lived, theorized or
practiced.

Madonna's simulated� seductive techniques

display a large measure of control over her own images.
As mentioned, Luke Sullivan discusses the concept of
simplicity in Hey Whipple, Squeeze This:
Creating Great Ads.

A Guide to

Sullivan's acknowledgment that

simplicity is the key to successful advertising because it a
simple advertisement leaves the viewer to concentrate on the
main idea.

There is less for the viewer to analyze which

leads to a greater comprehension of the meaning of the
message.

This is another explanation of the success of the

Absolut advertisements.

The connection of culturally

accepted symbols to their product is done in a very simple
way, thus aiding retention.

If Sullivan's expression is

true, then it could be said that perhaps much of the
negativity and controversy that surrounds Madonna is due to
the fact that she is not a simple person.

r

Her constant

scene shifting leaves many average Americans to critique the
many negative elements of her, rather than complimenting the
positive areas.

Though her own self-conscious construction

may appear to be a fault, "Madonna is without peer in having
inscribed herself with such intensity on the public

consciousness in multiple and contradictory ways n
(Schwichtenberg, 4).

Conclusion
Because it is society that has given both Absolut and
Madonna popular meaning, society may also have a say in the
degree to which they are influenced by the signs geared at
them.

While Absolut continues with variations on the same

theme, Madonna has �ontinued with completely new innovations
which has allowed her to not only be a 'pop icon' but a
major influence on society as a whole.

As David Tetzlaff

expresses in the essay Metatextual Girl, "Madonna is the
only intertextual circulation of her meanings and her
pleasures.

She is neither a text nor a person, but a set of

meanings in a process" (Schwichtenberg, 242).
An understanding of various elements of communication
such as signs, symbols, culture, meaning, and control, when
receiving messages, will allow one to evaluate his own
beliefs to determine if the sign is in concordance.

Using

semiotics to study people, rather than simply studying
images such as photographs and advertisements, puts forth
the notion that meaning is not only attached to people
through action, behavior, and dialogue.

While some scholars

find meaning is only found in the viewer's reference of the
object to something else, there is a basic meaning in
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everything.

Meaning is inherent in people by virtue of the

fact that they are human beings.

Of course, deeper meaning

is dependent on relation to familiar elements in life, but
all people share the same basic meaning.

This knowledge may

be used to build back those who have fallen prey to the
desires of those in control.

The analysis presented may

allow one to recognize the amount of control that not only
the media, but also personal relationships, have over him.
The connection of advertising, a form of marketing, and a
human being is a concept that allows for them both to be
recognized as signs.

By realizing that a person can be a

sign in the same way as a piece of paper in a magazine can,
one may desire to change certain elements of their
personality.

This connection allows for the study of

semiotics to be more universalized.
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Exercising The Lungs And The Hands Of Justice

A-mending the Constitution Through The Right$ of
Flag Burning
Elizabeth Rose Hadrys
May 2� ,2-002
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. Jn memory of my great uncle,

Joseph Sperling, SF1c of the United States Navy.
Who gave his life for our country
on December 7, 1941 at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.

May.:an American flag f(y over his honor forever.
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Introcfuction
Should burning the American Flag be allowed as a Freedom of Speech?
I

Should.burntrrg the American Flag not be allowed as a Freedom of Spe·ec�? The
decision is one of a fine line and not to be taken light�. No matter who you
are in America ,. you know you are a free_ person; it is when you feel th.at those
freedoms. you rightfully_ own.are b.eing thre.atene.d or:,_suppresse.d,. -reaction
occurs. The- reaction i·s sometimes-deAe unlawf1:1-Uy-. lJs-ing-viel-ent pF.otests, or
boycotts to get a point across. Others use lawful means, choosing to us� their
rights as Americans, and thus achieving a greater goal, by peacefully extending
and.protecting what h·as been preserved for so long. Their rights yvill be
preserved, as long as America is standing. So the question is put forth1 ,when
the-time- comes which choice will you make? Will the choice be one instjt�ed in
traditional American wealth? Will the choice be one of radical America□ fpirit?
Or witt you let another.make the _cboi<;.e for y:ouZ Tbe trick¥ part wil.l_be, if you
actually know. what.choice. yo.u.are..makin�. The choice. made. willde.c::ide the
fate of a nation. The choice made, will lay on the line--a ddcument t�at was
created over 200 years ago.
The definition of flag burning is a very evasive topic. Over the years
there. have been variations of the definition, but they all come back ,to one
thing -the-- American flag is a symbol. It represents patriotism and ·11ational
pride for a[l Americans. It is one unique object that unites and ce[ebratrs the
diversity of America as a nation. lt i.s a symbol of hopes. and dreams of the
Ameci.can Peep.le. After tbe e:tents in New Yor�,-Pennsylvan.ia, and Washington

'
i

D.C. on September 1-1, 2001, the sy.mbo.Lw.as.reY.iv.e.d.aacLr:.euni.ted..our country
in a way that most have never experienced.
In the same breath, the willful destruction of the flag also stands as a
symbol of the freedoms held in America. The burning flag not only repr,esents
political speech, but also opposition to an issue and a reminder of shattered or
unattained dreams.
There are many words that can be clearly �efined:
Patriotism n. love and loyal or zealous support of _one's country
Freedom_n� Lthe.. state.. oc. quali.ty_of being free... a-exemption or..li-be;ation
from the control of some-otl:!er person--Gi:- some aFbltr-ar-y.-powec liberty;
independence b. a being able to act, move use, etc without hinprance
or restraint c. a being able of itself to choose or determine acti9n 2. a
right or priyilege
Speech r.1 1·. the act of speaking; expression or communication of thotig!)ts and
feelings by spoken words 2. the power or ability to speak 3. the r,npnner
of speaking 4. that which is spoken; utterance) remark, statement, talk,
coovers.ation., etc.._5. a talk.or adqre� given to an audience
Symbo.Ln.._ some.thing_tha.Ls.tanrls_fo[,_repr.e.sents,_or.sugg.e.s.ts._ano.ther thing;
esp., an object used to represent something abstract; emplem
Symbolism n. 1. The representation of things by use of symbols, esp. irJ art or
literature 2. a system of symbols 3. symbolic meaning
,
.flag n.;. :a_.piece-.of:doth..or.bunting, often.attached to .a staff, ·.with. ..distillctive
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colors, pattems-, or syml:>0�1<;: de¥ices,used.as...a-na.ti0Aal-0r state -symbol,
as a signal, etc.; banner; standard; ensign
Burn vt. 1. to set on fire or subject to combustion, as in order to produce heat,
ligh.t,.or power 2. to destroy by fire 3. to put to death by fire. 15,. a. to
cheat, swindle, or rob b. to cause to suffer through misplacee--trust or
corrfj?ence
Desecrate vt. To take away the sacredness of; treat as_ not sacred; prpfane
- WEBSTER'S

5

<R,eview efLiterature: Jfistorica[<Dimensions
The history behind the flag is usually taught to the American publjc at a
very yaung·age. That a woman named Betsy Ross pieced the first flag
together. The. fifty stars [)laced in the blue square represent the fifry 3}ates,
the thirteen stripes thirteen o�inal colonies. It is just a.story th_at}y\r-si Ross
was_.the c.el.ebdty, hut the sy_mools up.on tbe fl.ag_su!l-true. There are not that
many people-wno-have. a gr-eat vi-s-ion-to uAcov-er-, tr.e poss•ibly iAcerrect history,
to the original persons who,outlined the flag, but what·we have had for, these
hundreds of years will hold fast. The reason to change is not of any
importance,-because it does not and will not directly change the past or the
course of events to come. In fact there i s even speculation to what the-�olors
an-d symbols appearing on the flag actually meant.
'The star is a symbol of the heavens_ and the divine goal to which man
has_asP-ired from time. immemnrial� the stripe is.. s ym�olic of tbe r�ys of
light emanating_Jro1JLtbe..sUB..'�
-1910 Charl-es- --1:/=}emf:)Son-, Se-CFe-rory-ofthe:Cont:inen-tel Comgress
The colors red, white, and blue did not have meanings for The St�rs and
Stripes when it was adopted in 1777. However, the colors in the Great Seal did
/

have specific meanings. These colors stand now for the flag, the same }lS they
did for the Seal in 1777.
'The cotors of the pales (the vertical stripes) are those u sed i.n

th!= flag

of the.United States of America; White signifies purity and innocence,
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Red, hardiness and valor, and Blue, the color of the Chief (the broad
band above the stripes) signifies vigilance, perseverance & justice."
-

Charles Thompson, Secretary of the Continental Cor-Jgress
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The-Di-men-s.ions of a flag were set by executive order of President Taft
OA Jurle--1.4,,11912.
Tfie fry fs 1. 9 times the hoist. The canton is 7 / 13 the hoist and 0.,4 the
fly. Each-s.t[ipe i.s.-1/11-Jh.e boist. S.tars f.ilinto.a.ciccie_that-i-s 9.8 the
..w.idtA:-Of a "Stripe.
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Commercial versions often vary somewhat from these dimensions and
earlier--U,S. flags were not so elongated, but official flags still follow these
traditions todq.y. Would people go to such great len_gths of detaUed descr1ption
,'

and u.se there_time for something tbat did notsepres.ent ev�ythjo.g they as
Americans have strived for?
In 1942 a set of flag laws and regulation were created as a codification
of existi-ng-rules and customs, pertaining to the display and use of-the �lag of
t

the Unftec ·stq.tes of Am�rica, EstabJishe,d fort.he us� of such civfffans,_.,cjvilian
groups, or. organizati.or1?,-,__but-not to__be required ta-conform to regulations,
unless b-r-oa-Eka5teEl -t>y- one -or mor-e-executive-EiepaFtment-s of thee-Government
of the United States. Today the flag of the United States is defined acc;:ording
to tiHe-4, Un-i-ted States Code, Chapter 1, Section 1 and Section 2 and- Executive
''Order10834.
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- USHISTORY.ORG
Section 1 details the locations the flag the flag flies 24 hours a day. The
places in the united states that are required to be showing the United States
flag..ar.er The Betsy Ross House (Philadelphia, PA), The White }-louse,
(WasAington-, [}.C.), U.S. Capitol (Washington, D.C.), Washington Mom)ment
(Washtngton, D.C.), lwo Jima Memorial to U.S. Marines (Arlington, YA),
Battleground in Lexington, MA (site of first shots in the Revolutionary .War),
Winter encampment cabjn.s (Valley Forg__e, PA)_ FprLMcHenry (Baltimore MD),
1
The Star-5pangle.<i.BanneL Flag.J:louse_(Baltimor:4-MD.)_,...Je111:,y W.ade.-House in
(Gettysburg, PA), U.5.5. Arizona Memorial (Pearl Harbor,·HI), and all yustom
points and points of entry into the United States.
Section 2, would be recognized as the regulations presented to many
Americans. as a common knowledge, but is still a punishable offense if done

-

-

It is custom to display the flag only from sunrise to sunset on buildings
and on stationary flagstaffs in the open_ The flag may be di�played
·
·
twenty-four ha.urs a day if properly lit at night.
The flag should not be displayed on days when the weather is incJement
The.. flag. should be display.e_d daily on or near the cnain administration
building of every public institution.
The-Ha� shouLclbe...disp.laye.<i.i:o or. near: ev_ery polling:.p.tac.e...on election
days.
The flag should be displayed during school days in or near every
schoolhouse.
The sections that warrant the._eye of the American public, but are riot

seen as.Jaw are located in l.through 8,_ao<imosUmportantly in se.c.tion 3 and
4. Sections 5 thr_ough.8, relate mainly to ceremonies. aQd..miHtary uses.
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Section 3-, Eleal-s--.with placeS-the Hag-should.appear .or not appear, proper
ways of displaying the flag, the order the flag receives in -relation to o }her
flags, and ceremonious ways the flag· is presented. The times the flag should
be flowo at half-staff and the proper procedure in doing so.
Section 4 deals with the ways the flag could be disrespected.
-

-

-

The flag· should never touch anything beneath it, such as the group-�, the
floor, water, or merchandise.
The flag_ should ne_yer oe used as wearing_apparel, bedding, or dr,pery.
The flag should never have placed upon it, nor on any part of it, nor
attached to it any mark�jnsigi::iia,_letter, word� fi__gure, desig.D J -P.ifture,
, ·
or drawing of any nature.
The- flag..sboulci.ne1:er be... us.e.d_ for advertisiog __ purposes i,n. any._ manner
whatsoever. It should not be embroidered on such articles ascusJ-m;ms or
handkerchiefs and the like, printed or otherwise impressed on paper
napkins or boxes or anything that is designed for temporary us, a·nd
discard.
No_ part of the flag should eyer be us�d as a costume or athletic µniform.
However, a flag patch may be affixed to the uniform of military
persoonel, fire.men ,__ polic.emen, and. r:nem.bers of patriQtic organizations.
The flag represents a living country and is itself considered p. living
thing.
The--Hag-; when it is in stJch condition that it is no-longer a ·fi-tti-ng-1 emMem for disf)lay., -sAoul-d-1;:,e destrnyed in-a dign-if.i€d way; -preferably
by burning.
By this order the flag should be_ regarded as a living_ thing. _Burning,

injuring_,_or sc.arri�_and being_disresp.ectful or bate.fut are_g_r--ounds for
punishment. Pl:lt another Liv:-ing_.tbing_in_ its ptac.e......su.ch.as_ao..Amer.ican Bald
Eagle. Would the persons using the fl-ag as a-symbol and harming it, be able
to
I
do the same action to something that breathes oxygen and reproduces? Or
would people really go to that length to get a point across? They would .
.:Ameritans:.ar:e very-inte.restin-g :people. T.o. .be radical. Americanswill.g-0..to such

I
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great lengths H1e-y-wi-tl-coosume-them-sel-¥es.-i-1+-the fo=es of theii:.-protests to
hopefully sacrifice themselves to help the greater good.
Just as some cultures burn the bodies of there dead as part of their
relig.iOD..r.Americans are to burn the flag ceremoniously to let it pass__on�. !here
are-two-prnper-ways- to dismantle an American flag. The first is folelmg-1:l)e flag
in halt anctthen playing the Star Spangled banner while burning the .t iag

to

ashes. The second is to separate the field of blue and stars from the r;�d and
wh.ite stripes and then b.urn the_ cemnants c.eremonious:ly. Th(;�/ituals
coincide---witb....ale.g.end.._te.Lating_tn..tbe...sm.alLballat th.e..end at-flag, poles,
located on the tops of military-or government-bll-iki-ing.s-.- �AsiEle each of the
brass balls there is a, razor blade,·bul1et, and match. The razor is to �ut the
field of blue from the stripes, the bullet to be used to defend the building to
your last r:esort, by which is using the match to burn the flag and building, so
arr en-emy- may not t�ke it.
- Gcrt.ffiTEIN
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P,t/iica[/Leg-a{ (J)imensions
The question is not as simple as burn or not to burn. It falls into the
very blurry political realm of bylaws and codes. Someone burning the;flag in
effigy or to protest is one thing. What about all of the small things that1 most
people look._over? S�ptember 11 th 's events_ have proven tha� peq_(?l� stand
behind.the.._flag,. but ha.Y.e iostille.d_ American_ ways otl ife i.n_to the mix also.
Placing the American flag-0n- any-thing and ever:yth.ing-a- con-sumer will by.
Should actions like these have·the same consequences as a person profesting
with the flag and disrespecting or is commercialization free speech? Can
everything. any American does be held in the name of free speech? A Lagdslide
and a -'slippery slope' can go in both directions. Taking many freedoms fway,
or tetting people run amuck. It is up to the democracy of America to cr�ate a
median. Only setting the stone will make this decision final.
In times of war and national strife, such as the events of Septembel 11 th ,
2001, the American people will rally behind the flag. Every American in ttlere
time has seen patriotism in its finest hour. The Space Shuttle Challenger,
Vietnam, The Civil War, Korea, The Cuban Missile Crisis, Oklahoma Bombing,
WWI, WWII, and countless others. The Stars and Stripes have long stood as a
symbol. of the fu-n-damentat and- indisputable rights that our foref atl:ier:s �laced
in the Constitution. These rights distinguish America from other 11ations
because of our system of laws protecting not only the elite class· of citizens or _
the popular majority, but to protect the weal< and silent as well.
the..United States b�an and held at.the Uty of New York,.

Or)

Con,grpss of

We.dnesday the

l
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Fourth of March, one thousand seven hundred and eighty nine. On this day the
bill of Rights was written. Written among them, the first amendment.
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
- USHISTORY.ORG
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fl_na{ysis
Finally the problem has risen to the surface. As far back as human
history can show people have interpreted written material to work in their
favor. According the previously stated definitions, free speech has nothing to
do with freedom of expression. Since our constitution is open to interpretation
and it is an American right to have the freedoms its people wants, then almost
anything can be found true through the eyes of the constitution. Passing
legislation that protects the flag and suits the majority is not an easy prospect.
If a Flag Burning Protection Amendment were passed, the federal government
and legislatures of all fifty states would have the freedom to pass any law
against the act of flag burning. This could be defined however the state may
choose. It would fall under jurisdiction and placed with traffic laws like
wearing your seatbelt. Sure and officer can pull a person over in a state like
Maryland to issue a violation for not wearing a belt, but the officer can also
pretend they did not see it. This could happen with the flag too.
The bigger picture sheds light on changing the Constitution. The over
200-year-old document that was written to accept change. This is the final
outcome of enforcing a law like showing disrespect toward the American Flag.
Landmark cases can mark the path the flag has taken throughout the United
States in its time of rejection and protests. In 1968, Congress enacted a
Federal Flag Protection Act. This occurred during the Vietnam conflict when
flag burning became a popular method of protesting the war. The court
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consistently upheld the constitutionality of the- A-ct for two years. The Act
failed to be enforced on May 20, 1970.

- LUCKEY

•
•
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Case Stwfies
Spence, a college student, hun_g his flag from the window of his
apartment. The flag was upside down, and half of the flag's front was covered
in removable black tape shaped in the form of a peace sign. The Supreme
Court found Spence's conduct allowable and ruled the statute was
unconstitutional. They said that the flag was privately owned and there was no
risk of breaching the peace. According to the Court, Spence's actions were a
form of communication. Citing Street v. New York, 394 U.S. 576 (1969), the
Court noted that the Constitution settled that ftthe public expression of ideas
may not be prohibited merely because the ideas are themselves offensive to
some of their hearers.n - Spence v. Washington, 418 U.S. 405 (1974), clearly
showing signs of disrespecting the flag in a way that would aim to give a
backhanded complement to the United States. To say that the flag is capable
of peace, or the flag should be a sign of peace, Spence was right in what he
was doing. Could provoking violence and legal action be considered peaceful
actions? Spence could have just been a stupid kid, not even having a strict
purpose, but just being an uneducated child.
Gregory Lee Johnson, in 1984, participated in a political demonstration
while the republican National Convention was taking place. The purpose of the
even was to protest the policies of the Reagan administration and certain
Dallas-based corporations. They marched rowdily through the Dallas streets.
Johnson did not take part in these actions, although he did accept a flag from a
demonstrator. In front of Dallas City Hall, he doused the flag with kerosene
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and set it on fire. No one was physically injured, but bystanders said that they
were "very insulted by this action." - Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397 (1989)
Once again a sign of disrespect. Apparently the courtrooms of the United
States do not find just defacing an American Flag a problem. Nor do they find
the total eradication of one. What will it take for the United States to change
its mind? Obviously nothing related to the flag, the symbol of its unity. Maybe
something horrible done to its people can do the trick? Oh wait, it has.
September 11th will mark a day in history the flag became a national symbol in
flames, that not a single person in the country could keep their eyes off of.
The majority ruled in favor of Johnson because freedom is guaranteed by
the Constitution to be intellectually diverse and to publicly express one's
opinion about the flag. Since the landmark Johnson decision in 1989 by the
Supreme Court, there have been many attempts by members of both political
parties in Congress to bring forth a constitutional amendment to prohibit the
desecration of the American Flag. Immediately following the enactment of the
Flag Protection Act of 1989, a rash of flag burning broke out across the country,
in defiance of the new law. When the Justice Department decided to finally
prosecute the violators in the early 1990's the difficulty of producing
constituently valid flag protection laws surfaced.
- GOLDSTEIN
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Conc{usion
If passed, a constitutional amendment outlawing flag burning would be
the first change, of its kind, to render the Bill of Rights in its more then 200
years of existence. Some argue, that changing it would set a dangerous
precedent, which would create a 'slippery slope' for future destruction of
constitutional rights. It might also lead to endless litigation over the exact
definitions of many of the words defined previously. Finally, instead of
preventing flag desecration, the amendment may result in more cases of it
from people protesting.

- HURWITZ
The flip side of the argument to help protect the traditional values, is
best put by a poem named:
"The Solution"
For those who want to light Old Glory on fire, stomp all over it, or spit on it to
make some sort of "statement," I say let them do it. But under one condition:
they MUST get permission from three sponsors.
First, you need permission of a war veteran. Perhaps a Marine who
fought at two Jima? The American flag was raised over Mount Surabachi upon
the bodies of thousands of dead buddies. Each night spent on lwo meant half
of everyone you knew would be dead tomorrow, a coin flip away from a bloody
end upon a patch of sand your mother couldn't find on a map. Or maybe ask a
Vietnam vet who spent years tortured in a small, filthy cell unfit for a dog. Or a
Korean War soldier who helped rescue half a nation from Communism, or a
Desert Storm warrior who repulsed a bloody dictator from raping and pillaging
an innocent country.
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That flag represented your mother and father, your sister and brother, your
friends, neighbors, and everyone at home. I wonder what they would say if
someone asked them permission to burn the American flag?
Next, you need a signature from an immigrant. Their brothers and sisters may
still languish in their native land, often under tyranny, poverty and misery. Or
maybe they died on the way here, never to touch our shores. Some have seen
friends and family get tortured and murdered by their own government for
daring to do things we take for granted every day. For those who risked
everything simply for the chance to become an American ... what kind of
feelings do they have for the flag when they Pledge Allegiance the first time?
Go to a naturalization ceremony and see for yourself, the tears of pride, the
thanks, the love and respect of this nation, as they finally embrace the
American flag as their own. Ask one of them if it would be OK to tear up the
flag.
Last, you should get the signature of a mother. Not just any mother. You need
a mother of someone who gave their life for America.

•

It doesn't even have to

be from a war. It could be a cop. Or a fireman. Maybe a Secret Service or NSA
agent. Then again, it could be a common foot soldier as well. When that son or
daughter is laid to rest, their family is given one gift by the American people;
an American flag. Go on. I dare you. Ask that mother to spit on her flag.
Americans who don't appreciate the flag don't appreciate this nation. And
those who appreciate this nation appreciate the American flag. Those who

•

fought, fought for that flag. Those who died, died for that flag. And those

•

So if you want to desecrate the American flag, before you spit on it or before

who love America love that flag. And defend it.
you burn it ... I have a simple request. Just ask permission. Not from the

•

Constitution. Not from some obscure law. Not from the politicians or the
pundits. Instead, ask those who defended our nation so that we may be free
today. Ask those who struggled to reach our shores so that they may join us in
the American dream. And ask those who clutch a flag in place of their
sacrificed sons and daughters, given to this nation so that others may be free.

19
For we cannot ask permission from those who died wishing they could,
just once ... or once again ... see, touch or kiss the flag that stands
for our nation, the United States of America.
- SAR.ORG
For some reason the voices will shout with as much passion and history
as the years before, but the flames will burn hot until the amendment is passed
and may burn forever. Fortunately in the light that American stands in today,
flag burning is a rare occurrence. Maybe, just maybe, America will not have to
make a decision at all.
"The flag is the symbol of our national unity, our national endeavor, and
our national aspiration. The flag tells of the struggle for independence, of
union preserved, of liberty and union one and inseparable, of the sacrifices of
brave men and women to whom the ideals and honor of this nation have been
dearer than life. It means America first; it means an undivided allegiance. It
means America united, strong and efficient, equal to her tasks. It means that
you cannot be saved by the valor and devotion of your ancestors, that to each
generation comes its patriotic duty; and that upon your willingness to sacrifice
and endure as those before you have sacrificed and endured rests the national
hope. It speaks of equal rights, of the inspiration of free institutions
exemplified and vindicated, of liberty under law intelligently conceived and
impartially administrated. There is not a thread in it that shows self·
indulgence, weakness, or rapacity. It is eloquent of our community interests,
outweighing all divergences of opinion, and of our common destiny."
-Charles Evans Hughes, United States Chief Justice
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Introduction
Music and Race are two large determinates ofwhat establishes the dynamic ofour
everyday lives. Wherever you turn in America, the idea ofrace is close by. It runs the
lives of some individuals and is ubiquitous in careers, education, families and
entertainment. Then there is music, an unmistakable component in the lives ofall people
regardless ofrace, or background. No matter the genre, music causes humans to emote
and sense beyond normal levels. But does music create social changes we never thought
to look for? Over the past few years, it is unmistakable that there has been a large
emergence ofinterracial marriages and multi-racial children. It was reported on Census
2000 that almost 7 million people identified themselves as multi-racial, a large change
from the previous Census (Singer 2000). Is this change in racial mixing due to the music
to which we listen?
When this country was in its infant stages, music was clearly divided by race.
Slaves had their own type ofmusic, it helping them escape the oppression and sorrow of
their everyday lives and giving them a sense oftheir true "home". Using music as their
stronghold, they were able to separate themselves from the reality- oftheir imprisoned
existence. As time progressed, that music developed into jazz, soul, R&B and had
influence over other large genres, namely rock n' roll. Even so, music was still racially
based by genre. It wasn't until the 1950's when a young man named Elvis Presley
crossed the boundary. He combined what was then called "Negro music" and rhythm
with rock n' roll and became a sensation. His character and choice of movements was
always a means for scrutiny, all the while remaining a celebrated figure in music history.
In present day, music has gone in an even different direction taking from its predecessors
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the idea of mixing and combining musical styles. This revolution in music has created
notable groups such as the Beastie Boys, the most successful white rap group to date, and
more recently "rock and rap" superstars such as Limp Bizket and Linkin Park.
Accompanying this movement of musical synergy, there is a new generation of listeners
that seemingly prioritize the actual music they hear over the color of the band. With this
being said, the objective of my thesis is to examine if one of our most important means of
expression, music, is aiding in a cultural shift, which now accepts and promotes racial
tolerance and is beginning to erase stereotypes. The primary emphasis will be popular
music, referring to music played on popular radio stations and music television stations
and its effect on racial tolerance between African-Americans and other races, again,
mainly Caucasian. Because one of the largest influences African-Americans' in popular
music has namely been in the form of Hip-Hop, much of the focus will pertain to this
particular genre of music. As generations come and go, the face of music is changing.
With the mixing of not only races in popular culture and music videos, but also in music
genres themselves, is this creating a mode of racial tolerance amongst youth therefore
carrying over into present and future generations?
Background

Moving in a direction of racial tolerance through music is a profound notion
considering the racial implications and injustices in music's history. Music has been in
existence since the world was created, but in America, diversity in music underwent its
true birth when Africans arrived in America as slaves. When arriving in America from
Africa, slaves brought with them their culture, their customs and their music. At that
time, music unambiguously separated the races. For the slaves, music served as an escape
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from the world ofoppression that surrounded them, they turned to religion and worship
to invoke the spirits ofhome and to ''ward off" the evil oftheir oppressors. According to
author Marta Effinger, "Secular songs gave slaves the opportunity to complain about
their status in the world and, at the same time, articulate their dreams for themselves and
their people on earth and in heaven"(Effinger 2002). Essayist Amiri Baraki supports the
argument but explaining, "Worship or 'wordship' was connected to music, to bring the
spirit, the living breath ofthe world into us, to possess us"(Baraki 2001). White
Americans that did not understand the purpose ofsuch noise looked upon it as evil and
"voodoo" music. They were more concerned with the classical artists founded from their
own European culture. After the ending ofslavery as African-Americans moved out of
slave houses to their own spaces, the music evolved into different genres but was still a
separate entity from traditional Euro American song. The South, where most ex-slaves
were concentrated, begot jazz and the blues. By the early 20th century, ''Negro music"
was popular and was played in nightclubs and bars, but purely for the entertainment of
the majority race. A black musician playing blues, jazz or what was considered ''Negro
music" to a crowd ofwhite people at the time was commonplace. Even ifthey could not
sit in the restaurant and eat in the place in which they performed, they were allowed to
take the stage and entertain.
As years progressed, the mixing of musical genres and the adoption of''Negro
music" amongst white musicians was wide spread. Elvis Presley was the greatest catalyst
for this movement. By the end ofthe 1950s Elvis was the largest pop star on the charts.
He achieved success through a predominantly black form ofmusic only black musicians
could have imagined. This was a step in the right direction. Music had become diverse
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and all could openly enjoy the music of blacks and whites, although with some suspicion.
Elvis was often criticized because he "became the biggest pop star of this century by
singing and dancing like a black man" (Aaron 1999). So the question arose, were the
wrong people getting credit for a musical genre they did not create?
By the late 60s the popular do wop musical genre of trios and boy and girl groups
was at the forefront of music. Many black acts were successful, but the world was still in
a state of turmoil, not fully integrating black America into the country. While groups sang
of love and finding Mr. Right, civil rights leaders were preaching love not hate for equal
rights. In this time period and in the late 70s, a segment in time that became an era of
peace and happiness, music had begun to accomplish what the late civil rights leader, Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. had "dreamed" of, a world where people were judged by "the
content of their character. Musicians and musical entities such as Mahalia Jackson, Sam
Cooke, Motown, Woody Guthrie, Jimi Hendrix being at Woodstock and Memphis Soul
were beginning to break down the color lines and boundaries of musical entertainment
(Cochran 2000). Even with these breakthroughs in musical history, African-Americans
and white musicians were still separated by genre and audience. Music became a more
respected art form, but only exceptional artists were able to capture a truly mixed and
tolerant audience. In the late 70s, early 80s Black musicians from the Motown era were
fading out. The only traces of any successful Black musicians were Michael Jackson and
prince. Music was once again homo-racially dominated. Disco and rock were king and
queen, and another blow was dealt through the participation by popular and well-know
magazines such as Rolling Stone in the loss of Black music by not including African
Americans on the face of their magazines. Only one Black musician, Donna Summer was
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featured on a Rolling Stone cover between 1978 and 1982. By the end of the 70s the
media had created a virtual "media white out"(Chideya 1995). Music Television (MTV)
was also a participant, not including black acts on their breakthrough cable channel
featuring all music videos all the time. Subsequently with the late 70s early 80s came a
breakthrough.
A new category of song consisting of talking over music and beats became the
next musical sensation. Rap was a breakthrough musical genre that got African
Americans even more on the mainstream map. Recognized groups such as the Sugar Hill
gang with their song "Rapper's delight" and Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five
with their song "The message" made a statement for African-Americans. Run DMC, one
of Raps most renowned groups achieved the first gold rap album in 1984, but still only 16
of the 800 bands on MTV's video play list were black (Chideya 1995). Not only this, but
the audiences were predominately black for rap and predominantly white for other forms
of music. With collaborations such as the legendary white rock group Aerosmith and Run
DMC on the single "Walk This Way", and the formation of the Beastie Boys an all-white
rap group, small steps were being taken to merge the white suburban audience with the
black audience, but there was still an obvious separation. Then Hip-Hop/Gangsta Rap
emerged on the scene. It became one of the largest selling musical genres in the country
and was a true innovation from its beginnings. The adverse effect was less than positive
due to its lyrical content containing themes white audiences were not ready to accept. It
took the raw edge and truth of the inner city streets, subsequently creating and East
Coast/West Coast feud, and brought it to the forefront of music. It was deemed by one of
rap's forefathers, Chuck D of the rap group Public Enemy, as "CNN for the
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streets"(Bennett 2001). With its in your face commentary it was "labeled as misogynistic,
reckless and even criminal"(Bennett 2001). Instead of creating a unity in music, it once
again created a rift between the African-American and Caucasian cultures. African
Americans were once again pushed to the back of the mainstream eye, but were not
settling. Frustrated with the lack of black programming, preceding the birth of MTV
(Music Television), BET or the Black Entertainment Network was formed to display the
musical art of African-Americans. It was soon after surpassed by the more accepted MTV
which has become and remains the most popular station for mainstream music, but at the
time, they continued to neglect the large new musical genre of Rap (BET 1985).
Despite its many roadblocks, rap progressed regardless of its critics and skeptics.
During the beginning struggles of rap, there was a grunge movement in the so-called
"white" musical community. Bands such as Nirvana and Pearl Jam were staples of the
grunge era. As these bands were striving, the hip-hop/rap community continued to have
its stars, such as Tupac, Dr. Dre, Snoop Dagg and Biggie Smalls, but their audiences
were funneled to inner city African-American kids. The genres were still separated and
not many artists had taken the leap to cross the boundary.
By the rnid-90s music saw an enormous shift. The end of the grunge movement
came soon after the death of Nirvana front man Kurt Cobain and gangsta rap began to
populate the charts. In 1993, Billboard and Soundscan, the nation's largest chart tracking
companies, finally began to include Rap and Hip-Hop on their record sales charts
(Billboard 1993). In 1994, it seemed Rap/Hip-Hop was finally becoming a respected and
included part of the music industry. With the emergence of Rap/Hip-Hop moguls such as
Russell Simmons and Sean "Puffy" Combs Hip-Hop could now be seen as a significant
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part ofthe economy and the music world (BTM 1994). With its recent commercial
successes, the rap/hip-hop world was dealt a blow with the death oftwo if its biggest
stars Tupac Shakur and Biggie Smalls in 1996 and 1997 respectively. But, by individuals
realizing the danger and uselessness ofthe east coast/West coast feud, it inadvertently
aided in bringing an end to this feud, which was assisting in hindering the whole
acceptance and support by all races of hip-hop (Jet 1997).
This brings us to current day and the new trends in music. By the end of the
millennium, boy bands and "belly-baring temptresses like Christina Aguilera and Britney
Spears were invading the television and air waves" (BTM 1999). The world also
experienced a Latin explosion. Artist such as Jennifer Lopez and Ricky Martin were the
top sellers with their Latin beats and hip gyrations. Music was not only becoming more
diverse, it was accepting of new ideas and trends of which the world was not aware. Pop
musicians still included white artists but the mainstream sounds also involved black
artists such as Destiny's Child, Aaliyah, Brandy and Alicia Keys. The intense fusion of
genres also began to surface. Bands such as Limp Bizket, Linkin Park, and Sum 41
combined the fast-talking, rhythmic lyrics of rap with the hard edge ofrock. Through the
surfacing ofthese different genres, it is possible that music has become a vehicle for
acceptance and caused a movement towards racial tolerance.
Relative Studies

Studies ofmusic's effect on racial tolerance have not been the subject ofmany
case studies. Rather, the topic has been the subject of articles and essays of many scholars
ofcommunication and music magazines. One such article, Charles Aaron's "Black Like
Them" examines the diverse audience of hip-hop and its healing power over the racial
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divide. It takes the view of hip-hop's audiences being mostly white in many instances,
but poses the question, is this bridging the gap or making it wider? The article starts with
a description of a highly successful package tour "Smokin' Grooves, which featured only
rap artists of black and Latino backgrounds. He describes the parking lot outside of the
New Jersey suburban venue as a sea of:
... white boys and girls, jocks and nerds, preps and stoners, lounging against
family-size cars, getting their brewsky on or queuing up to be frisked. ...Inside,
some Black and Latino fans pushed to the front of the stage. But outside it was a
Caucasian invasion (68).
This infusion of white audiences is a welcome change for some artists. They appreciate
the change in acceptance from white, black and Latino kids alike. One artist, rap star
Busta Rhymes, is profiled in the article as saying "Why shouldn't (white kids) be
exploring us? That's the way it's supposed to be, you know. If we'd grown up with a
different mind-set, then all this s**t wouldn't seem so strange"(69). All audiences may
not be able to relate to the literal meanings of the music but they can enjoy the music
itself The author of the article continues with a more negative picture concerning the
hope of eradicating the world of the racial divide. He goes on to talk about several
reasons hip-hop can bring races together but may also contribute to the racial divide. The
positive side of today's hip-hop is the existence of all types of people with all different
styles flocking to the music. But there is still the existence of the "white homeboy" as
Aaron calls them, the quintessential hip-hop living white male wearing baggy pants and
speaking Ebonics in every syllable. This prototype of the typical white hip-hopper has
been given the derogatory term ''wigger" or ''white nigger", derogatory to not only the
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"white homeboy'', but also the black race, making it sound as though it is in bad taste to
embrace black culture. It is a play on the term "nigger lover" coined in the 60s during the
civil rights movement for white people that embraced black people and black culture. The
term is also used by white kids that embrace black culture, without embracing the
stereotypical look of a ''wigger", to call out the kids they feel fit this slur. Aaron goes on
to say that this reflects the feeling that "any white kid (wigger or not) who idolizes an
African American flaunting a fat bankroll will always get under somebody's skin."(70)
Another backlashing issue that arises with the mixing of racial lines is the feeling
African-Americans may posses of Caucasians invading their culture. Aaron explains the
feeling that "blacks remain suspicious of whites who identify too closely with African
American culture primarily because those same whites often want to appropriate the
culture completely" (70). He explicates the example of Elvis using black culture to propel
himself to pop superstardom and being followed by such historical groups like The
Rolling Stones and New Kids on the Block, the latter taking their cue from 60s do-wop
singing groups. He also makes use ofNorman Mailer's Beat generation philosophy of
the "White Negro" and incorporating race with social status and sex. Mailer believed it
was the "absolute human right of the Negro to mate with the white" (71). Non-African
American kids that immerse themselves in black culture often use these examples, but
Aaron feels that suggesting this integration as natural is naive. There is too much history
for whites' assimilation into black culture to be a progressive step. But he backtracks
himself by stating it is difficult to expect a teenager to know who they are (71).

l
l
1

This follows the idea that white kids are simply adopting a way of life or a
cultural style but not necessarily understanding or accepting that culture. It is a new trend
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in popular culture. Aaron's reasoning explains that hip-hop is at the forefront of popular
culture because, "it's talking about what everybody's thinking.White and black kids
know this, even if they articulate it by getting stoned to the gills, rejecting proper Englis�
profiling like ghetto supastars or nodding their head when Tupac screams on their car
stereos ...."(72).
Aaron also states an issue that white hip-hoppers struggle with which is the
opposite ofW.E.B Dubois' claim in his writings of the "double consciousness", or the
proposition that blacks struggle to be accepted because they see themselves "through the
eyes of others" and must always be conscious of their American side and their "Negro"
side (72). Aaron suggests whites never see themselves in this manner and when this
happens, they do little to incorporate black culture in their lives except listening to"black
music" and having a few black friends, then exclaiming and believing they can relate or
they have an understanding of the black race (72). He includes the thoughts of William
Wimsatt, a sadly unhip graffiti writer from Chicago who studies the effects of"whiteness
and hip-hop". Aaron asksWimsatt if he feels bad for making fun of the white kids that
could be considered "wiggers". Wimsatt responds with, "America is such a racially
charged place the white kids are afraid to mess up. We're scared of making a racial faux
pas. I want to make it OK to mess up..."(73).
Aaron concludes his article by stating his uncertainty for the future of racial
discrimination and racial cultures. He states in his text,
"... anything's likely to happen in the years ahead. Discrimination could become
less acceptable, the suburbs could become less isolated from cities, concert
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Stevens 13
generation-white, black or otherwise- is doing everything in its power to mock
our culture's stuttering fear ofracial progress" (73).
Another study of the assimilation of black culture is in the essay by Watts and
Orbe concerning the consumption of African-American culture from the '"whassup" guys.
Although not directly connected to music, it reviews the phenomenon of white corporate
America taking black culture to a commercial level and altering its true meaning by doing
so. The authors explicate the fear of "authentic" black culture is the staple for the ulterior
meaning that is derived from the popular award-winning commercial.
By far the most popular and well-know Budweiser commercial in history displays
four African-American friends sitting in their den areas drinking Bud and watching the
game, throughout the duration of the commercial, they eventually greet one another with
a drawn out and throaty "whassup". The question behind this is how was a group of
African Americans sitting watching the game such a fascination to the American public?
Watts and Orbe argue that the appeal derives from Americans, mainly white Americans,
fmding a fascination with the unfamiliarity of the "true" black culture displayed in these
commercials (2). They argue the Budweiser Company was concerned with Spectacular
consumption of their product and they wanted to appeal to "everyman" (5). "Everyman"
meant mostly white males whom are the major consumers of Anheuser-Busch beer. The
company was fully aware going into the ad that there was a concern for alienating
consumers by having an all black cast, which happened to be friends of the commercials
creator. Watts and Orbe argue that the nation-wide success of the commercials, despite its
f

all black cast, was an example of"the fact that Arican American cultural forms are still
the standard bearer of pop cultural fashion" (6). They go on to quote one ofMTV's most
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recognized and respected commentators Chris Connelly when he says, "When they write
the history of popular culture in the 20 th century, they can sum it up in one sentence
which is, white kids wanting to be as cool as black kids" (7).
As Watts and Orbe explicate the '"true" meaning ofthe commercials, they break
apart the underlying concern present when creating the commercials. There was a fear
behind the four black men showing concern and caring for one another throughout the
commercial by asking the whereabouts of the fourth member of their group. Watts and
Orbe categorize this as a primary concern stating there is a present threat illustrated by
solidarity amongst black men, a fear that they say has been present since slavery (10).
Even with the possible implications that can be conveyed in the commercial, through
research Watts and Orbe discover the ''universal" appeal of the commercial regardless of
the race of the cast (17). This study is an example of the assimilation of black culture into
the mainstream and its ability to be accepted by the public. This point ties in rather well
to the promotion ofracial tolerance.
Another study was conducted by Kevin L. Keenan assistant professor at the
University ofMaryland, concerning the effect of skin tones and physical features of
African-Americans in magazine advertisements. He uses full-page color ads and editorial
photographs with at least one black person from Glamour and Essence, two monthly
women's magazines and Fortune and Black Enterprise, two monthly business magazines.
One magazine from each category has a white readership and the other two have a black
readership. The results of the study show blacks as being portrayed with more Caucasian
features. Caucasian features were represented through lip prominence, eye color,
complexion, and nose width. What this study means to the future is difficult to predict.
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Kennan brings up the issue of "colorism" or "color-consciousness" which has been an
issue since slavery. With the raping of slaves and the other consensual relationships
between blacks and whites, there is often times a divide in the African-American race
based on skin color (905). Its relevance to this study can be perceived as the direction
music videos are going. Music Videos often portray African-American females in this
way. Because of this, the question arises, are we actually achieving a true acceptance of
African-American culture or are we trying to shift the ideal African-American in order to
accept that culture?
Methodology

To address the question of popular music and racial tolerance, television's two
most successful music channels are the main subjects of research. The two cable channels
are MTV and BET or Black Entertainment Network. The research conducted will consist
of observations of the content of the two networks and their possible effects on the
mindsets of their viewers.
Analysis: Case Studies

MTV-The choice to use MTV was a conscious decision based on its popularity
with teen audiences and its trend-setting history. MTV, also know as Music Television,
has been a stapie in the cable network world since its launch in 1981. Since that time, few
can argue against the proposition that MTV has changed the face of music time after
time. Its significance to this study is its effect through programming and the visual
medium it has had on generations come and gone. Because this programming appeals to
the upcoming generations, what it teaches will most certainly have an impact on how
generations feel about themselves and one another. For this reason, interactions between
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races displayed on MTV are important. This will be studied through programming
specifically geared to race relations and music videos that may invoke the topic of race
and racial mixing. MTV has always created innovative programming from day one. Some
ofit, such as mindless game shows like "Remote Control" or "Singled Out" served no
other purpose but to entertain the masses. But in the last few years, MTV has pulled its
audience into more serious and meaningful programming. Even less meaningful
programming can serve as examples of the way views ofrace are shaped.
Since the awful and unexpected acts of violence by students displayed in a high
school shooting at Columbine High School, along with the pointless violence, fires and
rapes having taken place at Woodstock '99, MTV made a decision to launch a year long
campaign "Fight for your Rights: Take a stand against Violence". The campaign was so
successful they continued the next year with the campaign, "Fight For Your Rights: Take
a Stand Against Discrimination". This campaign gives people the tools and links they
need to take action against discrimination they may see in themselves and in others. MTV
launched many specials often in the form ofother programs that they had in existence.
One such program is called "Flipped". In the show Flipped, they take two people with
narrow-minded opinions, for example race, and place them in the situation in which they
are intolerant. The focus ofone show was racism and the participants seemingly changed
their opinions of their racial intolerances.
Another examination is studied through MTV's main medium, music videos. The
face of music videos is changing as fast as the videos themselves. But the people
presented in these videos are reflective of what is considered correct for the times. This is
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a valid point of study since the groups presented represent the mindset of young adults
today and what young adults feel should set the normal standard.
BET - Black Entertainment Network is the secondary source of observation for
research purposes. It will not be focused on as heavily as MTV, but it is a significant
network to consider. MTV consistently has a majority of the youth viewing audience, but
one ofMTV's most successful shows, TRL or Total Request Live has become
overshadowed by BET's counterpart request show, "106 and Park". Both have the format
of a live studio audience with a host, or host and hostess in the case of 106th and Park,
and they countdown the days top 10 video requests. "106 & Park," which airs at 6 p.m.
ET, draws 673,000 viewers a day. Carson Daly's "Total Request Live" (which airs at 3:30
p.m. ET, when, admittedly, many kids are still wending their way home from school)
brings in just over 651,000 (Samuels 2002). BET is outwardly more geared towards
African-Americans, but the audience pull it acquires is a relevant subject considering in
order to pull the numbers for their show, they must have a diverse viewing audience and
more than likely the demographics between BET's "l 06th and Park" and MTV cross
since they are both targeted to the same age group 13-24 (Charski.2001).
Results

In my analysis of these programs over the last three months, I have found some
interesting but inconclusive results. None of the results could be tabulated quantitatively;
they are simply observations that were made from three months of study. As far as
programming is concerned the following observations were formed based on the MTV
programs:
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Fight For Your Rights: Take a Stand Against Discrimination- MTV has done a high

quality job of showing interracial couples and interactions when advertising for its
various programs. On the website for this particular program, there are links to quizzes
that test your knowledge and awareness of your own feelings towards racism and sexism.
The picture in the website is a couple, the male is Asian and the female is African
American. It offers links to other tolerance sites as well. As previously mentioned, they
had spin offs from their campaign such as the show "Flipped" and they also did a special
to combat racism of Taliban and Arabic people in the United States after the vicious and
tragic attacks of September 1 1 th •
My main observations focused on recent trends in popular music videos, which
may indicate changes in racial tolerance. They include:
Xecutioners feat. Linkin Park- In the new "rock n' rap" as the term has been so coined,

this collaboration shows the acceptance of the new mixes racially and musically. The
Xecutioners, an all black turntable group from New York have been signed to a recording
contract since 1997. Being a turntable only group, being signed was a rare feat in itself,
but recently they collaborated with the heavy, rap/rock group Linkin Park to create the hit
"It's Goin' Down".
Alicia Keys- With her mixed background and classical training in piano, this New York

native has become the music industries number one star. She proves that her race is not a
barrier to the soul she possesses and she also teaches the world that a piano is as diverse
as she is. She has gained an almost immeasurable audience, but she remains a soul singer
with many "ghetto' aspects to her personality.
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The Neptunes/NERD- If anyone has proven the convergence of race in music, this group

has done so. "They've worked with current chart toppers (Jay-Z, Mystikal, Backstreet
Boys), thuggish hip-hoppers (Noreaga) and eclectic performers (soulstress Kelis, 01'
Dirty Bastard). And just recently finished work with longtime superstars (Janet, Mary J
Blige, Babyface, Usher) and alternative ska icons (No Doubt)." Their range in the music
world is extraordinary. The Neptunes side consists of Pharell and Chad acting as
producers for musicians, the highlights of which are named above. N.E.R.D. is the actual
record-releasing group made of Pharell, Chad and Shay. The Neptunes have been
producing for acts for years and their influence can be felt from pop to hip-hop to rock.
Eve feat. Gwen Stefani of No doubt- These two divas of song are on two different

musical spectrums and incorporate the attention of two very opposite audiences, for the
I

most part. But this collaboration proved to be a blockbuster. They have won countless
awards in the music industry. Gwen Stefani's group No doubt is a ska band that has
recorded number one hits for a few years short of a decade. Their primary audience is
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white suburban teenagers, but since the recent maturation of their sounds and the
breaking off of Gwen with other well-know artist such as Eve, they have widened their
audience quite a bit.
NSYNC- The name makes many shutter, but these pop princes have also contributed to
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strides in race relations. Moving from their clean pop image, they utilized Neptune beats
on many tracks for their new album. And recently they collaborated with rap star Nelly
on their last single "Girlfriend". Before the collaboration was released, NSYNC's video
for the original version of the song included the band members, all white, cavorting with
females of different races. The informally named lead singer Justin Timberlake's love
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interest in the video is a black female. But it is interesting to add, she seems to be ofa
mixed background. She has light skin and straight curly hair.
BET has also done their part to contribute to what seems to be the revolution in
racial tolerance and mixing. On their popular countdown show 106th and Park, they have
invited guests such as NSYNC to the studio audience and they play their videos on a
regular basis when requested. They also display artists that have diversity in their videos.
One such video is "Take Ya Home" by Lil' Bow Wow a pint sized rapper who features a
young white female in his video as a dancer. She is the only white female featured in the
video.
Conclusions
Taking into consideration all the research conducted by the case studies I have
cited along with my own personal research, there is no conclusive answer to the question
ofmusic changing the face ofracial tolerance. There are many possible reasons why
these changes in popular music and the visual side ofmusic have occurred. Some ofthese
explanations fall on the side ofpositive and the others fail to see the change as an
authentic step towards racial unity.
When taking a negative stance, music will not change racial unity or promote
racial tolerance, the changes in the face ofmusic could be based on Charles Aaron's
argument. It could be a new trend that teenagers are going along with. They could see it
as the "cool" thing to do and are just going with the flow. They may not be making a
conscious decision based on their own personal thoughts and beliefs. Rather they are
doing what their friends say in an attempt to be a part ofthe crowd. Another explanation
for the change could follow Watts and Orbe. Because, as they say, African-American
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culture is often the basis ofwhat is the standard bearer of"pop cultural fashion", MIV
and youth culture are once again following the leader. They are rocking to the beat of the
Neptunes because more than likely their favorite band has used them on one of their
tracks. Yet another explanation, probably the most prevalent reasoning behind most
elements of popular culture, is marketing. MTV, BET and all oftheir artists know what
sells to their chosen demographic. It would be na1ve to think executives and major
decision makers are exclusively in the business ofpromoting racial tolerance and unity.
While these networks realize they have a large arena of influence on up and coming
generations, they also must make money. Having a mix ofraces to promote your product
gets a more demographically diverse audience, simple economics.
A further explanation can be contrived from Keenan's study in saying the changes
are occurring but in a fashion that is assimilating our cultures. The more Caucasian look
ofthe more accepted black female may be changing the face of racial tolerance, but is it
being true to the African-American race. Are we trying to make a permanent standard fit
but not incurring an overall acceptance of different cultures?
,.

On the more optimistic and positive side, the changes in music could be steps
taken to promote racial tolerance. The formerly mentioned examples serve as a backdrop
for unity and tolerance in the form of collaborations and the presence of multi-race in
music videos and programs. These shifts illustrate a step in the right direction for
acceptance of crossovers in culture.

,,.

In the future, I hope to do more research in this area and see the direction in which
music has moved in the next year or even the next few months. Racial tolerance is going
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to be one ofthe largest effects on our country and on the world. The way we view and
treat different cultures determines so much ofhow we function as a country.
Along with afore mentioned data, I conducted a survey, but was not able to
calculate a significant number ofresults. A survey can further enhance this study, as it
would be the opinions ofthe masses, not a few scholarly minds. According to the results
that were received, most students seem to agree with the concept ofmusic aiding in racial
tolerance. It seems conceivably possible that our country may be headed towards an
open-minded society where it is commonplace and even less strange then it is today to
see a White person and a Black person or an Asian and Black person walking down the
street together holding hands. We are already called the "melting pot" because of the vast
numbers ofnationalities represented in this free country we love and cherish so much.
Sadly, as long as there are differences in race, there will be differences of opinion about
how those races should interact. Although, not the most scholarly and well-respected
figure in our nation, we should listen to and digest the words ofwisdom from the mouth
ofone ofthe countries most successful rap stars, "Ifwe'd grown up with a different
mind-set, then all this s**t wouldn't seem so strange". Hopefully, in the future, it will not
seem so strange to the youth that have grown up in a new America.
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This is a survey about popular (mainstream) music and its present effects on
race for a Senior Thesis project. Please answer as honestly as possible. Thank
you for taking the time to fill out this survey, I appreciate it.
Class------

Age__

------

Hometown

1. What do you consider to be your racial background?
2. What type of music do you listen to? (You can Circle more than one)
a. Hip Hop/Rap

e. Rock/Heavy Metal

b. R&B

f.

c. Popular

g. Christian

d. Easy Listening

h. Other-----

Alternative

3. Do you associate your type of music with a particular ethnic culture?
a. Why or Why not?
b. Which culture and are you a part of that culture?

4. Do you feei there is a lot of inter-cultural mixing within music in general?

5. \/\/hen you see inter-cultural mixing in music Videos, does it surprise you?

6. Do you feel the racial lines that exist in music are beginning to be erased?

7. Do you feel that the music of today (mainstream/MTV/BET) aid in our
country moving towards racial tolerance? Why or Why not?
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"More than ever it appears people like to watch
their brethren interact in a public arena, and it all
began 52 years ago, with a waiter trying to convince
bewildered diners they could order only liver, on the
August 10, 1948, debut of Candid Camera (www.ew.com) ."
Creator and host Allen Funt was so inspired from his
years in the army listening to servicemen's messages
to loved ones, he conceived a show to catch people in
the act of being themselves. Reality television has
been around a longtime and it is just beginning to hit
its peak: and it is here to stay. We were tired of
sitcoms and game shows made us ya�n, we yearned for
more and, boy, did we get iL. It began with Candid
Camera and now we can view Ozzy Ozbourne family on
televisiqn. I began to wonder, "Who is watching tuning
in, why are people attracted to it, and what are the
social implications of it?"
Reality television varies within its genre. MTV's The
Real World was on the forefront of the reality television
craze in 1992.They are now in their eleventh season, going
strong and is MTV's longest running series ever.
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av�rage episode pulls in 2.2 million viewers (Newsweek 54)
They focus on the conflict and d�ama that ensues as seven
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strangers cohabitate together. Mary-Ellis Bunim and
Johnathan Murry were the creators of this series that first
aired in 1992 and is now the.top rated show on MTV.
Jonathan Murray says, "We took the documentary form and
commercialized it." It was an immediate success among the
18 to 34 year old age group. The success of The Real World
spawned a spin-off called Road Rules/ which follows seven
coeds on their journey in a Winnebago around the country.
These shows were the jumping off point for the major
networks to join in the reality television hype with such
shows as Survivor, Big Brother, and Fear Factor. Reality
shows seem to either have a competitive reward theme where
natural conflict ensues such as Survivor and Fear Factor,
or a drama conflict theme where the cast is put in a
stressful situation that promotes conflict such as The Real

World, Big Brother, and Temptation Island. The show
Survivor takes a group of "regular" people to a remote
destination with hardly any personal articles and they are
expected to fend for themselves. Viewers watch each week as
their peers vote off members. There is a monetary reward
for being the last tribe member remaining. Big Brother
shows several housemates living together twenty-four hours
a day, seven days a week, it is of course a spawn of The

Real World. Their peers also vote out members of the house.
2

Fear factor took reality television to another level by
combing fear, stunts, and money. Six contestants are asked
to complete three stunts; they are eliminated if they do
not successfully complete the stunt. The contestants are
encouraged to hackle and instill fear in their opponents to
secure their win. There is a monetary rewa�d for the person
who completes all three stunts. Their peers also vote off
members of the house. Fox's Temptation Island was based
upon sex, lies, and cheating. Couples are separated on
islands and surrounded by beautiful people of the opposite
-sex in effort to test their loyalty to there significant
other. The drama unfolds as beautiful singles on the island
tempt them. These are the shows that capture our TV and
have sparked debate about where American tele T:ision is
going in the future. David Camp writes "The
tabloidification of American life-of the news, of the
culture, yea, of human behavior-is such a sweeping
phenomenon that it can not be dismissed as merely a jokey
footnote to the history of the 1990's. Rather, it's the
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very hallmark of our times; if the decade must have a name
and it must, since decade naming has become a required
public exercise in the second ha�f of the 20 th century-it
might be Tabloid Decade.u
Literature Review
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American Demographics Survey

The article "The Tribe Has Spoken" that appeared in
American Demographics on September 1, 2001 conducted a
nationwide telephone survey about reality television. They
inquired about who was watching it and why. I have
summarized this article below to aid in my cultural study.
American Demographics Article "The Tribe has Spoken"

'

studied the demographics of reality television
entertainment. Forty-five percent of Americans watch
reality television and a large portion of these viewers
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supplement their need for reality television with online
activity. In the 2001 lineup every major network had at
least one reality program on its docket. CBS debuted The
Race/ ABC debuted The Mole, and Fox launched Temptation
Island. It was also the first year that reality programs
competed with sitcoms and dramas at the highly acclaimed
Primetime Emmy Awards show. CBS's Survivor had five
nominations that year. This type of recognition has pushed
this highly criticized genre into the spotlight and
legitimized it as a genre that is here to stay.
However, there is speculation that the abundance of
reality television will lead to overkill in the viewer's
eyes. The viewers will decide this and right now they love
it - of the people polled se·,enty percent of eighteen to
4

twenty- four year olds are watching, and fifty-seven
percent of twenty-five to thirty-four year olds are
watching - two age groups most desired among advertisers.
It is very beneficial for advertisers and programmers to
connect with the reality television audience through their
attitudes, character traits, and motivations for tuning in.
In a national representative survey conducted by American
Demographics, twenty-seven percent consider themselves to
be die - hard fans, never missing a show. Thirty- seven
percent of the people polled said theJ preferred to watch
real people rather than scripted characters.

From law:.:e�s

to housewives, and across all income and age brackets there
is a reality television show for everyone.

(Survivor)"The

show reaches out to so many people on so many levels," says
Devinny from Survivor. "When Surviror I was on, I �ad many
retirees write in to me rooting for 72 year old Rudy." It's
not just young people tuning in. Of the reality television
viewer's surveyed fifty- five percent are age 35 and older.
Women are the die-hard fans as 64 percent are regular
viewers, whereas men seem to be an occasional audience.
Reality viewers are generally in the middle to low-income
brackets, as 58 percent of them earn an annual income under
$50,000. Southerners account for 39 percent of all rea�ity
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viewers, whereas the Northeast, North Central and Western
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regions account for twenty percent.
�These percentages beg the question: What is so
attractive about reality TV?

In the 18 to 24 age bracket

the drawing card is guessing who will be eliminated from
the show. This thrill was also cited by 69 percent of all
reality viewers. The second and third most common drawing
cards are seeing people face challenging situations (63%)
and imagining ho� "I n would perform in those challenging
situations (43%). Forty three percent of 18 - 34 year olds
say they tune in to see conflict break out among
contestants, as compared with 29 percent of 35 - 54 year
olds. The 35 - 54 age group (41%) seem to be more concerned
with following the contestant's strategies than the 18 - 34
year olds (36 %) . The American Demographics study also
concluded that men are more than three times as likely to
tune in to see attractive contestants (31% vs. 9%). Women
are more likely than men to tune in because they are
guessing the outcomes (72% vs. 65%).
Some fans think that reality television shows are
straying from the formula of success. Mary Beam, founder of
realitytvfans.com, says,"Some of the shows have started to
cast only Hollywood types, who are just in it to become
actresses, or overly obnoxious people who are obviously
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playing a role." According to E-Poll the eighteen to fifty
four year olds who do not watch reality TV site this very
reason , they believe the contestants are trying to become
famous. Beam also says "The viewers want to see people who
look or act like we do. If we wanted fake, we'd be watching
sitcoms." In another poll conducted by E-Poll Bl percent of
viewers who stopped watching a reality program did sc
because they found the characters to be too scr�pted.
Twenty-seven percent of America's youth say that reality T\1
is better than what is on networks prime time, compared
with 15 percent of the total population who say the same.
Ed Martin the programming editor at Myers Reports says,
"These kids grew up with cable television, where
unscripted, documentary- style shows have always been a
staple. This is what TV is to them." He also gives kudos to
MTV as the first provider of reality televisio�. Andy
Dehnart, the founder of realityblurred.com, believes that
the popularity of the reality TV with the youth has a lot
to do with their growing up in a democratized societ;,

rl
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where thev were allowed to personalize their e��ertainment
with web cams, the Internet, and other technolcgies. He
says, "As a culture, we've become so much more interested
in real people."

. J
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When American Demographics interviewed fans they found

/

that they also felt a close kinship with contestants. Jason
Thompsori, who watches "ever; reality show I can find,n says
he likes shows that allow him to get to know the
contestants. He contacted Britney Petros of Big Brother and
offered to design a web page for her fans. Thompson also
says he has hopes of being famous one day and reality shows
give him hope that he could be. He states,

" Because the

contestants are regular people just like me, it makes me
feel like I could be one of them." Irma Zandl, president of
the Zandl Group, a marketing research firm in New York,
says that instant celebrity or glanorous lifestyle had been
fueled by the reality tele7ision genre. According to the

'

American Demographics, 40 percent of reality television
viewers consider themselves to be adventurous, and
86percent leads active lives, compared with the 31 percent

)

and 79 percent of non-reality watchers.
On the other hand reality television watcher Barbara
Hammack says she has no desire to be famous but wants to
add some spice to her life. She states, "People who watch
reality TV, like myself, ha ·e some deep desire to go on
some great adventure, but maybe they just never had the
opportunity or resources to do it themselves. "However, she
says she is surprised that the other reality fans she meets
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do not want to participate in the contests. The American
Demographics survey supports this observation. They found
that they live their adventurous streak through the shows;
actually 59 percent of reality television viewers say they
are cautious by nature.
Not only are viewers tuning into these shows on the
television, they're getting online and chatting about there
favorite shows. According to E-Poll 70 percent of fans ages
18- 54 years of age visit web sites pertaining to their
favorite shows and 27 percent of fans ages 35 - 55 do as
well. Webmaster Beam states that the �verage range of·
viewers on her site are women between 35 and 55. It seems
that the online viewers enjoy talking with others in real
time, guessing strategies and analyzing the possible
outcomes. Wendy Veazey is a realit� television enthusiast
who kept internet feeds running all day to eves drop on the
contestants of Big Brother� she says she began to think of
them as friends. People seem to feel a real kinship with
the contestants and tune in to cheer them on. This type of
closeness could only be achieved if they really felt that
these contestants were regular people, the major drawing
card of reality television.

i
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Tabloid Culture: Trash taste, Popular Culture, and the
Transformation of American Television

Kevin Glynn's book Tabloid Culture: Trash Taste,
Popular Culture, and the Transformation of American
Television discusses the evolving of reality television and
popular culture. The classification of reality television
shows many peoples disdain for the genre. Kevin Glynn
writes, "This genre has attracted attention, scorn, and a
variety of labels.

'Reality-based' or 'actuality

programming' 'infotainment',

'confrontainment' and 'trash

TV'. Perhaps the term with greatest resonance, however, is
"tabloid television" (Glenn 2)". This genre contains a
mixed bag of typical forms, thematic concerns, image
repertoires, tones of voice, and narrative patterns that
are traditional forms of television. Televisions generic
territories can never be neatly defined because they play
off each other to produce what we see today. The genre is
inherently unstable drawing on a wealth of generic
conventions in order to achieve a diversity of
contradictory aims. Tony Bennett argues that a text or a
genre must be analyzed in terms of "the different ways in
which they have been culturally activated as a result of
their inscription in different social, institutional and
ideological contexts." (Bennett 209) ." Programs can be
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classified as "lowbrow u , "middlebrow", and "highbrow n .
"Lowbrow n refers to the "tabloid television" programs such
as talk shows and reality television, "middlebrow" refers
to "news magazine" shows such as Dateline, and "highbrow"
refers to shows that contain a level of seriousness and
respectability like Sunday morning chat shows. Glynn makes
reference to the idea that these classifications correspond
to the classes that consume them. The Nielsen survey
indicated that the reality based programs core audience
consisted of people with relatively low income under
40,000.

Pierre Bourdieu says "that whereas elite cultural

taste makes a public display of subdued, detached,
contemplative, and distanced aesthetic appreciation, the
popular tastes of the working class and those fractions of
the middle classes with the least cultural capital express,
by contrast, "a deep rooted demand for participation, a "
desire to enter the game, identifying the characters' joys
and suffering, worrying about their fate (Bourdieu 237)."
Glynn believes that reality television is a descendent of
the tabloid newspapers such as National Enquirer and Star
and that it encourages video 7oyeurism. Again Glynn states

I

that newspapers tend to correspond with America's social
classes. The serious official news or quality press and
alternative press is targeted at and consumed by the middle
11
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to upper class. Its language, cultural location, tones, and
selection of news deem it to be worthy of attention, while
other stories are dismissed as "insignificant" or "trashy."
On the other hand the tabloid media are targeted at the
subordinated classes and serve to circulate the popular way
of knowing or popular culture. John Fiske writes, "Popular
knowledges are those produced and used by social formations
with severely limited access to power in their struggles to
attain some forms of control over the immediate conditions
of ordinary life. 'Although the boundaries of tabloid news
are unde:ined, Fiske offers this definition: Its matter is
generally that produced at the intersection between public
and private life its style is sensational, sometimes
skeptical, sometimes moralistically earnest; its tone is
populist; its modality fluidly denies any stylistic
difference between fiction and documentary, between news
and entertainment (Fiske 48) ." It seems that the "bizarre"
and "deviant" are staples among tabloid television. Glynn
suggests that its images are often raw and stark, grabbing
the viewer's attentions immediately.
Methodology

The current study extends this knowledge on reality
television and the social implications of it. A cultural
study examines the changes in Western society through a
12

struggle of ideologies. This can occur in two ways: 1. By
identifying contradictions in society, the resolution of
which will lead to a positive, as opposed to oppressive
change; and 2. by providing interpretations that will help
people understand domination and the kinds of change that
will be desirable (Littlejohn 217). Before beginning my
study I think it would be helpful to define culture.
Stephen Littlejohn defines it in two ways: 1. The common
ideas on which a society or group rests, its ideolog�, or
the collective ways by which a group understands its
experience. 2. The practices or the entire way of life of a
group- what individuals do materially from day to day.
Samuel Becker describes their goal as "jarring both the
audience and the workers in the media back from becoming
too accepting of their illusions or existing practices so
they will quescion them and their conditions (Becker 67) u _
This is my challenge to people. In this paper I shall study
reality television from its roots and it impact on the
world today.
Results

,
i I
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Popular Culture always has its base in the
experiences, the pleasures, the memories, and the
traditions of the people. It has connections with
local hopes and local aspirations, local tragedies and
local scenarios that are t�e e�eryday practices and
the everyday experiences cf ordinary folks. Hence, it
links with .... the informal, the underside, the
13
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grotesque. That is why it has always been counterposed
to elite or high culture, and is thus a site of
alternative traditions. And that is why the dominant
tradition has always been deeply suspicious of it,
quite rightly (Hall 1).
Television draws on the experiences of everyday
people. It is viewed in a community setting where
everyone is viewing the same images.

This is the

hallmark of George Gerbner's cultivation theory; he
states that because television is the great common
experience of people, it has the effect of providing a
shared way of viewing the world. Gerber writes,
"Television is a centralized system of storytelling.
It is pare and parcel of our daily lives.
Television cultivates from infancy the very
predispositions and preferences that used to be
acquired from other primary sources. Transcending
historic barriers of literacy and mobility, television
has become the primary common source of socialization
and everyday information (mostly in the form of
entertainment) of an otherwise heterogeneous
population. The repetitive pattern of television's
mass produced messages and images forms the mainstream
of a common symbolic environment (Gerbner 18).
Television is a very powerful vehicle because
almost everyone watches it. The news, shows, dramas,
and documentaries shown on television grip our
attention and teach us compassion and fear. The shows
that we have in America make a statement about our
culture as a whole; this is the nature of Gerbner's

J
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cultivation theory. Gerbner makes a distinction
between heavy and light television viewers.

He says

that heavy viewers will believe in a reality that is
consistent with the shows they watch; even thought
television does not reflect the real world. This is
interesting in light of the new "reality genre" seeing
as it does in some way reflect the real world.
Many people ask if it serves the public interest
or interesting the public, here I will examine these
two different positions.

It is important to make a

distinction within the genre of reality television
between reality shows and shows such as Hard Copy and
Star where ludicrous stories are told without the
parties consent. I feel that there is a positive to
some reality television shows. On television shows
such as The Real World, Survivor, and Big Brother/ the
location is not inherently real but the people and the
conflicts are. For example in the first episode of The
Rea 1 World: New York a conflict breaks out when a
white cast member tells t·.vo of his African American
I

cast mates that his uncle does not hire black people
I

because they tend to be "slower." This is showcasing
racial tension the way it really exists among educated

l I

yet seemingly uneducated white people who makes
15
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careless racial quips. Did the white castmate think

l

they would concur, "Yes we are slower"? We will never
know. Nonetheless, reality shows such as the Real

�

World are a way of telling America they those racial
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comments are not acceptable or condoned, and if you
say it you will look uneducated. I also think it is
important to note that these people signed up for this
and obviously want to share their lives with America.
It is real people who desired and were given the
opportunity to share their lives with America. I do
however make a concession here: we are only seeing
very small segments pieced together, which could
possibly distort the "real" story. However, The Real
World has dealt with abortion, alcoholism, sexuality,
eating disorders, religion and public perception. As
well as the day-to-day conflicts that all humans have
dealt with. It brought these very real problems that
resonated with America's youth to light and presented
them in a manner that aided in discussion and setting

�

boundaries. The argument in this analysis is that it
is an interesting experiment on humans, their personal
issues,cohabitation and perhaps a learning experience.
When you compare reality television to sitcoms it
seems like the discussion should be, "What is the
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worth of sitcoms or all TV entertainment for that
matter?" They are characters, in factious places, and
in fictitious situations.
As cultivation theory suggests what we air on our
television makes a statement about America. What does our
television say about America? I think it says we like to be
entertained and amused. Popular television has always
exaggerated take on life, example, Friends, where Monica
lives in a plush apartment yet hangs out in a coffee shop
all day long. This is nothing new.
Littlejohn writes: Rather than have genuine
communication involving interaction among people, the media
dominate our lives with information that forms what we
perceive to be genuine communication involving interaction
among people, the media dominate our lives with information
that forms what we perceive to be genuine experience, but
it is far removed from the natural order of things. This
leads us to obscenely exaggerated forms of life. We feel
that these are real experiences, but in fact they are
experiences within the simulations created by the media
(Glynn 308) . "
Reality television seems to be the natural progression of
television. People were hungering for something new and
with the rise of the Internet vourgesism on television it
17

was the next step. However, I speculate that type of
reality television we see today may have roots in the quiz
shows of the fifties. Shows like the 64,000 Question put
"ordinary people" in challenging situations with a large
sum of money at steak. One historian has suggested "It is
impossible to explain fully the popular appeal of the
64,000 Question .Be it the lure of sudden wealth, the
challenge to answer esoteric questions, happiness at seeing
other people achieving financial success, whatever the
program touched in the American psyche at mid century, this
was stunning TV (Campbell 159). "Reality television is a
culmination of all the television we have ever watched be
it, the situation comedy, the domestic comedy, the
documentary, drama, and quiz shows. This supports the idea
that television is constantly drawing from its past
successes and failures. TV's new success is watching

"real

people" on television. These shifting values in our culture
are exemplifies on our television sets weather it be
negative or positive. Some critics say that out post modern
values represent a condition or malady of the human spirit.
Robert Campbell suggest that four values have been
identified as markers of our culture today: opposing
hierarchy, diversifying and recycling culture, questioning
scientific reason, and embracing paradox. Opposing
18
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hierarchy refers to blurring the lines between low and high
culture, fact and fiction, and art and commerce. For
example Tom Green produced a dark comedic documentary about
his battle with cancer. Diversifying and recycling culture
refers the juxtaposition between of old and new cultural
styles. For example many of the rap songs heard today are
remakes of earlier songs. People in the modern age question
scientific reason; they reject rational thought as the
answer to every problem and are focusing on the pre modern
values of smaller communities. For example Internet users
are seen as reviving the lost conversational skills and
letter writing days, an attempt to recover these lost oral
traditions. These feelings of powerlessness transfer into
the p opularity of the reality genre perhaps because of the
way it encourages ordinary people to be a part of the
unordinary world. The embracing of paradox suggest our
tendency to welcome new technologies however they are know�
to eliminate jobs and physically isolate us from one

another via Internet newsgroups or chatting on the Internet
about your favorite show.
These values and technologies are �hat have fostered
the reality television age. We had to come to a poi�t where
we were ready to view our peers in compromising situations.

19

[
These values are what have shaped out need to be informed
about our peer's lives.
Conclusions and Implications

There is something about the human psyche that enjoys
watching its ken. Weather it be seeing them in personal
conflict, winning cash rewards, strenuous physical
activity, or their 15 minutes of fame people are drawn to
it. I suggest that further research be done in terms of
advertising and the way reality television could help them
target their most coveted age groups, ages 18 to 24 and 2535. The figures suggest that reality television interests a
large number of Americans therefore this draw of reality
television imitated in advertising would sell to people.
Secondly, I would further research the connection
between reality television and the supplemental Internet
usage, the idea of being able to personalize ones
entertainment is very popular today. This may help the
producers of reality television take us to the next level.
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Gregory 2
Introduction
The question of when adolescence ends and adulthood begins has become more
vague in the recent years. Typically in traditional cultures adulthood is simply defined
with common milestones such as marriage, children, or providing for the family.
Today's transition into adulthood has more emphasis on individualism and independence.
The shift is not only longer, but also more circuitous, complex. expensive and vaguely
defined than ever before. With the different variables such as laws, education,
employment and parenthood to consider, the transformation from one stage to another is
not only an external struggle, but also internal. By analyzing various cultures, gender
roles, and societal issues, the concept of emerging adulthood is presented as a new way of
conceptualizing the period between adolescence and young adulthood.

Gregory 3
Review of Literature
To understand the change over from an adolescent to an adult, it is helpful to
know some of the terms. Adolescence is defined as "a time period of the life course
between the time puberty begins and the time adult status is approached, when young
people are preparing to take on the roles and responsibilities of adulthood in their culture"
(Arnett, 2001). It is easy to understand when adolescence begins because of biological
reasons. "Adolescence is generally viewed as beginning with the first noticeable changes
of puberty" (Feldman & Elliott, 1990). One can see such changes when the first physical
signs of puberty begin-roughly around age l 0, such as the development of facial hair and
the obvious growth spurt. With such changes it is apparent when adolescence starts,
however the complexity is determining when adolescence ends and adulthood begins.
"Although adolescence is generally considered to begin with the biological events
initiating puberty, the end of it is not biologically but culturally defined" (Arnett and
Taber, 1994). Also, the term emerging adulthood will be used throughout this paper.
Emerging adulthood is defined as a "period from roughly ages 18 to 25 in industrialized
countries during which young people become more independent from parents and explore
various life possibilities before making enduring commitments" (Arnett, 200 I). But
I

I

before talking about the transition phase of adolescence to emerging adulthood to
adulthood, let us first look at the history of the adolescence and how the definition and
expectation has changed throughout different time periods as well as in other cultures.

I

Adolescence or youth, since the term adolescence was not applied until the end of
the 19th century, during the times of Ancient Greece (4th and 5 th centuries B.C.) was
believed to be the stage of life in which the capacity for reason first developed. It was

Gregory 4
believed by Aristotle that adolescence merely act on the "impulsive pursuit of pleasure"
and it is only until the end of adolescence-around age 21, that reason establishes firm
control over these impulses. "The young are in character prone to desire and ready to
carry any desire they may have formed into action. Of bodily desires it is the sexual to
which they are most disposed to give away, and in regard to sexual desire they exercise
no self-restraint" (Aristotle). It was not until the concept of reason that adolescence was
over and adulthood formed by being able to make decisions that were not done by urge.
Many centuries later beginning around 1500, young people in some European
societies typically took part in what historians term life-cycle service, "a period in their
late teens and twenties in which young people would engage in domestic service, farm
service, or apprenticeship in various trades and crafts" (Ben-Amos). _During this time the
young person moved away from the household and in with their "master" where they
serviced for 7 years. Young men were more likely to engage in life-cycle service than
women, yet the young women typically would become a servant of the family. This sort
of service was common in Western countries (mainly the United States, Canada, and
Western Europe) from around 1500-1800. Later in the 18th and 19 th centuries as the
American population grew, the life-cycle service faded. "The national economy became
less based in farming and more industrialized", meaning they are based more on services
such as law, banking, sales, and accounting (Arnett, 2001). Towards the beginning of the
20th century marked the time when the term adolescence would be more widely applied.
With all the changes dealing with the youth, a new term describing them seemed
appropriate.
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Gregory 5
In the United States and other Western countries during the years between 18901920, key changes took place in shaping the role of adolescence. America was rapidly
changing from an agricultural society to an industrial society. During this time one-third
of the population in the U.S. lived in cities. Because of the increased population in the
cities and the increase in employment, several laws had to be enacted to help protect and
restrict adolescence. For these reasons, historians call the years 1890-1920 the "Age of
Adolescence" (Tyack, 1990).
During this time period, there were no laws prohibiting teenagers from working in
factories, shops, and mines. "Few states had laws restricting the ages of children in the
workplace, even work such as coal mining" (Tyack, 1990). They could be hired to work
cheap and under conditions that were often terrible. Children often worked 12-hour shifts
for $0.35 (thirty-five cents) a day. "The 1900 U.S. census reported that three-quarters of
a million children aged 10-13 were employed in factories, mines, and other industrial
work settings" (Arnett, 2001). With the over-whelming numbers of children in the work
force, the concern for the well-being of these children increased. Some adults, mostly
urban reformers and educators, began legislation to try to prevent such acts from
continuing. "In the view of these adults the young people were being exploited and

I

harmed (physically and morally) by their involvement in adult work" ( Arnett, 2001).
After some attention was brought to the matter, laws were passed that prohibited

•
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companies from hiring children and limited the number of hours that teens could work .
The Child Labor Laws prohibited children from being employed until the age of 16.
Parents were in favor of these laws because it kept the children in school and also could
lead to a better life for the child than the parents had. Since being in school was now a
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law, "the proportion of adolescents in school increased dramatically-in 1890, only 5%
of young people aged 14 to 17 were in school, but by 1920 this figure had risen to 3 0%"
(Arnett & Taber, 1994). This marked a more distinct separation between adolescence as
a period of continued schooling and adulthood as a period that begins after schooling is
finished.
Other contributors to the "Age of Adolescence" which influenced social
movements in the U.S. were the idea of compulsory education and the Juvenile Court
System. Compulsory education was the requirement that teenagers stay in school up
through a certain age. It also assisted in teaching immigrants in the school systems by
keeping them out of factories and off the streets. The Juvenile Court System was a
judicial system targeted toward youth and separated from adults. In 1899, the Juvenile
Court Act was installed and the term juvenile delinquent was first used. This act, at first,
did not decide guilty or innocent, yet tried to treat and assisted the troubled youth.
By looking at the different stages the adolescent has progressed through, one can
compare their own childhood to the way it was centuries ago. However, this brief history
of adolescence provides only a taste of what adolescence has been like in various eras of
history. "Any discussion of the boundary between adolescence and young adulthood
should be framed by considerations of history and culture, by comparisons across history
and between cultures" (Arnett & Taber, 1994). Since we have already examined
historical references, let us now look at other cultures.

Gregory 7
Methodology
One way to view other cultures and the role of adolescence and emerging adulthood is by
using ethnographic research. Ethnographic research is when "scholars spend a
considerable amount of time among the people they wish to study, usually by living
among them" (Arnett, 2001). These researchers document their observations,
experiences, and informal conversations that take place within the culture. Generally,
this sort of research is done in non-Western societies. In 1928, Margaret Mead was the
first to write about her experience in relation to another culture. Mead visited a group of
islands in the South Pacific near New Zealand to study the people of Samoa. She
observed a ritual that adolescence goes through during the time of puberty. In the United
States and other Western societies the ritual for entering adolescence is not made into a
formal procedure. In the islands of Samoa however, adolescence undergo a ritual that
starts their entrance into adulthood. "The traditional rite of passage into adolescence
involved an elaborate process of tattooing sometime between ages 14 and 16" ( Cote,
1994). The tattoos were of geometric patterns that extended from the waist to the knees.
For the males the tattooing took_ nearly two or three
months to complete and was very painful, whereas ·the
females tattooing only took four to five days. The
young men of that age all go through this process and
take satisfaction in sharing and the ordeal and
supporting one another. Few males in the tribe decline
form receiving the tattooing despite the pain. The
tattoos are a vital part of their culture and are essential
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for being accepted "as a legitimate candidate for eventual full adult status" (Arnett,
2001). This is just one example in which different cultures view the transition from
adolescence into adulthood. Now that we have seen a brief history of adolescence and
the difference in the transition within another culture, let us now look at the societal
issues that influence the emerging adult.
There is a time period between adolescence and adulthood known as "emerging
adulthood," coined by Jeffrey Jensen Arnett. He defines it as "a new conception of ·
development for the period from the late teens through the twenties, with a focus on ages
18-25" (Arnett, 2000). It is the time period between leaving the dependency of childhood
and adolescence, and having not yet entered the responsibilities that are normative in
adulthood. Emerging adults often explore a variety of possible life directions in love,
work, and worldviews.
Traditionally, young people are expected to enter full adulthood and take
responsibilities of an adult as soon as they reach a certain age or social event in their life,
yet with the increase in industrialization the "pre-adult stage" is.spread out over a few
years. Most emerging adults realize they are in an in-between period, not adolescence
but not quite adulthood. The chart below represents the results from the question, "Do
you feel that you have reached adulthood?" As the Figure 1 shows, it is only during the
ages of the late twenties and early thirties that a clear majority feel they have reached
adulthood. "Most emerging adults have the subjective sense of being still in a stage of
exploration, of not yet taking on the roles and responsibilities that come with adulthood"
(Arnett, 1998a).
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Figure 1: Age difference in response to the question, "Do you feel that you have
reached adulthood?"
Source: Arnett (2000a)

The emerging adult is not a cross-cultural definition. "Like adolescence,
emerging adulthood is a period of the life course that is culturally constructed, not
universal and immutable" (Arnett, 2000). "Cultures vary widely in the ages that young
people are expected to enter full adulthood and take on adult responsibilities" (Schlegel
& Barry, 1991). Therefore, emerging adulthood exists mainly in industrialized societies
t

such as United States, Canada, most of Europe, Australia, New Zealand, and Japan.
However, because of globalization more and more countries will become apart of the
statistical elite-meaning there will be more developed countries than undeveloped.

I

"Globalization is affecting cultures around the world, as increased economic integration
brings cultures and countries into more frequent contact with each other and as media
spread common information and entertainment to every part of the globe" (Arnett, 2001).

•

The direction of influence has mostly come from the Western countries in terms of
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political forms, economic practices, and media content. "Western influences have often
been embraced first and most enthusiastically by young people in non-Western cultures"
(Schlegel, 2000). With the increase of technology and means of communication, it is
easy to predict that globalization is on a steady increase and does not intend on slowing
down. Whether the effects of globalization are good or bad, the consequences are
becoming more identifiable.
One of the variables that come with the emerging adulthood is the inconsistency
in demographics. Because there is no reliability in any of the demographic area, it is hard
to categorize all emerging adults. "Emerging adulthood is the only period of life in
which nothing is normative demographically" (Arnett, 2000). Up until the age of 18,
some of the key demographic areas show minute changes. Over 95% of American
adolescents aged 12-17 live at home with one or more parents, over 98% are unmarried,
fewer than 10% have had a child, and over 95% are enrolled in school. As for the age
between 18-25, "a person's demographic status in these areas is very difficult to predict
on the basis of age alone" (Arnett, 2000). The demographics for this particular age
group are more spread out across the board, leaving no clear majority. However, by age
30 the demographics begin to become more stable. One can see the majority fall into
specific categories. For instance, about 75% of 30 year olds have married, about 75%
have become parents, and fewer than 10% are enrolled in school (U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 1998).
Marriage is one major factor that has been associated with reaching adulthood.
When one decides to settle down with a life partner, he or she is making a decision that,
hypothetically, will last them the rest of their life. Because marriage and parenthood are
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delayed until the mid-twenties or late twenties for most people, "it is no longer normative
for the late teens and early twenties to be a time of entering and settling into long-term
adult roles" (Arnett, 2000). In the United States, the median age for marriage has risen
steadily over the past 40 years to about 25 for women and 27 for men-a record high.
Figure 2 shows the average ages for marriages and birth in the past 100 years.
Figure 2: Median Age of First Marriage and First Birth in the United States, 18901997
First Birth
Marriaoe

Year

Men

Women

Women

1997
1988
1980
1970
1960
1950
1940
1930
1920
1910
1900
1890

26.8
25.9
24.7
23.2
22.8
22.8
24.3
24.3
24.6
25.1
25.9
26.1

25.0
23.6
22.0
20.8
20.3
20.3
21.5
21.3
21.2
21.6
21.9
22.0

25.0
23.7
23.0
22. l
21.8
22.5
23.2
*

*Median ag.e at first birth is not available before 1940.
Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census (199 l) (marriage) and U.S. Department of Health and Human Services ( 1990) (first
birth).

The average age for both marriage and parenthood is on a noticeable increase. Not only
is the true in the United States, other industrialized societies are also starting to see the
same difference in age when compared to countries that are still developing. Although
the average age for marriage is not the highest, the United States is still ranging above the
average. Figure 3 shows the median marriage ages for females in other countries.
I
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Figure 3: Median Marriage Age (Females) in Selected Countries, 1995
Industrialized Countries

Age

Developing Countries

Age

Canada
German y
France
Italy
Japan
Australia

26.0
26.2
26.1
25.8
26.9
26.0

Egypt
Ghana
Nigeria
India
Indonesia
Brazil

21.9
21.1
18.7
20.0
21.1
22.6

J

Source: Noble, Cover, & Yanagishita ( I 996).

Notice the difference in the median age for marriage in the developing countries. These
countries and others follow a different marriage pattern or ritual than Western countries.
Countries such as India, for the majority, have what is called arranged marriages. These
marriages are wedding ceremonies in which the "partners are determined not by the
partners themselves but by others, usually the parents or other family elders" (Arnett,
2001 ). The history of arranged marriages has been a part of their culture for 6,000 years.
The numbers of this type of maiTiage are decreasing because of globalization, yet 60%
still expect to have one. The same goes for countries such as Japan, Egypt, and Turkey.
These "emerging adults" have no voice in determining whom they are going to marry, as
well as when. They are forced to step into the roles of an adult when their family or
society deem necessary. However, globalization has taught individuals in these cultures
that arranged marriages might not be what they want. "Globalization has increased the
extent to which young people value individual choice and the individual's pursuit of
happiness, and these values are incompatible with the tradition of arranged marriage"
(Hatfield & Rapson, 1996).
In the United Stated and some northern European countries, emerging adults enter
into a stage before marriage known as cohabitation-living with a romantic partner

j
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outside of marriage. "Cohabitation before marriage is now experienced by at least twothirds of emerging adults" (Hurrelmann & Serrertobulte, 1994 ). In Sweden, the
percentage of emerging adults that cohabit before marriage is 97%. The average in the
United States for cohabitation is 22 for men and 20 for women. Two-thirds marry their
partner after 4 years of living together. These ages are generally the time period after
college and when moving away from the home is more likely to take place. With
marriage being a factor in a lot of emerging adults, education and schooling also plays a
key role.
Schooling is also an important issue when discussing the adolescent and
adulthood. As discussed earlier, since the 1920s there has been a dramatic increase in
enrollment in high schools. The number jumped from 30% of adolescence attending in
1920 to 90% in 1970. By looking at the Figure 4 one can see the increase in the number
of adolescence enrolled in schools from 1890.
Figure 4: Increasing enrollment in high school, 1890 to the
present
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With the high school population on a steady increase, the numbers of youth attending
college is at its highest. This is the first time in which the adolescent begins his life away
from the home. During the ages of 18-25, the emerging adult has the highest percentage
of residential change. They begin their first steps into exploration and experiencing what

t

I
I
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it is like to live away from the home and out of the supervision of parents or guardians.

l
I

About one-third of emerging adults go off to college after high school and
spend the next several years in some combination of independent living
and continued reliance on adults, for example, in a college dormitory or a
fraternity of sorority house. For them, this period of semi autonomy as
they take some of the responsibilities of independent living but leave
others to their parents, college authorities, or other adults. (Golscheider &
Golscheider, 1994)
By looking at the graph below, one can see the rate in which different age groups
begin to leave the home and enter a different residential location. Some may

I

attend college or simply move out and find a place to live doing a specific job or
trade. The age in which the adolescent moves away from the home and onto a
period in which they find themselves challenged with a new form of
independence.
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Figure 5: Rate of residential change by age.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (2000)
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Figure 6 shows the increase in enrollment in colleges and universities.
Figure 6: Educational Enrollment, 1890- 1985
Percent enrollment, selected years

High School

College

1890

1900

1920

1940

1970

1985

6
2

10
4

30
8

70

90
48

95
57

16

Figures for high school enrollment indicate percentage of 14-17-year-olds in the United States in high school during the
year indicated. Figures for college indicate percentage of 18-21-year-olds in the United States attending college during the
year indicated, except for 1985, which indicates the percentage of high school that year who went on to obtain at least
some college education.
Sources: Elder (1987), Horowitz (/987), U.S. Department of Education (1998),

With the increase in enrollment in high schools and mainly in college, the educational
requirement for one to be considered an adult was becoming more dependent on
education. By 1996, emerging adults who enter higher education was at the highest level
ever-60%. However, this figure does not correlate with the number that have
completed college. "Only 32% of young people ages 25-29 have completed four years or
more of college" (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1998). For those who do complete a four
year college, it is likely that graduate level classes and completion of graduate school will
follow. "About one third of those who graduate with a bachelor's degree are enrolled in
postgraduate education the following year" (Mogelonsky, 1996). Higher education has
directly impacted the transition between adolescence and adulthood. The trend seems to
follow the pattern of the more educated an individual is, the more likely they are
considered to be an adult. The Dean of Students at Skidmore College in New York
considers his students to all be in the stage of emerging adulthood. "The student's
emerging adulthood means the relationship between a parent and the college is unlike any
previous relationship parents have had with schools, camps, or coaches" (Charmoff).
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Through schooling and higher education, the emerging adult moves forward in its
progress to attain the status of full adulthood. Along with schooling, there is also another
part of the transition into adulthood-the federal government establishes this criterion.
According to the United States government, persons of or above the age of 18 are
considered adults, whether they are married, parents, or have finished college. Such
factors do not affect the decision in which the government sees an individual as an adult
or not. By the age of 18, the newly inducted adults attain the right to vote,. sign a legal
document, register for the draft, purchase tobacco products, and purchase material that is
only suitable for an adult-pornography. There is an age old debate about these so called
adults being able to take a bullet and possibly die for their country, yet suffer prosecution
if the same individual were to attempt to purchase an alcoholic beverage. Adolescence
during this time are confused and dumbfounded by this regulation. While one might
agree that it does not make much sense, studies have shown that alcohol leads to the
majority of the deaths in correlation with adolescence.
In 1945, the age for when adolescence began their first steps in to independence
changed. The age at which a teenager could operate a motor vehicle dropped from 18 to
16. This was conside_red by some as the rite of passage into adulthood. For an adolescent
with a driver's license is a free pass for the youth to expand their horizons. This is the
time when the transition into adulthood begins the snowball effect. By being able to
drive legally, the adolescent can begin transporting his or herself to and from a place of
employment and/or school. The more and more the adolescent leans toward
independence, the closer he or she is in reaching their status of an adult. (Arnett, 1998)

l
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Other discrepancies in the law pertaining to the age of adulthood can be seen in
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the courtroom. There have been several cases dealing with young individuals (for lack of
a better term at this point) and whether they should be tried as adults in a court of law.
They are individuals under the legal age of an adult, yet have been accused of committing
a crime in which adult consequences must be handed down. Since 1925, all 48 states
during that time "had established a juvenile court system, which operated quietly until
mid-century" (Frontline). Later in the 1960s, many advocates argued that since youth
could receive harsh sentences that adults are given, they should be entitled to the same
due process protections that adults receive. During this time the U.S. Supreme Court
agreed; "There is evidence, in fact, that there may be grounds for concern that the child
receives the worst of both worlds: that he gets neither the protections accorded to adults
not the solicitous care and regenerative treatment postulated for children," wrote Abe
Fortas. Since 1974, the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act was passed by
Congress which allowed for juvenile offenders to be separated from adult offenders. By
1980, it was authorized that juveniles could not be placed in jail cells with adults, with a
few exceptions of course. It enforced that juvenile delinquents be placed in other forms

•

of incarceration. "The federal Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(OJJDP) offered grants to encourage states to develop community-based programs as
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alternatives to institutionalization-such as group homes and halfway houses"
(Frontline). However, because of the increase in crime rates, or because of the increase
in coverage of delinquent crimes from the media, the American public demanded that
there be more laws pertaining to juvenile offenders. With more juvenile offenders, the
public felt as if a more strict system to control the youth was needed. This conservative
trend continued in the 1990s:
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Almost every state passed laws making it easier to try juveniles in adult
criminal courts; 31 states passed laws expanding sentencing options; 4 7
states modified confidentiality provisions for juvenile courts; and 22 states
passed laws increasing the victim's role in juvenile court processing.
(Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention)
One might agree that the system, driven by the public, is diminishing in its sense
of leniency for juvenile offenders. The more we try to categorize juveniles and
adults in criminal cases, the more clear it becomes that lawlessness will not be
handled with "kid-gloves" at any age.
One example juveniles in the courtroom can be seen in the case against
17-year-old Armando Emmanuel Cruz Jr. of San Diego. In April of 2000 during
a routine traffic stop, California Highway Patrol Officer Jeffery Alvarez was
grabbed from behind and was slit in the throat by Cruz. Cruz admitted to the
crime and the charges of attempted murder and assault with a deadly weapon. If
charged as an adult and found guilty, Cruz could face a maximum sentence of life
in prison. The prosecution is attempting to persuade the judge to do just that,
however Cruz's attorneys are pleading that the youth is mentally incompetent and
would be better in a juvenile system where he can receive treatment and be
released by the age of 25. As of today the ruling is under review by the state
Supreme Court. This is one instance in which the legal age of an adult cannot be
determined by the date of ones birth. Ironically, other adults in the courtroom will
determine if Cruz has reached adult status. By the time the case is finally heard,
whether it be in the juvenile system or State Supreme court, it is likely that Cruz
will have moved on past adolescence and passing through emerging adulthood.
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Results
As discussed earlier, Americans were asked if they felt as if they have
achieved adulthood. In response to the question, a clear majority was present
showing that the ages from 26-35 and 36-55 felt they have reached adulthood.
When asked what key markers stood out as a characteristic of an adult some of
the responses include: accepting responsibilities for ones self, becoming capable
of making independent decisions, and becoming financially independent rank
among the highest. Each of these characteristics point toward one common
trend-individualism. Once the emerging adult feels he or she is totally
independent and can provide for him or herself, this is the point in which they feel
they have achieved adulthood.
Many of the charts and figures used throughout this paper clearly
underline that the transition from adolescence into adulthood is yielded by another
phase-emerging adulthood. Marriage, parenting, and education all assist in the
change over, yet there is no set milestones which determine ones' status in
developing countries. Because of globalization, it is likely that this trend will
continue to spread throughout the world.
Both the juvenile court system and the "adult" court system are in limbo
when it comes to deciding the future of our youth. By age 18, a citizen of the
United States of America is entitled to more exercises in freedom and
individuality, yet is more susceptible to losing those liberties if they have not
i
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acquired the more valuable characteristic of an adult-responsibility.
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Conclusion and Implications
Emerging adulthood has become a more distinct phase in the life cycle in
industrialized societies than ever before. Such factors as marriage and parenting only
contribute to a small portion of determining ones status. It seems as if educational
requirements are seen as more as a prerequisite to adulthood than any other. However,
with these common myths about defining the adult, one factor still remains constant when
determining an adult-independence. The more capable an individual is of being able to
establish themselves financially and provide for themselves, the closer they are to
attaining the prestigious status of an adult.
In my opinion the term '·emerging adult" is not as predominant and widely used
throughout today's youth, but the stage in which they undergo is noticeable. Adolescents
seem to realize that adulthood is not something that is achieved over night. One way in
which they receive this message is through media. Thanks to MTV's Real World and
popular music heard by youth today, the notion of the emerging adult can be seen and
heard. The cast of the Real World falls directly in the age range from 18-25. They are
faced with challenges that individuals during that age are more prone to, such as
graduating college, finding a job, and handling conflicts with intimate partners. Also,
song lyrics by music groups such as Blink 182 and Sum 41 are just small examples of the
message and the realization that emerging adulthood does exist. Even pop-icon Britney
Spears' song "I'm Not a Girl, Not Yet a Women" draws a clear correlation of her
struggles during emerging adulthood.
With the increase of such societal criteria for establishing oneself as an adult, the
gap between adolescence and adulthood tends to be larger than first expected. It is easier
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to identify when adolescence begins than it is to mark when it ends. Since the time when
such stages begin and end are unclear, I cannot help ask the question, "When does
adulthood end and the elderly stage of life begin?" According the United States
government, at age 65 an individ.ual is classified as a senior citizen. Is this determined by
retirement and moving into a retirement home? Even as we get older, the classification
of time periods in our life becomes more indistinguishable. As for the adolescent years,
someone once said that, "Adolescence begins in biology and ends in society." The only
way to answer the question as to when adolescence ends and adulthood begins is to
evaluate which obstacles that are set by a society in which one has over come.
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INTRODUCTION
There are several different theories of why the
Presidential Election of 2000 between Albert Gore and
George W. Bush was so extremely close.

Throughout the

entire campaign both sides knew that the outcome would come
down to the Electoral College, and that by just a few
points.

Bush's camp even admitted after the election was

final, that they had thought tha: Bush would win the
popular vote but lose the Electoral College.

Gore's people

felt that their man would barely win in both categories.
In the end neither was completely correct as Bush lost the

f
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popular vote, but won the bare minimum needed in the
Electoral College -- through a Supreme Court decision.

It

is important to analyze the effect this close election, and
those of recent years, played i� developing the political
system in the United States.

It is equally important to

look at why the need to mainstream candidates to the middle
of the political ideology spectrum is important in
elections of the recent years.

The divide between the two

choices are lessening each election cycle.

It must be

questioned that why it seems when one of our two major
political parties seem to be dominating the political
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landscape that the opposing poli:ical party then tends to

migrate to the center of the spectrum with its ideology in
dealing with the majority of issues.

It must also be

questioned why the Democratic Party of the United States
has developed a stronghold on the African-American voting
population while the Republican Party has welcomed a
stronger standing in the South, where the Democrats used to
easily win elections.

To understand the political

landscape of the new millennium, a look at the past is
necessary -- a look at past effective political
communicators like former Presidents Ronald Reagan, Bill
Clinton and others.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Several people have put their thought in on the
reasoning behind the development of political
communication.

Literature, especially in light of the

ever-tightening belt around the political parties, has
become more prevalent in print as well as online.

People

like Chris Matthews, a political cornme�tator on CNN,
William Hamilton, a pollster for Democrats, and many others
have issued their opinions on what has caused the lack in
diversity of ideas in the two parties.

The following works

were used to show campaign issues, polling tactics, and the
political landscape of the past few years.

CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATION
Judith S. Trent and Robert rriedenberg concluded that
the migration of the parties to become more middle-ground
oriented was noticed back in the mid-1960s.

f

Each year since the mid-1960s, the results of the
election studies conducted by the Center for Political
Studies at the University of Michigan have shown that
fewer and fewer voters identify themselves as
Republicans or Democrat$, while more and more call
themselves Independents. (Trent 6)
Trent and rriedenberg's research, though now somewhat dated
in light of recent elections, is still true.

5

The authors

l
also point out that one major reason that the parties use
the same outline in their campaign communication styles.
The modern political campaign passes through
relatively discrete stages, which can be categorized
as preprimary, primary, convention, and general
election ... It is important to remember that each stage,
although discrete, has a direct relationship to and
bearing on all that follow.
In other words, the
functions of each stage affect the entire campaign.
(Trent 17)
The preprimary stage is essential because it allows
the candidate to assess how visible he or she is to the
general public but more importantly to the regional party
voters in the major areas.

The visibility of a candidate

is a key issues because early campaign contributions are
essential to surviving the primary cycle.

Candidates who

are not visible going into the primaries often run out of
money and must leave the race even before the primaries
begin.

Once the candidate has found himself or herself to

be a visible and viable contender, he or she must then
prove that the campaign is fit.

Trent and Friedenberg say

in their book,
Communication during the first stage plays two
symbolic but important roles: it provides an
indication of a candidate's fitness for office and
initiates the ritual we have come to expect in
political campaigns. ( 21-22)
While the communication of this fitness in recent years has
focused more on personal issues -- like extra-marital
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affairs or drug abuse -- the campaign often relies on past
political experience in the first stage.

The preprimary

stage often tends to be an easier stage for powerful
politicians and harder for less experienced candidates.
Trent and Friedenberg call the primary stage of
communication essential.

The primary stage often hurts

candidates who go on to win the nomination from their
party.

This tends to hurt more the party who is not

holding the White House in the time of the election.

The

primaries can be seen as "a fight that can turn nasty as
different factions within the [party] compete with each
other to secure a place on the November ballot for their
candidate" (Trent 28).

The primary stage, as Trent and

Friedenberg point out, is really harmful because they tend
to eat up lots of the candidates money.

For all the

negative aspects of the primary stage, it does point out

f

some very important areas for candidates in the general
contest later.

r

The primaries serve as a 'cheat-sheet' for

the following stages.

"Just as the primary campaign is

valuable in giving candidates the feedback necessary for
repositioning, so too can it offer voters the information
necessary for cognitive adjustment or readjustment" (Trent

I

I

31).

A very importan� function in the primary stage is

that this is the time that the candidates make promises.

7

Trent and Friedenberg feel that the promise making to
voters is key because it is more personal.

The primary

campaign allows the candidate to get out and talk to the
public in a more private, personal setting.
Campaigning is personally oriented as candidates
attend countless events at which the relatively small
number of people present familiarize them with the
problems important primarily to thei� specific
neighborhood, city, or state. (Trent 34)
While the primary allows the candidate to make promises and
develop platform issues while campaigning in a smaller,
localized effort, it also allows him or her to speak to the
entire nation due to the large media following the
primaries.
The Nominating Convention is the third stage that
Friedenberg and Trent say is important in the lines of the
communication campaign.

"The communicative acts of the

convention serve to reaffirm our general commitment to the
electoral process,u says Trent and Friedenberg (43).

The

convention also is the final stage for the candidate to
prove he or she is the legitimate party offerring.

The

convention stage and the communication of the nomination
serves to unify the party, which could have been damaged
during the primary stage.
Although the race for the 1988 Democratic nomination
was filled with bitterness, particularly because of
8

Jesse Jackson's feeling that neither the party nor the
Dukakis staff was giving him the central role he felt
he deserved, the victorious Michael Oukakis had
Jackson join him at the speaker's podium after he had
Jackson was followed
delivered his acceptance speech.
to the podium by contenders Albert Gore, Richard
Gephardt, Bruce Babbitt, and Paul Simon, as well as
Walter Mondale and former president Jimmy Carter.
(Trent 44)
The Republican Party that same year offered a similar
unifying moment as "George Bush was joined at the podium
following his address by those who had been opponents
during the primary and caucus elections to sing God Bless
America" (Trent 44) .

Another major role of the

nomination/convention stage of the campaign is that �he
agenda is communicated to the general public.

The first to

initiate such a process was Franklin Roosevelt when �e flew
to Chicago to address the convention in person.

In sresent

day though, "the nominating convention serves onlJ
ritualistic functions, it is no less critical to the
overall campaign than are the other stages" (Trent 45).
The general election stage is the heart of the
campaign.

The public has a more focused look at the

candidates because it comes down to just a few - generally
two major party candidates, though sometimes a third
candidate is offered as a viable contender as with E. Ross

I

i l

Perot in several past elections.

9

t
Once the final stage begins, the campaign
communication is at once more intense, less
interpersonal but more direct, and certainly more
important because the candidate who emerges will be
the new mayor, governor, legislator, or president.
(Trent 45-46)
This stage also allows the candidate to offer solutions to
the country's problems and o:fer the voters a true look at
the candidate's willingness to act in office.

i
I

"We expect

candidates to address themselves to society's problems; we
expect debates" (Trent 47).
While the stages are essential to the overall
campaign, a candidate must follow the pre-set stages.

Many

campaigns are made or broken by simple campaign style
choices.

An incumbent president running for re-election

might choose to enter every campaign event with the "Hail
to the Chief" being played.

?ower is immediately noticed

by the voter because a song played for only one man in the

l
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nation is blasting through speakers as an individual is
escorted into the event by security guards.

Another

important issue for an incumbent is that he or she is
"addressed by title, never by name" (Trent 65).

A

challenger though sometimes holds a power that an incumbent
does not.

The allowance of a candidate to say nothing

comes as a benefit sometimes.
In 1932 Franklin Roosevelt never divulged the contents
of his 'New Deal'; in 1952 Dwight Eisenhower never
10
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suggested how he would deal with the Korean conflict
except to promise that he would personally go there
and look it over; in 1960 John Kennedy never shared
the details of the 'New Frontier'; in 1968 Richard
Nixon only said he had a plan regarding the war in
Vietnam but never provided any clues regarding it; in
1976 Jimmy Carter seldom offered solutions more
substantive than his love and admiration for the
people; and in 1980 Ronald Reagan never explained just
how his supply-side economics would do all he claimed
for it. (Trent 81)
The incumbent though in each of the prior issues had to
have an official stance for the country in the issue in
order to try and resolve it.

Where the incumbent was seen

as a competent, viable option, the challenger had the
ability to point out problems without having to solve them.

POLLING: FROM THE BEGINNING TO THE CENTER
William R. Hamilton, president of Hamilton, Beattie &

i

r
r

i
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Staff - a Democratic polling group, argued in his journal
article "Political Polling: from The Beginning To The
Center of American Election Campaigns" that pollsters are
not just common in modern elections but are essential.
(Hamilton 1)
Clearly the art and science of modern political
polling has become the major influence in strategic
decision-making in modern U.S. political campaigns .. �he
importance of analyzing the electorate via public
opinion polls has grown as the need for direct
feedback from individual voters has intensified.
(Hamilton 1)
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Polling has become an ever-important portion of the
campaign.

In the 2000 election between Al Gore and George

W. Bush, the exit polling done on the East Coast (and pre
mature decision to say Gore had won Florida) has been
viewed as a persuader to voters on the West Coast.

The

polling problems did not begin though in 2000, and ·has not
ultimately ended polling.

"Contrary to most accounts, the

highly publicized "miss" by Gallup [Polls] and others in
1948 did not automatically discredit polling after
Truman/Dewey" (Hamilton 2).

In that instance the error in

polling occurred when the challenger Dewey was named the
winner in the election, but then the final vote proved
Truman had won the election.

With its occassional mistakes

taken as acceptable, polling has de"eloped itself as an
influential key to campaigning.
Even back in the 1960s, political polling began a rise
in popularity, though it was done in a more private
element.

The early pollster was not an essential player in

the campaign for a candidate, but moreso as a number
cruncher.

The pollster used to be used as a last ditch

effort position than as an early strategist.
to conduct specific, wide based polls.

It was hard

"A fairly large

infrastructure and network was necessary t conduct the type
of polling used in those days, and .

12

the market was not

J
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yet producing enough doallers to support many additional
research firms" (Hamilton 5).

The major change and

advancement in the political polling process was the
"explosion of central telephone facilities with 20-100
telephone stations at which large sample surveys would be
completed in a short time" (Hamilton 6).
Hamilton argues that almost every American campaign
uses polling in one form or another now.

In the general

campaign period, polling helps to migrate the candidate to

J

the popular position rather than to his or her own personal
I

opinion.

One major area that pollsters have offered their

essentialness is in focus groups.

I

"When focus groups came

into use in the early 1980s, one use of the technique was
to test the potential effectiveness of ads" (Hamilton 16).
In later years, focus groups have been used to measure what

I

issues are the hot button issues.

"No one should deny that

in early June of 1992 Bill Clinton faced a much larger
problem with his personal image than even George Bush faced

I

during that same period in 1988" (Hamilton 17).

Polls

conducted during the summer showed people concerned with
the stories of infidelity, so the campaign tried to
communicate how happy the Clinton family was - even down to
Socks, the cat.

I

"As voters begin to focus, campaigns begin

to communicate" says Hamilton (19).

j
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"The volatility at the

end of the campaign is largely due to the lack of strength
of party identification in the U.S. Party loyalty and
strength of commitment to one's party trended downward in
the past 25 years" (Hamilton 19).

Hamilton also feels that

the polling will continue to be done by "small to medium
size independent research firms headed by one or more
established researcher-gurus" (Hamilton 22).

The reason is

because it has found its way to the center of the campaign
and not as an accessory.

The Middling Of American Politics

Chris Matthews, author of Now, Let Me Tell You What I
Really Think and host of CNN's Hardball, writes that the
next political election should either draw people to the
polls or turn them away.

There was a time in politics that

we argued over economics and not values.

The value issue

has become more and more dominant in the political campaign
than the economic.

"In 1976, Senator-elect Daniel Patrick

Moynihan warned that we would one day argue more over
values than over economics," said Matthews (172).

Matthews

points out though that while the parties do differ in value
standpoints, they are tending to be more celebrity
oriented.

"Like millions who watched television in the

1950s, I had gotten to know and like Reagan during his
14
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eight years hosting the old General Electric Theatre"
(Matthews 185).

Reagan, and therefore generations of

politicians after him,· was a celebrity to many and someone
that the general audience and voters would recognize and
feel familiar.

The ability to allow Reagan in their home

every night offered him a unique ability to provide power.
The old idea "that a politician was a guy who stood out on
the corner and yelled" was shattered when Reagan won office
(Matthews 213).

r
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2002 Analysis: Centralization By Numbers
Trent and Friedenberg wrote of the stages of the
campaign and those theories are still true today.

It is

essentia: for the proper candidate to set the tone early to
develop their style.

No matter how high the office, it is

important for each candidate to be viewed as one of the
common gl:ys on the street.

The term "outside-the-beltway"

was never more important than in recent elections.

While

no persor. running for the Presidency can truly be from
outside the beltway, the recent elections were won on that
theory.

George W. Bush came from Texas as the outsider to

Al Gore �ho had followed his father's footsteps into the
Senate before moving into the Vice-President's Mansion in
Washington.

Bush, though, obviously was no stranger to the

White House, with his father occupying 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue jl:st eight years before.

The elder George Bush

faced a similar downside to being considered an insider
when Bill Clinton swept into town and moved in the White
House.

Despite several scandals plaguing the Clinton

campaign, the use of the ideology that they were outsiders
ready to bring change to Washington urged the voters to

j

vote for Clinton instead of the Washington mainstay of
Bush.

j
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The centralization of the two main political parties
[ '

in the United States has been brought on by our own
political process.

Through polling, focus groups, and the

primary process our democracy has evolved into one of
little difference in national leaders.

In the infancy of

our democracy, the two contrasting candidates offered a
wider array of ideas because the nation was not as defined.
Each was able to provide the voters a base of ideas in
which he thought the country should head.

The modern

stages, as Trent and rriedenberg declared, are to blame for
the close elections.

r
f

The conceptual framework offe�ed

here, however, has five arenas - instead of the four stages
of Trent and rriedenberg.

Though somewhat similar, the

arenas offer different areas for campaign communication to
the voters.

The theory here presented is adaptive of the

current political scheme, where others left out the
emerging technology.

Each section is essential to building

of the next arena.
ARENA ONE: DIFFERENTLY SIMILAR
The first arena is the primary arena.

In the primary

arena, any candidate may be visible because the media is
focused on regional issues and less on �hat potential a
candidate has in the long run.

If a candidate can perform

well in several primaries - finishing second or third - he

r1
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or she may have a shot at securing a key role in the race.
The communication is key in the first arena.

The ability

to make campaign promises and effective communicate the
candidates ability to address the needs of the local people
is essential.

For each local primary where the candidate

can make the voters of that state feel like he or she
understands and will fight for their issues, the candidate
has secured himself or herself a longer campaign.
primary is also

a

The

key arena for communication because it is

in this arena that the candidate must point out the
differences in the other candidates.

This is particularly

hard in many cases because all the candidates are from the
same party.

This arena is also the most destructive for

the later are�as in the challenger's campaign.

In the 1988

election, Republican George Bush had little competition
within his party, while the Democrats were running a bitter
race in the primaries.

Richard Gephardt, Michael Dukakis,

Jesse Jackson, and a field of other candidates spent much
of their money fighting each other to try and win the
primaries.

Bush was then able to focus on the issues at

hand before the people and spend his money on ads to ensure
that voters knew he would continue running the country the
same way that the popular Reagan ran it.
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ARENA TWO: CLASS REUNIONS

In the first arena of his campaign, Al Gore - the
sitting Vice-President - tried to show Bill Bradley as
someone not qualified for the nomination from the
Democratic Party in 2000.

Gore had to point out that he

could run a better fight against the onslaught of
Republican Contenders going into the general election.

The

party did ultimately nominate Gore, but the supporters of
Bradley were then needed to help promote Gore.

Bradley,

even though he was not the nominee, needed to communicate
to his supporters to help Gore.

If the primaries are not

heated and a clear front-runner is obvious, then the second
arena can begin well before the Convention.

The front

runner can start communicating to the whole party instead
of to factions and begin building his or her campaign to
the general public -- going through the rituals and motions
of the system.

The second arena can also be called the

healing arena.

All wounds created during the first arena

must be bandaged and doctored.

George W. Bush needed the

support of John McCain's avid fo�lowers, so Bush held
meetings to get advice from McCai�.

This made supporters

of McCain feel like their ideas were being used in shaping
the election.

The reunion of the party during arena two is

essential to success in the third arena.

19

ARENA THREE: RUN FOR THE CENTER
Since more and more voters are calling themselves
independents than Democrat or Republican, it is essential
for the candidates to move further from the edges of the
political spectrum to the central area.

Pollsters are the

main developer of the campaign in this arena.

During the

previous two arenas, pollsters are surveying the general
public on their candidate, the issues, and the likelihood
of voting.

If a candidate comes off, as Gore did, as a

know-it-all, then the pollster would advise the strategists
that image control is needed.

If an issue like abortion is

weighing on the mind of the focus groups, and the candidate
has not taken a stand on the issue, then it is essential
that speechwriters begin mentioning the topic even if they
do not take a stance.

By merely addressing the topic it

beings it to the forefront of the campaign and shows that
the candidate cares about what the general public cares
about.

Unfortunately though with more and more of the

voter base being in the center for these issues, it means
that the candidates are then trying to jockey himself or
herself into that same center area to ensure that he or she
gets those independent votes.
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ARENA FOUR: CUTTING EDGE
A newer arena, which has developed in the political
campaign rules, is for the candidate to let everyone know
that he or she is cutting edge.

This means an interactive

internet site, appearances on cable networks, and style.
It is now appropriate for a candidate to get out and mingle
with the public in jeans and a t-shirt.

This helps the

common voter accept the candidate as one of their own.

The

website is more and more important in accessing the younger
voters as they are mainly the voters who are accessing the
internet.

Websites allow the candidate to put all of his

or her issues and ideas in one place in a small amount cf
time - whereas prior to websites the candidate would have
to make speeches to get across each point.

The website

also caters to groups more closely than regular speeches.
If a candidate is in favor of some issue that is a hotbutton issue with say younger voters, but very unpopular
with older voters, the candidate can have a section on his
I
;

I

or her website for young voters, where he or she admits
1

their support.
Appearances on cable networks like MTV's ROCK THE VOTE
Special have allowed candidates like Bill Clinton to access

l

I

'

voters who have not been adequately addressed in previous
attempts.

Channels specializing to one group - eg.
21

i
Lifetime, MTV, TNN - help candidates.

Since Ge�rge W. Bush

only was able to get one out every ten African-American
votes in the 2000 election, he may focus in the next
election on channels like BET and other channels with
higher ratings among African-Americans.

The cutting edge

arena shows that a candidate is keeping up with the fast
paced world and demonstrates the ability to manage a
country rich in the past with a strong, yet unpredictable
future.
ARENA FIVE: RE-ELECTION
Immediately after the election is over, the newly
elected candidate must show that he or she can work with
those who are already in power to provide a smooth
transition.

There is literally no time in between the

campaign and the re-election campaign.

The workability of

the candidate will provide the voters a positive feel for
the former candidate.

While the candidate must begin

thinking about the job ahead of him or her it is also
If

important to look ahead at the election down the road.

the battle was hard fought and divided the country, as the
2000 election did, it is important for the candidate to
offer the hand of friendship to his or her opponent.

It is

especially important for the candidate to work with those
in the office prior to him or her if they are of the
22
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opposing political party - the one that just lost the race.
From the day after the election ends, it is time to analyze
every action for the next couple years.

In television's

The West Wing, the President (played by Martin Sheen) is
facing re-election.

The character though is battling

against a scandal, because he didn't tell public that he
had Multiple Sclerosis.

His re-election campaign has to

work around that fact to get him re-elected.

In real life

political situations, a candidate would be at risk of
losing their re-election in the same scenario.

Strategists

are brought in as staff for the White House both on policy
issues as well as to keep an eye on the next electior..
Despite the fact that George W. Bush did remarkably poorly
among African-American voters, when he campaigns for reelection,

his record on issues facing them will be used

either against or for him.

In an area where Bush could

pick up a lot of votes, his staff must look at ways to sway

I
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African-American voters from the Democrat who will be
running against him.

While serving in the office Bush may

look to specifically push initiatives that are aimed at
African-Ameri�ans so that when he campaigns and gets the
question of what he has done for African-American 70ters,
he has something to say.

A key appointment, like Colin

Powell to be the first African-American Secretary of State,

is
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CONCLUSION
The political spectrum is wider between the candidates
of opposing parties during the primary season because the
candidate must assure party radicalists that he or she is
the best choice for their party.

The divide then

mysteriously disappears when the candidates must fight for
the same moderate, independent voters.

This is in all

actuality our designed political landscape.

We have

developed this method of campaigning with our own refusal
to identify ourselves to an individual political party.
The parties used to just have to worry about getting their
members to the polls and hope they had more votes than the
other guys.

Now a days its more worrying that a candidate

has adequately proved to the middle of America that he o�
she is the best and get those people looking like potential
voters registered and to the polls.

The po�itical campaign

must be endured and expanded in every election, but the
five arenas of the ne•.•1 political campaign can be used every
time.

The next conterders in the political process can

easily win using sure fire methods like the five arenas.
The game lives on, evolving into a crazy cycle - an endless
cycle.

Winston Churchill once said, "Nobod/ pretends that

democracy is perfect or all-wise.

Indeed, it has been said

that democracy is the worst form of Government except for
all other forms that have been tried from time to time."
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Abstract
Excitation Transfer is a communications theory, which says that arousal produced
in one situation can persist and intensify emotional reactions occurring in later situations.
This theory is used to explain aggressive behavior after being exposed to different forms
of media, particularly film and television media. Another theory on how media effects
the population is Albert Bandura's Social Learning Theory. His theory explains that
instrumentally aggressive behaviors are learned through direct experience or through
observation, not inherited.
The principal purpose of my research study was to expose a difference in the way
males and females are affected by television and film media. My hypothesis states that
males are generally more excited after watching television and movies than females are.
fl

In order to achieve the results of my study, I had the participants respond to a survey
which I created. Twenty students at Longwood College were chosen at random and
asked to fill out the survey, which consisted of a demographics section and a questions
section. Of the ten questions I had the participants answer, six involved statements which

r

they rated based on whether their behavior fit the description of the statement. For
example, for the statement, "I am an aggressive person", the respondent could rate that
statement from one to five, with one being strongly disagree and five being strongly
agree. For those six questions, I used the SPSS computer program to distinguish the
answers by gender. By pairing off each answer by sex, I was able to get the results to
determine if gender plays a role in how one is affected by television and film media. The
results, however, were inconclusive, as the data didn't show enough of a gap between
male and female excitation.

Introduction
Excitation Transfer from television
As defined in the abstract, the Excitation Transfer Theory says that arousal
produced in one situation can persist and intensify emotional reactions in later situations.
This links directly with media studies, as one can be aroused by television and film
media, intensifying their emotions. This arousal of emotions, Dolf Zillman.n states, can
influence our thoughts, producing a cognitive deficit, which is a reduced ability to plan
rationally or evaluate the outcomes of our behavior. Zillmann, who is a mass media
theorist, is cited in Albert Bandura's book Aggression, A Social Learning Analysis,
saying "that observation of others fighting produces emotional arousal, as measured
physiologically in adults" (130, Bandura). When one observes fighting on television or
film, their level of arousal is then increased.
Social Learning from the media
Albert Bandura believes that aggression is learned through a process called
behavior modeling. He believes that individuals do not actually inherit violent tendencies,
but model them after the observation of others. Albert Bandura argues that individuals,
especially children learn aggressive responses from observing others, either personally or
through the media and environment. With television being the most prevalent form of
media today, it is obvious that people, especially children model their behavior after
characters and their actions on television. "There is some evidence, however, that filmed
violence, particularly in realistic forms, is emotionally arousing to young children and
that they retain substantially more aggressive than non-aggressive content" (77,
Bandura).
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Aggression
If one attempts to have one single definition of "aggression," then they will have
to consult many different dictionaries and theorists. Webster's Dictionary defines
aggression as (n.) hostile o,r destructive behavior or actions (www.dictionary.com).
Bandura suggests, "Aggression, like most other concepts, has been characterized m many
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different ways. Variations in defining features arise mainly because some authors
describe aggression solely in terms of attributes of behavior, while others include
assumptions about the instigators, the emotional concomitants, or the intent of potentially
injurious actions" (2, Bandura). Bandura goes on to state that Dollard, Doob, Miller,
Mowrer, and Sears developed the best definition of aggression, as many researches have
used it in their studies of aggression. They define it as "any sequence of behavior, the
goal response to which is the injury of the person toward whom it is directed" (2,
Bandura). However, the current study asserts that one cannot define acts of aggression
on the basis that its sole purpose is to inflict harm on others.

r
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Advent of the Television
. To understand the impact that television and film have on our society, we must
explore the beginnings of these inventions. There has always been a debate on who is the
"Father of Television." Just one person or company didn't invent television, as it took

l

several attempts by many different people to get the medium that we watch today. John

i

Logie Baird is remembered as the inventor of mechanical television, radar and fiber
optics.
Successfully tested in a laboratory in late 1925 and unveiled with much fanfare in
London in early 1926, mechanical television technology was quickly usurped by
electronic television, the basis of modem video technology. Nonetheless, Baird's

achievements, including making the first trans-Atlantic television transmission, were
singular and critical scientific accomplishments.
The advent of the electronic television is accredited to Philo T. Farnsworth,
although RCA heralded both Zworykin and Sarnoff as the fathers of television. Although
there is some discrepancy on who exactly invented image dissector (which was a major
innovation leading to the modern television), both Farnsworth and Zworykin are given
credit for the invention.
Television and film affecting mood
From the beginning of television, there has been concern about its possible
harmful effects. There have been several committees appointed by the United States
government into looking at the connection between television violence and human
behavior. The United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee to
Investigate Juvenile Delinquency held a series of hearings during 1954-55 on the impact
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of television programs on juvenile crime. These hearings set the stage for continuing
congressional investigations by this committee and others in the House and Senate from
the 1950s to the present. In Congressional hearings on violent crimes in the sixties,
"academic researchers pointed to this experimental evidence (laboratory experiments on
television's impact on aggressive behavior by Bandura, Ross, and Ross (1961) and
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Berkowitz and Rawlings (1963)) as supporting the possibility of a link between television
violence and social violence" (2, Milavsky).
The Surgeon General also has taken up the issue regarding television and violent
behavior. The report, which was published in 1972, used surveys that "provided rather
consistent evidence for the existence of cross-sectional correlations between television
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exposure and aggression" (5, Milavsky). This helps to prove that the government
acknowledges that there are ties between television and film media and aggressive
behavior.
Besides congressional hearings, there have been hundreds of studies on how
television and movies affect not only our train of thought, but society as a whole. Studies
on television and film media mainly focus on how it affects our mood. As Zillmann's
excitation transfer theory and Bandura's social learning theory show, exposure to these
types of media greatly inhibits aggression, especially in adolescents. One study,
conducted by Schramm, Lyle, and Parker in 1961, had researchers watch 100 hours of
television and observe violent acts on television. When excluding the "non-humorous"
violence (such as cartoons and slapstick films) they found there to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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12 murders
16 major gunfights
21 persons shot (apparently not fatally)
21 other violent incidents with guns (ranging from shooting at persons but
missing, to shooting up a town)
37 hand-to-hand fights (15 fist fights, 15 incidents in which one person slugged
another, an attempted murder with a pitchfork, 2 stranglings, a fight in the water,
a case in which a woman was gagged and tied to a bed, and so forth)
I stabbing in the back with a butchers knife
4 attempted suicides, three successful
4 people falling of pushed over cliffs
2 cars running over cliffs
2 attempts made in automobiles to run over persons on the sidewalk
I psychotic loose and raving, in a flying airliner
2 mob scenes, in one of which the mob hangs the wrong man
A horse grinding a man under its hooves
A great deal of miscellaneous violence, including a plane fight, a hired killer
stalking his prey, 2 robberies, a pickpocket working, a woman killed by falling
from a train, a tidal wave, an earthquake, and a guillotining

"This graphic account of television programs for children certainly suggests that violence
is rife during the periods watched (or supposed to be watched) by young people" (20,
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Howitt, Cumberbach). With all ofthese occurring at times children are watching
television, then it is obvious to state that they will definitely feel some level ofarousal
during these times. This in turn will lead to aggression as they are learning through
exposure to this type ofmedia. George Comstock, who helped to write Television and
Human Behavior, states "the evidence is that television may increase aggression by
teaching viewers previously unfamiliar hostile acts, by triggering aggressive behavior
both imitative and different in kind from what has been viewed" (13, Comstock). This
helps to prove Bandura's Social Learning Theory.
In another study, conducted by John Robinson and Jerald Bachman (Survey
Research Center, University ofMichigan), researchers tried to understand iftelevision
viewing habits led towards aggression. After sampling 1,500 boys who were one year
out ofhigh school, they found that "preference for violent television content is primarily
a personality variable" (379, Robinson and Bachman). Whether one enjoys violent
television programs or violence in films, does not have an affect on whether or not their
level ofarousal will increase.
The goal ofmy research was to take the responses ofthe participants and try to
find a correlation between gender and how one is affected by television and film media.
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By doing this, one will be able to understand how they should view the media and react
appropriately to it.
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Review of Literature
http://www. communicationresearch. org/behavioral.htm
This website is dedicated to behavioral theories found in communications
research. Here is where I found definitions of the two theories, which I will be testing in
my research. Albert Bandura's Social Learning Theory and D.Zillmann's Excitation
Transfer Theory have helped to shape how we view the effects of the media on people.
This site also provides research done on these two theories.
Television and Aggression
This experimental field study, conducted by Seymour Feshbach and Robert
Singer in 1971, sites Bandura and his Social Learning Theory. They contend, "children
learn from television just as they learn from any visual-auditory display ...The
presumption is that children learn techniques or methods of violence which would
otherwise not come to their attention. The child may learn how to use a knife in a fight,
how to pull the trigger of a gun, or how to hang someone by seeing it done on television"
(12). This book also discusses how people identify with heroes and villains in the media.
This identification with characters on television and film leads to modeling, which is part
ofBandura's Social Learning Theory.
Mass Media Violence and Society
Written by Dennis Howitt and Guy Cumberbatch in 1975, Mass Media Violence
and Society talks about mass media violence as a psychological problem. This book
f

•
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contains the study, which saw Schramm, Lyle, and Parker observe 100 hours of television
programming. The observers counted over 130 acts of violence that could be seen by
adolescents. Besides giving the results of past studies, this book discusses how much and
what we see on television today.
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Television and Human Behavior
This book was written by George Comstock, Steven Chaffee, Natan Katzman,
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Maxwell McCombs, and Donald Roberts and published in June of 1978. Along with
other books, it sites many other studies on television and film violence and how it affects
our behavior.
Television and Aggression: A Panel Study
This panel study was conducted in three different parts. First, Milavsky, Kessler,
Stipp, and Rubens analyzed elementary school children for aggression and also measured
their television viewing habits. In the second section, the authors studied teenage boys,
measuring aggression and their viewing habits as well.
Study Ties Television Viewing to Aggression
This recent Washington Post article was written by Shankar Vedantam and
published on March 29, 2002. Vedantam reports of a new study which says that
"Teenagers and young adults who watch even as little as an hour of television a day are
more likely to get into fights, commit assaults or engage in other types of violence later in
life."
Television and Social Behavior
This book was compiled as a result of the Surgeon General's study 1972. It is a
technical report to the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on television
and social behavior. It includes ten studies ranging from television and adolescent
aggressiveness to Attitudes toward violence: the interaction of television exposure,
family attitudes, and social class. All of the studies found in this text were used in the
Surgeon General's report.
Aggression: A Social Learning Analysis
Albert Bandura's Aggression: A Social Learning Analysis, helped to establish
precedent in studies conducted to see whether television and film exposure are related to
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acts of aggression, especially in young children. As Bandura is accredited with the Social
Learning Theory, his :findings still serve as a basis for many studies that are conducted
today.
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Methods
Participants
The. present study saw the development of ten questions that assessed issues tying
television/movie viewing to aggressive behavior (see Appendix A). Twenty Longwood
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College students were sampled outside of the school's dining hall and were explained the
purpose of the study. The demographic characteristics of the sample were determined by
sex, age, and aggressiveness. Ten female and ten male students ranged from age 19 to
24.

Materials
The rating scale instrument that was used was a survey of ten questions with the
rating scale ranging from 'strongly agree' (5) to 'strongly disagree' (1). These questions
assessed the difference in the ways males and females react to television, and whether or
not the viewing makes them more aggressive.
Procedures
The procedures that were undertaken with the participants were conducted after
the students were made aware that their participation was voluntary, and that the data
would be kept confidential. To conduct my research, I handed out the surveys to 20
Longwood College students (ten male and ten female) and asked all participants to be
honest with their responses. When the students were finished with the survey, the
surveys were then collected and the findings were then analyzed to gain the results for
this study.
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Conclusion
In looking at the results attained from the survey completed by Longwood
College students, one could determine that the results from the survey were inconclusive.
Of the questions that were asked, the results for each were spread out evenly. The ratings
of each of the questions helped in determining the conclusion (See Appendix A). For
question #1 and #2, I used the Likert scale to determine how aggressive each individual
is. The answers ranged from "Strongly Disagree" (1) to "Strongly Agree" (5). For
question #1, the mean for both male and female was found to be 2.7, which is directly in
between the mean for males (2.8) and the mean for females (2.6). Here, the males seem
to think that they are more-aggressive than females.
Aggressive Personalities

□ Aggressive
personality

■ seen as

Aggressive

I
I

r

Females

Males

Gender

However, when compiling the results to question #2, females believe that others
see them as being more aggressive, as they had a mean of 2.8, then they admit to being.
Males tend to think that others see them as less aggressive than they actually are as their
mean turned out to be 2.4.
Question #3 also used the Likert scale to determine if the subjects believe that
they watch a great deal of television. When compiling the results, I found that both male
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and females think that they do not watch that much television, as the mean for both
11
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genders was 2.20. Question #4 helped to determine what exactly everyone thought was
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excessive viewing.
Hours Spent Watching T.V.
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□ Males
■ Females
0 to 1

1 to 2

2 to 3

3 or
more

Time (Hours)

Question #4 asked participants in the study how many hours in a typical day do
they spend watching television. Choices ofO-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3 + were given. Thirty percent
of males said they watch zero to one hour per day, 60% said they watch one to two hours
per day, whereas only one male watches two to three hours of television each day.
Females answered completely different, with 60% saying that they watch zero to only
one hour per day. Ten percent said that they view one to two hours of television per day.
I was surprised t0 find out that 30% of.the females surveyed said that they watch two to
three hours of programming everyday. This goes against my hypothesis that males view
larger quantities of television each day, The graph also shows that people, who view two
to three hours of television per day, do not think that this is excessive viewing.
The purpose of question #5 was to determine what type of programming people
are watching. From the list they were given (see appendix A), each participant was
instructed to pick their favorite type of program that they enjoy viewing the most. It is a
given that everybody has different tastes and opinions and it should also be known that
1,1
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males and females differ the most on what they want to watch. The fight over who
retains the remote control is reinforced by my findings in this question. Although both
males and females report a similar stance on comedy shows, they differ heavily with
other programming.
T.V. Programs Viewed by Males

□ comedy
■ Reality
□ Talk Show
□ Cartoon

■

Drama

mNews
i;a Sports

While 40% of males and 30% of females said that they watch comedy
programming, no females reported watching sporting events on television. Whereas 30%
of males confirmed that they take the most pleasure out of watching televised sporting
events, 0% said that they don't enjoy reality television or talk shows. This contrasts
greatly to the females who conveyed that 30% enjoy reality shows and 20% like drama
· programs. After drama, talk shows and cartoons come in next at 10% each, followed by
news programming, with zero percent of females choosing it as their favorite type of
I ,

programming. This contrasts, not greatly however, with males, who report that 10%
enjoy watching the news. 10% of males also enjoy viewing cartoons and drama shows
on television. Zero percent of males said that they like reality and talk shows the best.

T.V. Programs Viewed by Females
0%
0%

□ Comedy

■ Reality

□ Talk Show
□ Cartoon
■ Drama

30%

ii.I News
I.I Sports

Movies are another form of media, which can induce excitation-transfer as well as
playing into Bandura's Social Learning Theory. Questions #6 and #7 deal with this type
of medium.
Question #6 asked participants how many movies they had seen in the past month.
Out of the twenty people surveyed, only one female stated that she had not seen one
single movie in the past month. Six males said that they have viewed at least one to two
movies, two said they had seen three to four and two more also said that they had seen at
least five or more movies in the past month. Female movie viewing habits tended to be
less skewed than male patterns. Where one female report that she had not seen a single
movie, only one other reported seeing five or more in the past month. Four women stated
that they had seen at least one movie as four others reported that they had seen as many
as three to four movies in the last thirty days.
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While question #6 dealt with how many movies the contributors had seen in the
past month, question #7 asked what type ofmovies did they watch the most. As with
question #5, the answers given by males and females differed vastly. However, there
remained one constant: both sexes had comedy-themed movies towards the top ofthe
list.
Movies Watched by Males

30%

□ Comedy
■ Suspense
□ Romance
□ Porn

■ Drama
EJAction
gSci-Fi

Question #7 of my survey shows that males enjoy action films more than any
other genre, with 30% marking it as their favorite. Comedy and Suspense movies each
registered 20%, whereas science fiction, drama, and pornography each accounted for
10% ofmen'_s favorite genre offilms. As many would suspect with the stereotype of
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masculinity placed upon males, zero percent marked romance as their favorite genre of
film.
The females that answered question #7 seemed to have three distinctive favorite
genres of film. Comedy, drama, and romance films each were picked by 30% of the
females sampled. The other 10% marked suspense as their favorite while none picked
action, science fiction, or pornography.
Movies Viewed by Females
0%
0%

30%

□ comedy
■ suspense
□ Romance
□ Porn
■ Drama
a Action
t.1Sci-Fi

For questions #8-10, I once again employed the Likert scale to test the
participants' mood after viewing television or film. In question #8, males and females
were asked, on a scale of one to five, how relaxed (1) or uptight ( 5) were they after
viewing television or film media. Males reported feeling slightly more relaxed than
women as the mean for males is 2.1. The mean for females is slightly higher at 2.5.
There is not enough discrepancy in these answers to report any substantial findings (see
graph on top of page #17).
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Question #9, which also used the Likert scale to define an answer, asked the
participants how lazy (1) or motivated (5) each one felt after watching television or
movies. Although males reported being more relaxed after their viewing, they recorded a
higher mean than females. Males tended to be more neutral (2.8 mean) where females
reported feeling lazier (2.1 mean) after sitting through television programs or movies.
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The last question on my survey, question #10, continued with the Likert scale,
when asking participants if they felt more depressed (1) or excited (5) after being exposed
to television or films. This question was the only one to. get a positive response to help
prove my hypothesis. However, there is not enough differentiation between the two
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gender's answers to facilitate a valid argument. Males tended to be more excited than
females, as there mean answer was 3.7 and females registered 3.2 on the Likert scale.
Mood After Viewing
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2
Male

Female

As a result of the survey, the statistics prove to be inconclusive. Out of the I 0
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questions, no answer stood out as the statistical elite. The averages were spread out
evenly meaning that: I . The sample taken was not large enough to provide a distinct
differentiation, or 2. Males and females are equally susceptible being aroused by
television and film media. This arousal in turn, promotes aggressiveness within the
human mind.
Conclusions and Implications
The importance of this study was to determine whether or not males responded
differently to television and film media. Another aspect of my study was to determine
that males are exposed to more television. However, as the results of my study are
inconclusive, one can only assume that gender may not play a large role in social learning
or excitation transfer.
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Age:
Male

Sex:

Female

1)
I am an aggressive person.
Strongly disagree
3
2
1
2)

5

I believe that I watch a lot of television.
4
3
2

5
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Strongly agree
5

People believe that I am an aggressive person.
1
2
3
4

3)

r

4

4)

How many hours per day do you spend watching television?
3-4
2-3
1-2
0-1

5)

What kind of television shows do you normally watch? (Circle one)
Comedy
Drama
Reality
News
Sports
Game Shows ·
Educational
Talk Shows
Music
Pornography
Cartoons

6)

How many movies have you seen in the past month?
0
1-2
3-4
5 or more

7)

What type of movies do you normally watch? (Circle one)
Comedy
Drama
Action
Suspense
Romance
Horror
Pornography
Sci-Fi

8)

After watching television or a movie, I generally feel ______
Relaxed
Uptight
5
4
3
1
2
Lazy
1
Depressed
1

2

2

3
3

4

4

Motivated
s
Excited
5

r
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money.

However, not everyone agrees with this and they

feel that using the flag and messages of support on
merchandise and in advertisements is perfectly fine.
the question still remains, how far is too far?

But,

With my

research, as well as surveys, I hope to find out if
nationalism has gone too far since the events of 9/11.
The main method I have used for research for my senior
thesis is a survey.

My survey is entitled "The Effects of

Nationalism on 9/11: Before, After, and Six Months Later."
I asked questions like how people felt about nationalism
before, directly after, and six months after 9/11 as well
as how they felt about the use of the American flag on
merchandise and in advertisements.

Other methods I have

used for research are online sources and library books.

LITERATURE REVIEW
As mentioned above, nationalism has been at an all
time high since the events of 9/11, but what exactly is
nationalism?

According to Perspectives on Nationalism and

War, nationalism is (1) "the authoritative claim of a
nation-state to expressions of common sentiment and
exclusive commitment, of loyal attachment and joint
responsibility, on the part of its citizens"; and (2) "the
assertion of a right to sovereignty, autonomy, and
territory by any group that defines itself by virtue of an
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affective connection to a shared history and culture."
(Comaroff 1995)

In other words, nationalism is loving and

supporting one's nation by either speaking about it or
putting out things like flags and decals, which is what we
did after the events of 9/11 occurred.
nationalism before this all happened?

But where was that
The answer is that

it has always been there; we just do not always show it.
As Michael Elliot (the author of an article in TIME
magazine) put it, "Patriotism comes naturally to
Americans."

(Elliott 2002)

9/11 for us to show it again.

However, it took an event like
In an article titled "The

Nationalism We Need", which was written in 1999, the author
talks about how there is negative and positive nationalism
and how positive nationalism is what we need.

According to

the author, "A society with a lot of positive nationalism
is likely to be tolerant and open toward the rest of the
world because its people have learned the habits of good
citizenship and social justice."

(Reich 1999)

In other words, when nationalism is positive, everyone
comes together as one for a greater good.

This was evident

,.

in the display of nationalism shown after the events of

. J

9/11.

There was a surge of red, white, and blue

immediately following 9/11 and it helped people to cope
with what had happened and it was a comfort to them.

In a

t
September 16 article from The Shreveport Times, the author

i

talks about how good nationalism is and how it has helped
us cope with 9/11.

"We are a country in mourning.

the past five days, we have had time to reflect.
spent hours in prayer.

We have been angry.

Over
We have

We have

achieved solidarity.

All of us have become nationalists.

It is a good thing.u

(McCauley 2002)

reflected by many of us.

His thoughts are

Nationalism was a good thing

after the events of 9/11 because it brought us together and
helped us to cope.
As time went on, however, nationalism started to go
from supportive to a way to make money.

George Donnelly,

whose article was published on September 28, predicted
this.

He writes:
The American flag, commercialized for decades, has entered a
whole new realm as an emblerr, and symbol. Seeing how we have
embraced it for support in ��e last few weeks, marketers will
seize on the Stars and Scripas until their absence, rather than
their presence; strikes us as odd. Embracing the flag to the
point of commercial exploita�ion is only classically American,
for there is no more inalie�able right in the business world than
to market an image into obl�7ion.
(Donnelly 2001)

Not only has nationalisill been turned into a way to
make money, but it has also become a fad.

In an article

about the nature of patriotism, Vicki Varney, a store
manager at Flag World in Florida, talks about how people
seemed to have just come out of the wood work to buy flags
after 9/11.

"It was like a fad, like when the Cabbage
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Patch Dolls came out.

But when you put (an American) flag

outside your house, you should feel it in your heart.
shouldn't be because your neighbor has a flag."

It

(Colarossi

2001)
Clearly, therefore, nationalism has not only become a
way to make money, but has also been turned into the so
called "in" thing to do.

According to Shannon Silbiger,

the author of an article titled Generation DisconNext,
"Even American pride no longer seems authentic."

Her

sentiments were echoed by a 27 year old female that she
interviewed.

"We're having this phenomenon of blind

nationalism and patriotism to the point that we're now

f

dealing with the flag as this thing."

Many people do believe that the flag has lost its original
meaning and will eventually turn into some normal everyday
thing.

Basically, its already turned into the "New Normal"

as one author writes.

t

r

(Silbiger 2002)

She talks about how before 9/11, you

would not find United We Stand written on packages of food,
that people would not be writing songs about supporting our
country, and that everyo�e from 3 year olds to older people
would not be searched for weapons before getting on a
plane.

(Gillin 2002)

But now, these are normal everyday occurrences that no
one gives a second thought to.

Robert J. Thompson,

director of the Center for the Study of Popular Television
at Syracuse University, put it well when he commented on
how common the meaning of the flag as well as nationalism
has become.

"For a long time patriotic expression had an

old, long-i�-the-�ooth quality.

Now, you can be a

sophomore at a university and have an American flag in your
room and not raise a single eyebrow.u

(Gillin 2002)

So,

now that the flag has been thrust in our faces for so long,
according to most, it has lost importance.
Steinman, agrees with this:

Author, Jon

"People's passion for Old

Glory seems to be growing, well, old.u

(Steinman 2002)

This brings me back to my original thesis.

If our

number one symbol of nationalism, the American flag, has
become common (at least in most peoples' eyes), does this
mean that we the American people have forgotten the meaning
of the flag and what it stands for when it comes to
nationalism?

Have we in embracing the flag as well as

words like "United We Stand" and then commercializing it,
made it something soon to be forgotten like Cabbage Patch
Dolls, which were mentioned above?
both questions.

Some would say yes to

One such person is author Tim Nudd:

"The

particulars of patriotism vs. opportunism-the
appropriateness of a message and its placement-have been
hashed out enough.

A better question is whether a phrase
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like 'United we stand' means anything anymore."

Basically,

after seeing the phrase "United We Stand" on everything
from food containers to sides of trucks and vans, Nudd has
started to wonder if its "endless repetition" really means
anything and if it is worth having around anymore.

"It

seems OK to be numb to 'United We Stand.' It's weird to
find yourself resenting it."

He ended by saying that

messages of patriotism will always be around and that soon
"we'll continue to tune them out."

(Nudd 2002)

On an online bulletin board where the topic was
patriotism and the press, one person wrote, "The most
concerning thing about the current display of patriotic
fervor in the American media is the shallmmess of it."
They went on to describe how almost immediately after 9/11
occurred many major networks changed their logos from their
normal colors to patriotic colors:

"It's using patriotism

as a form of corporate branding."

They also went on to say

that they understand that the networks were doing it to
show their support, but they'd "hate to see the American
flag become in 2012 what '.com' is in 2002."

:j

("Patriotism..." 2002)

Many people are worr.:..ed that this is

what might happen to the American flag and �his is why
some, like author Julie Polter, do not support the

Ij
Ij

commercialization of the American flag.

I
So why won't I wave, wear, or stick o� my bumper the American
flag? My answer is not as ready as it would have been before
Sept. 11. Then I had ceded the Stars and Stripes to those who
might say things like 'M� country right or wrong.' A country,
like any other human institution, is always a mix of right and
wrong, and I can't stomach a patriotism t�a� excludes the
responsibility to critique, resist, and rebuild. And I had ceded
the flag to those who had made it little more than a logo
component.
I (dare I sa; it?) am fond of boch fashion and
shopping. But I will not pledge allegiance to Old Nav;, Ralph
Lauren, and Tommy Hilfiger and the American capitalism for which
they stand.
(Polter 2002)

I
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So, as you can see from Nudd, Polter, and others, many
do not agree with the commercialization of the flag and
other patriotic things.
However, it is not just the demeaning and
commercialization that upsets people.

It is also the fact

that what was nothing more than support in the beginning
for those who had lost their lives and their families has
turned into a way to make money.

In an article by Andy

a

Sunfrog, he gives an example of one of the ways in which
the events of 9/11 have been used to make money.
this on September 15:
buy a car today.'

"I heard

'As an American, it's your duty to

While not all scam artists-turned-moral-

champions are as ridiculous and tactless as this vehicular
peddler, as a trend, pushing products with patriotic fervor
prevails."

(Sunfrog)

This sentence is very true in that

anytime something of importance or tragic happens,
merchants and the like look for a way to capitalize on it.
Sunfrog says it best: "While the tragedy may have modified

I
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some rhetoric, the basic formula for global economic
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injustice remains the same."

(Sunfrog)

Another person,

Robert Scarpelli, chief creative office at DOB Chicago,
pointed out that while it doesn't bother some, man·y people
do not want to see patriotic adds.
to Sept. 11 is dangerous.

"Anything that refers

When people think you're using

patriotism to sell products, they'll turn you off in a
second."

(Winters 2002)

While this was not brought up in

the article, this could be a reason why many are starting
to see the American flag and other patriotic things as
commonplace.

They are everywhere and when people see a

patriotic ad, it discourages them because they probably
realize that the real premise behind ads and the such is to .
get their money.
This leads to the issue of nationalism and patriotism
shown at such events as the Super Bowl and the Olympics.
Many people have questioned whether or not nationalism and
patriotism went too far in both of these events.

In an

article about the Super Bowl, the author writes: "Many
coaches, players, and league officials were directly
impacted by the attacks that collapsed the World Trade
Center towers.

But league officials also know they can

project an image by draping themselves in the flag, an
image they can profit from.

So where does patriotism end

and image building begin?"

(Hayes 2002)

This is a

question ·that definitely makes you think and makes you
wonder, where is that fine line?

It is a hard question to

answer and there is no exact answer.

The author realizes

this and while he never says what exactly he thinks
regarding the question, he does make his point clear when
it comes to commercializing patriotism.

"A new generation

is embracing the flag, but even that enduring American
symbol becomes less meaningful every time it's used to sell
pickup trucks or announce linen sales."

(Hayes 2002)

As far as the Olympics go, many wonder if the United
States went too far with nationalism.

Since it is a world

event, some felt that the Olympics should have focused on
all of the countries that were in"olved and not just the
United States.

Others said that while they did not

necessarily agree with the nationalism shown at the
Olympics, they understand America is very strong when it
comes to nationalism and like Archbishop Desmond Tutu of
South Africa said, "If it is what might help heal America,

OK."

(Freedman 2002)

So, as you can see, even though the

nationalism at the Olympics seemed to be good for the
American spirit, there are still many things that are not.
In an article in TIME magazine, the author, Elliot, writes:
"The exploitation of patriotic sentiment for private gain

l
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is hardly new.

But the attacks were a national tragedy,

one that demands a quiet determination to remember those
who died.

Commercializing their sacrifices is a sure way

of turning the ineffable into the merely ordinary-and
making something ordinary is the first step to forgetting
it.,,

(Elliott 2002)

This is one of the biggest problems

with the way that nationalism has gone because people worry
that the original reason that nationalism became important
in the first place will be lost.
We The People, says it best.
I

•

..
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Bob Schultz, chairman of

"Post-9-11 patriotism is

surface and cosmetic, flag-deep."

(Steinman 2002)

DESCRIPTION OF CRITICAL METHOD
The main method of research I used in doing my senior
thesis was a survey.

When doing my survey, I inter7iewed

mainly people of college age as I felt it would be
important to get the input of my peers since we are the
generation of the future.

In interviewing them, I wanted

to find out how they felt about nationalism before 9/11,
directly after 9/11, and six months after 9/11.
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I also

asked how they felt about the commercializing of our flag
and other patriotic things as well as how they felt about
the show of nationalism at events like the Super Bowl.
doing this, I hope to be able to prove my thesis.
RESULTS

In

I was able to get
a• ?roxima�e y 26 people to fill out

my s urvey.

Of these 26, at least two-thirds of those who

filled out my survey were in the 20-25 year old age group.
This is the age group I will focus on.

In analyzing my

surveys, I noticed an interesting trend.

Either people

were very patriotic and all for nationalism or they were
somewhat patriotic and were so-so with nationalism or they
just did not care either way at all.

I found this

interesting because I was expecting people to be more into
nationalism.

For the first question on my survey, which

asked how people felt about nationalism before 9/11, I got
many different responses.

Some said that they did not

really think about nationalism before then.

Others said

that nationalism has always been around, but not out in the
open till 9/11.

A few replied that their nationalism was

high even before 9/11 because they had family members and
other people in the armed forces and it made their
nationalism even stronger.

When asked if their feelings on

nationalism changed afte� 9/11, many replied that they had
and that they had a renewed since of nationalism.

Others

replied that it did not change their thoughts on
nationalism at all.

A few even responded that the

nationalism they felt before 9/11 was just as strong as
what they felt after 9/11, so there was no change.

When

\
\
\
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asked if they put up any type of patriotic decoration or
showed their patriotism in other ways, more than half
replied that they had with putting a flag out being the
number one choice.

When asked if their opinion has changed

now six months later, most people said that it had not and
that they still pretty much felt the same.
The next three questions asked had to do with
nationalistic advertising.
responses:

Those surveyed chose from five

Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, and

Strongly Disagree.

I got a mixture of responses from these

questions, which proved to be quite remarkable.

In the

first question, I asked if people felt that merchants,
business owners, etc. were taking advantage of America's
new-found nationalism for monetary gain.

About a 1/3 of

those asked responded that they agreed, while one-fo�rth
strongly agreed.

The rest that were surveyed responded

neutral, disagree, and �trongly disagree.

However, these

numbers were too insignificant for me to report on.

The

next question asked was a follow-up to the previous
question.

I asked if people thought the use of the

American flag as gimmick to get your business is degrading
to the meaning of the American flag.

The answers to this

question were more evenly dispersed than the first, which
does not allow for a very in-depth analysis.

I still found

it interesting, however, that not everyone agreed that
using the flag as a gimmick was degrading to its meaning.
In the third question, I turned the tables and asked a
question based on some research I had already done.

I

asked if they agreed with other people who said they felt
that the use of the American flag and other symbols as
gimmicks to gain your business has become the "in" thing to
do.

More than half of those polled either agreed or

strongly agreed, which I found to be pertinent to my
research.
The next question I asked was a follow-up to the
previous question in which I asked people to expand on
their answers and explain why they answered the way that
they did.

Most responded by saying that they agreed that

the use of the American flag and other symbols as gimmicks
to gain your business has become the "in" thing to do
because you can find flags and other symbols of patriotism
on every�hing.

Some felt that it was not right to use the

flag and other symbols in this way while others felt it was
okay.

Those who disagreed explained that they answered the

way they did because they believe that it was what the
people wanted, so it is not the "in" thing.

One of those

who disagreed also brought up the fact that many businesses ·
have used the American flag for their advertisements for a
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long time.

We just did not notice until after 9/11

occurred.

This brings a new dimension to my theory.

Certainly last, but not least, I asked how they felt
about the nationalism at the Super Bowl and the Olympics
and whether or not they felt that nationalism went too far
at these events.

I

I

Most felt that the nationalism shown at

these events was fine and that it did not go too far.

A

few did believe it went too far in the Olympics since it is
supposed to be an international event.
Overall, the answers to my survey came out to where I
thought they would and I believe it will help me in proving

i

r

my thesis.
CONCLUSIONS
After doing a lot of research as well as getting

r
J

people to take my survey, I feel that I came reasonably

r

it had,

close to proving my thesis.

To recap, my thesis had to do

with whether or not nationalism has gone too far since
9/11.

While most of the people in my research agreed that
I found it to be less so in those that I polled.

am not sure of how to account for this difference except
for the fact that maybe the people I had polled had never
thought about the things that I asked before.
this could hinder their responses.

I believe

I also feel had I

worded some questions differently, it might also have made

I

a difference.

Overall, my conclusion did not seem to

really prove my thesis.

While some believe that

nationalism has gone haywire, so to speak, since 9/11, most
do not.

I feel that I had I been able to ask more people,

this might have turned out differently.

I also feel that

had I expanded the age bracket for my surveys, the answers
might have varied more.

So, as you can see, while I did

not prove my thesis, I still learned a lot.

I never

expected to prove my thesis beyond a shadow of a doubt and
I do not think most people do.
rare occurrences.

It seems to be one of those

Aside from that, my research has proved

to be fruitful and I have learned a lot of things I did not
know before.

I also believe that if further research is

done, my thesis might just be proved.
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SAMPLE SURVEY
9/11 and Nationalism in America:
Before, After, and Six Months Later
Before the Events of 9/11
i

1. How did you feel about nationalism before the events
.of 9/11?

I

Directly After the Svents of 9/11
2. When the events of 9/11 occurred, did you feel
differently about nationalism?

•
•
•

3. Following the events of 9/11, which of the following
did you do to show your support? Circle all that
apply.
• Attach an American flag to your car
• Place a decal on your car
• Fly an American flag from your home
• Other, Please Specify:

"
Six Months After the Events of 9/11

I

I

•

•

j

4. Has your opinion of nationalism changed in the last
six months?

5. Do you feel that �etailers, merchants, business
owners, etc. are taking ad•:antage of America's new-

( In other words,
found nationalism for monetary gain?
do you think it is right for them to use the American
flag for example as a gimmick to get your business?)
Circle one.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Strongly Disagree

Neutral

Disagree

6. As a follow-up to question 5, do you think the use of
the American flag as a gimmick to get your business is
degrading to the meaning of the American flag?
Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Disagree

Neutral

Disagree

7. According to my research on nationalism ar.d its
effects since 9/11, many people believe that the use
of the American flag and other symbols as gimmicks to
gain your business has become the "in n thing to do.
Do you agree?
Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Disagree

Neutral

Disagree

8. As a follow-up to question 7, did you agree or
disagree? Why or why not? (If your answer to
question 7 was neutral, skip question 8 and go to
question 9. )

•
•
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9. How do you feel about the nationalism that was present
at events like the Olympics and the Super Bowl? Do
you think these events went too fa� with nationalism?
Why or why not?
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